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Statement ol Purpose
In recognition of the fact that transsexual persons have been sys-

tematically silenced, marginalized, maligned and even brutalized,

not only within mainstream society, but also even within feminist

philosophy and culture,

TransSisten: the Journal of Transsexual Feminism has been cre-

ated to further the process of defining oorselves and creating oor
own reality, rather than allowing others todo so.

As such. Transsitten is committed toward accomplishing the

following objectives:

1.

) to providing a forum dealing specifically with issues of trans-

sexuality from a feminist perspective;

2.

) to giving voice to the ideas, feelings, concerns and perspec-

tives of transsexual feminists;

3.

) to ending the misperception that transsexuality and feminism

are antithetical;

4.

) to ending the invisibility and marginalization of transsexual

persons within the feminist community;

5.

) to fostering understanding of the phenomenon of transsexu-

ality among nontranssexual feminists;

6.

) to promoting dialogue, understanding, cooperation and rec-

onciliation between the feminist and transsexual communities;

7.

) to promoting feminist consciousness within the transsexual

community;

8.

) to promoting honest examination of the complex issues which

affect the lives of transsexual persons in a constructive, non-dogmat-
ic manner within a feminist context leading to the empowerment of

transsexual persons through feminist principles.

Although the primary focus of TransSisters is on issues of con-

cern to male-to-female transsexuals, issues of concern to female-to-

male transsexuals are also relevant to its purpose.
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Retailers:

TransSisters: the Journal of Transsexual Feminism is

available to retail sellers in quantities of five or more for sixty

percent of the cover price, postage paid. Payment is due 90 days

after receipt. Full credit (minus return shipping cost) will be

given for whole copies received within 30 days following

publication of next issue. Call (816) 753-7816 or write to 4004

Troost Avenue; Kansas City, Missouri 641 10 to order.

Receive TransSisters Free!
TransSisters is in need of finding more retail outlets which

will be willing to carry it. If your local alternative (or

mainstream) bookstore does not already sell TransSisters , and you

are able to persuade them to do so, you will receive a

complimentary one year subscription. Just inform us of the name

and address of the bookstore you have contacted, and have your

bookstore mention your name along with its order. Wholesale

rates are listed elsewhere on this page.

COM.IH6 IM THE MKT ISSUE OF
TransSisters: the Journal

of Transsexual Feminism:

An Interview with

Martine Rothblatt

&£t
Submissive!
TransSisters welcomes submis-

sions of original articles, interviews, re-

views, position statements, press releas-

es, editorials, research reports, fiction,

poetry, artwork or photography dealing

with issues of transsexuality and femi-

nism. Submissions dealing with con-

troversial issues or taking controversial

stances (short of character assassina-

tion) including erotica are especially

encouraged. Although the primary

focus of TransSisters is on issues of

concern to male-to-female transsexuals,

material related to female-to-male concerns will also be consid-

ered for publication. Material that has been published elsewhere

is also acceptable, but please indicate where it has been previous-

ly published if it has been.

All submissions are subject to editing by the Domineditrix.

Please enclose a brief biographical summary (two or three sen-

tences) with your submission. Submissions written under pseud-

onyms are acceptable.

TransSisters reserves the right to reprint all submissions.

, All other rights revert to the individual authors after publication.

TransSisters also reserves the right to refuse publication of any

submissions which do not meet our editorial or aesthetic stan-

dards or which are contrary to our goals and purposes.

Manuscripts should be double-spaced or neatly hand writ-

ten. Please number your pages and put your name and the title of

the work at the top of every page. Please submitt your work

on 3.5 floppy disks in either Macintosh or DOS ASCII formats if

at all possible.

Artwork must be camera ready. Please enclose a self-ad-

dressed stamped envelope if you want your manuscript, disk or

artwork returned.

Contributors are also welcome and encouraged to submit

photographs (preferably Mack & white) of themselves along with

their submissions, but please indicate the name of the photogra-

pher if you do so, so that we can give proper photo credit.

Negatives are also acceptable in lieu of prints, and will be re-

turned if you provide a s.a.s.e.

The deadline for submissions of all sorts is six weeks prior

to publication of the next issue. Those dates are as follows:

Winter. November 20; Spring: February 18; Summer May 20;

Autumn: August 20.

Contributors receive a free copy of the issue in which their

work appears. Please address all submissions to: TransSisters',

Davina Anne Gabriel, editor; 4004 Troost Avenue; Kansas City,

Missouri 64110. Submissions can also be sent by fax to

(816)753-7816, but you must call first, as there must be someone

here to receive your fax.
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Dear TransSisters :

The Lavender Youth

Recreation and Information

Center (LYRIC) is a social

and recreational center for

lesbian, gay, bisexual,

transgendered, and questioning youth 23 and under in the San

Francisco Bay Area. We offer discussion groups, dances, sports,

arts, safer sex information, and a Youth Talkline, all of which are

peer facilitated. We have been working to expand our services to

transgendered youth and to recruit more transgendered volunteers

and board members (many of our participants and 5-10% of our

callers are transgendered). We also encourage transgendered

applicants for staff positions as they arise.

Once again, we are seeking volunteers for the LYRIC Youth

Talkline, which is a peer support phone line. The Youth Talkline

is 100% safe and confidential. Young people can call to talk

about coming out, questioning identity, safer sex, relationships,

transphobia, homophobia, or whatever else is on their minds.

(The number is 415-863-3636 or 1-800-246-PRIDE. The TDD
number is 415-431-8812.) Anyone under the age of 24 who is

interested in volunteering as a listener can call Anne or Olga at

415-703-6150 before October 2. We are also seeking volunteers

under the age of 24 to facilitate discussion groups. The training

will be in December.

In addition, the LYRIC board of directors is seeking qualified

members, and is committed to having transgender representation

cm the board. Board members do not have to be under 24.

Because you have a sizeable audience among the Bay Area

transgender community, I am hoping that you will be able to

print this letter. It is vitally important that all lesbian, gay,

bisexual, and transgendered people have opportunities for

communication, sharing information, and mutual support. I

applaud the work you are doing, and appreciate any support you

can give.

Sincerely,

Vanessa Vichit-Vadakan, LYRIC Board of Directors

Anne Mattis, Coordinator, LYRIC Youth Talkline,

San Francisco, California

Dear Davina,

TransSisters #9 just arrived, and it is perhaps the best

issue yet. Thank-you! Your interview with Rachel Pollack, and

her Tarot reading in honor of you, were delightful and inspiring.

As a fledgling pre-op, preparing for my real-life test, I took much
comfort from Rachel's words. To look at transition as a spiritual

path is an inspirational paradigm. Rachel's gentle insistence that

transition demands death (“Oh yes. Nothing less.”) sent shivers

through me; yet her message of “rebirth” was ultimately

reassuring. It was also helpful to hear her view that the path of

transition is one of surrender to a passion of the body; so it has

o the Sttiiot
always seemed for me. It became clear, during my second reading

of the interview , how skillfully your questions and comments had

allowed the process to unfold. Your contribution was an

important complement to Rachel’s exposition.

My sincere thanks to you for continuing to produce the one

indispensable publication for transsexual women.

In sisterhood,

Anne Lawrence,

Seattle, Washington

Editor,

I was interested to read the article in TransSisters # 9,

Summer 1995 by Kristine Wyona Holt entitled “The Disability

Initiative.” It served to point out for me the dangers of tampering

with the DSM-IV criteria. It seems schizophrenic to argue with

one and the same voice for removing transsexuality from DSM-IV
(or, more likely, its successors) and also ask insurance companies

to cover SRS, the law to protect transsexual persons, and society

to accept the condition as, in some way, a necessary step for

certain individuals, without some sort of special status. What
insurance company will volunteer to cover the costs of surgically,

or even psychologically, intervening in a condition for which

there is no diagnosis and for which there is no medically-approved

remedy? One might as well expect them to routinely approve

cosmetic surgery for persons who feel disadvantaged because of

their looks. This is never going to happen. Sorry, but that’s the

way our medical system works.

Removal from DSM-IV will also very likely make it much
more expensive and difficult to obtain surgery, even without

insurance. IF SRS is classified as elective, cosmetic surgery,

surgeons specializing in the field will have to pay cosmetic

surgeon levels malpractice insurance premiums and physicians, as

a class, become more vulnerable to costly lawsuits if ideal results

are not obtained. That’s the way our system really works.

The current classifications, however much as .they may
discomfit certain transsexuals, who insist on being considered

“normal,” also help protect the physician from litigation. The

published standards of care for transsexuality as a diagnosed

medical condition ensure that the physician can rely on this to

establish the medical necessity and appropriateness of the

procedure chosen in conformance with those guidelines. Without

such guidelines, the doctor is left at the mercy of a potential jury

who will decide what the results of such surgery should have

been. Who can doubt that many physicians would forgo such

hazards in favor of a field with less risk attached?

As Ms. Holt points out in her article, the DSM-IV criteria

may also help protect individual transsexual persons, at least until

conservative state legislatures move to plug those “loopholes”

with their own versions of mandatory conformance to the

restrictive right-wing “lifestyle” they like to call “traditional

family values.” Do you really think those “values” are ever going
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to include tolerance of transsexuality or transsexuals without

some sort of plausible “excuse” that everyone, however ignorant

or prejudiced, can understand and accept without being accused of

complicity in immoral and “biblically-prohibited” behavior? If

so, I just may have a nice little piece of valuable real-estate in the

Arizona desert I’d like to sell you.

It is no accident that the removal of homosexuality from an

older version of the DSM made it much easier to attack the

“special rights” of gay people. If it’s not “a condition,” then its

just “a lifestyle.” Why should society at large pay, or help

protect or facilitate in any way, “lifestyles” that many find

repugnant, for whatever reason? If we were still listed, I strongly

suspect that we would find it much easier to attack anti-gay

legislation in the courts, as opposed to the ballot box.

Likewise, it’s fairly easy for many people to understand, on a

naive level, the fact that someone may have a medical or

psychological “condition” called transsexuality which could

require intervention to alleviate or correct. It’s much more

difficult to persuade them that this situation is perfectly normal

but that they should help pay, through their own insurance

premiums or taxes, for surgery or psychological counseling

required to correct or treat it. If it’s normal, why does it need

treatment in the first place? Worse, if it’s not a medical

condition, if it’s somebody’s “decision,” why shouldn’t we be

allowed to hate them or fire them, or put them in jail? If we’re

free agents, we can be held accountable. The law protects women
and persons of color only because they have no choice in the

matter of their race or sex. If these things were mutable, if one

could put off blackness like washing off paint, or femaleness like

changing clothes, wouldn’t a firm be legally justified in insisting

that everyone maintain a corporate “dress code” of white maleness,

considering that many people find this appearance comfortable and

“businesslike?” I wouldn’t bet on the contrary opinion.

In Sisterhood,

Lee Phillips,

Dana Point, California

Dear Davina:

Feast or famine ... I was out of new stuff to read and too

broke for new books or comics, and the new TransSistersarrived

on the same day as the new Advocate, which was also payday!

After revelling in an abundance of words and ideas. I’d like to

share some of my thoughts on # 9.

Christine Tayleur and I have had lengthy discussions on the

need for overcoming various types of elitism in the trans

community. It’s one of those odd cases where one can agree

completely with someone and still find themselves at odds. Her

letter raises, as do her conversations, many salient points. It begs

the question, though, of resolution of these issues. 1 agree

elitism is an issue, as made most apparent in the rampant

classism in our community (or so it seems to me, at least).

Given the validity of her accusation of bourgeois elitism, what

should be done about it? The handful of sisters who are rich, or

even those who have managed to hold onto middle-class status,

have still suffered. Pain is pain. And should they divest

themselves of their “wealth” for the benefit of those of us in the

“lower caste?” I don’t think monastic self-debasement would

better anyone’s position. Her central point, that we need a call to

arms against those who would bend us to their arbitrary concepts

of morality, is dead on. But should we then ignore injustices

perpetrated on us by those who ought to be on our side, if for no

other reason than a shared yoke of oppression (and I do believe

that there are larger bonds, as well)? If discrimination is wrong,

isn’t its elimination a desired goal, regardless of our larger

opinions of the source of that discrimination? That doesn’t mean
it’s a higher priority than saving lives. I think that if one part of

the fight is given short shrift for another, the whole war may be

lost. For the want of a horseshoe nail and all that

Martine Rothblatt’s letter surprised me in its objectivity.

Given her obvious anger at the time, I was pleased and relieved to

read such a balanced perspective chi the health conference events. I

think there’s already been way too much time and effort devoted to

a few hours on a Sunday evening, especially in light of the larger

issues we still face. Still, there are a couple of points I can't let

slide.

First, if the devil is in the details, as Rothblatt says, then it’s

incumbent on her to get those details right when using them to

make a point. I was told by some of the other participants that

past years’ health conferences had included discussions of trans

health issues, but that’s secondhand information. Second, Walter

Bockting was in no way associated with PHS when Margaret

O’Hartigan went through the program — I believe he was in his

native Holland pursuing his second doctorate at the time. Third,

Margaret would have had to sue the state to get her right to state-

paid SRS (a right the proposed ICTLEP health-care standards

would, by implication, eliminate) even if PHS had said she was

the best candidate ever to grace their doors. The two are

completely independent bodies, PHS being part of the University

and the State being, well, the State. So for Rothblatt to infer

O’Hartigan’s motives were based on some speculated past slight

is specious at best I agree with her as to Bockting’ s work for our

community. He was instrumental in reestablishing that MA
payments being accepted at PHS after a lengthy period of their

denial; he helped establish clinical outlets for trans people electing

NOT to have surgery; he organized a study on the impact of HIV

in the trans community several years ago; and he secured a grant

from an order of nuns(!) to fund a pro born support group for

post-ops. I’m sure he’s done many things that community

members have taken issue with. What health-care practitioner in

this field hasn’t? Despite that, he remains a strong advocate, and I

regret his discomfort at this coup.

I was opposed to this action beforehand, I was opposed to it

while it was happening, and I still believe that, although it did

some very positive things, more harm than good was done. But

if there are to be casualties of free speech, egos are much easier to

reclaim than lives. If an audience member who elected to stay

learned something to help them deal effectively with an

impoverished trans client, it may have been worth it. But if one

of the audience members who left in disgust over the petty’

bickering that preceded the real work done that day lacked the
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information to help a trans client find their way as a result, it

wasn’t worth it.

Now has everyone had their say about these three hours? Can

we please move on?

Peripherally related: I must take the Editrix to task for

burying the news about the cancellation of state funding for SRS
in Minnesota in the new flash cm the health conference takeover.

From a journalistic standpoint, I don’t understand how the

resolution of the previous issues’s lead news story can be

relegated to a few lines in a minor story. It does address the larger

apathy in our community. Minnesota was the only state that

officially covered SRS for the indigent as a matter of policy. And
our community’s response to its loss has been near complete

silence. What do you suppose the reaction the gay community

would be to a state completely cutting AIDS funding? We don’t

have to guess; we’ve seen it. The trans community doesn’t stand

up for itself. We talk a lot, and a handful of us manage to get

some real work done, when we can stop fighting long enough to

do it. But as a class of citizens, we show no anger. We have no

voice because we don’t claim one. As long as we let the cruel and

the ignorant walk on us, they will.

I believe we should do as Kristine Holt and others have

suggested, and use the political juggernaut set up by the disability

rights movement as a model for our efforts. It would give us a

starting point.

The piece on Premarin has led me to switch back to Estinyl,

despite its having to come out-of-pocket since my clinic

pharmacy doesn’t cany Estinyl (dontcha love American health

care?). Some things you do just because they’re right, and hang

the cost

Regarding Rachel Pollack: much as I enjoy her comic work, I

must confess I’ve never made it through one of her novels. It’s

an ADD thing, I think: I take off on conceptual tangents and lose

track of the plots. The language and the ideas are just too damn
rich. I have the same problem with Gene Wolfe’s stuff. Sigh.

The {nice we pay for our wonderful insanities. But I do like what

I’ve read, if that’s any consolation.

It dawned cm me in reading the interview that the discussion

regarding the “how did you know you were a woman” chestnut is

essentially a byproduct of trying to distinguish absolute personal

truth from universal truth (both of which may be oxymorons). I

found this amusing since it’s a knot I continually untangle and

retie in my own life/identity.

I don’t know how inclusive the bibliography was intended to

be, but I am aware of a couple of omissions. (Editor’s note: The

bibliography was provided by Rachel Pollack herself.) In the

sadly neglected art form known as comics, Rachel authored a one-

shot titled Brother Power, the Geek. This was a revisionist

version of an absurd hippie/fantasy character created in the early

seventies, if memory serves, by Joe Simon, co-creator of Captain

America and longtime partner of Jack Kirby, though The Geek

was a solo effort. Rachel took this silly little self-parody and

made of it something — well, for lack of a better word, damn near

profound. Sadly, it didn’t sell very well, at least locally, and

copies can probably be gleaned from cheapo bins at many comic

stores. Another noteworthy omission is the short story “Black

Rose and White Rose,” found in the gay SF anthology Kindred

Spirits, edited by Jeffrey M. Elliott. This is one of the prettiest

fairy tales I’ve ever read. I’m told it’s also been performed as a

puppet show !

I largely agree with your piece on potential pre-op inclusion

at MWMF and anywhere else the issue arises (lousy pun

unintentional) that we don’t really have the right to define

boundaries for any community except our own, and even then we
run risks of being arbitrary and oppressive. But your use of the

classic Townshend lyric as a title brings to mind another Pete

lyric, one I’ve had flitting through my mind lately every time I

think about the blessing (disguised as a curse) of being

transsexual, and it’s a really spiffy closing line at that: “/ am
secure in this world of apartheid / This is my cell, but it’s

connected to starlight.
”

Sisterhood and peace,

Diana Green,

Minneapolis, Minnesota

Dear Davina,

I recently saw an advertisement which I felt warranted a

thrashing. I am sure that other of our transsexual / transgendered

brothers and sisters have seen it as well but the ad necessitates

some public, multiple outcry. The ad to which I refer ran, among
other places I am sure, in the August 1995 issue of Allure.

The ad is comprised of two double-sided pages with color

glossy photos of a woman approaching the camera / viewer. Now
I realize that the model is transsexual super-model Tula but

somehow this make it all the more painful. I would like to know

if her image was used without her consent. In the ad, she is

presented as attractive, in the conventional sense -- that is she is

white, blond, skinny and wearing a bikini top and sarong-like

skirt The text states (each photo has her becoming closer to the

viewer):

photo 1: “She’s blonde”

photo 2: “She’s beautiful”

photo 3: “She’s headed your way”

photo 4: (now all we see is an extreme close-up of her torso)

“She’s a he.”

Then the ad’s kicker, which is the company’s slogan: “Life is

harsh. Your tequila shouldn’t be.”

The transphobia here is entirely too clear. The last close-up

invites the viewer to look for a dick, look for signs of maleness,

so the joke can be complete. The threat of the transsexual woman
is also clear here — she can fool you and you might never know
unless a caption were present to tell you different. Of course,

once fooled you need a drink to deal with the enormity of the

situation; i.e., “1 checked out a GUY! What does that make me?”

How any one can call the woman in the ad (assuming she is

transsexual) a “he” is completely misguided, ignorant, and

disrespectful. And we all know what usually happens when a

man is “fooled.” The ad, therefore, can be seen as inviting

violence.

I have sent a similar letter to Allure, expressing my outrage
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and I ask others to do the same. Letters should be sent to Sauza

tequila as well. 1 have also seen that Sauza also advertises in The

Advocate. Though they do not use the same ad The Advocate

should be made aware of the company's dangerous and transphobic

attitude.

Allure can be reached at

Allure

360 Madison Ave.

New York, New York 10017

email: alluremag@aol.com

The importer of Sauza:

Domceq Importers, Inc.

Old Greenwich, Connecticut

Please respond and get your supportive friends to write as

well.

Thanks,

Dexter George

Riverside, California

Attn: Davina Anne Gabriel

Letter to the Editor.

TransSisters' account of the 17th. National Lesbian & Gay
Health Conference “Transgender Health” symposium is so biased

and riddled with factual errors as to raise serious questions

regarding the veracity of the magazine and its ability to report

news of interest to the trans community.

To begin with, characterizing Kiki Whitlock and Mecale

Little as “protesters imported from as far away as San Francisco

and Pennsylvania” is erroneous. These women were not

“protesters” — they were legitimately attending the health

conference as queer health professionals in their own right, and

joined the panel simply in response to the call to open

participation to all trans people present. They came to the

conference and the symposium completely unaware of our goal to

open the panel to fuller participation by the trans community than

had been permitted by Dr. Walter Bockting of the University of

Minnesota's Program in Human Sexuality. To impugn these

women’s credentials in such a manner is inexcusable, and an

apology is due them by TransSisters.

Given that one of our goals was to circumvent the racism

inherent in a symposium panel comprised solely by whites, 1 am
disappointed, to say the least, to see TransSisters singling out as

“imported” the only people of color to participate on the panel. 1

hate to think racism — overt or covert — is behind identifying

these women by hometown; yet how else to explain your failure

to do likewise to Rebecca Durkee of Boston, who also joined the

panel but who is white?

And what is one to make of TransSisters dismissing

Whitlock and Little as “imported,” given the fact that Bockting,

who restricted female-to-male participation cm the panel to a sole

Frenchman, is a Dutch citizen? Given the many FTMs in this

country qualified to address the issues of their own health care, if

anyone is to be charged with “importing” participants, it is

Bockting. The issue, I hasten to add, is not country of origin, but

the double standard inherent to TransSisters ’ criticism of the late

additions to the panel.

Bias is evident, as well, in TransSisters ’ decision to quote

only those critical of the liberation - who were clearly in the

minority. The action was successful because it had the support of

the majority of health professionals in attendance who, as queers

not content to abandon queer health issues to straights, recognized

the injustice of permitting a nontrans persons — Bockting -- to

define trans participation on a panel addressing our health issues.

The widespread applause that broke out amongst the audience as

Whitlock, Little and Durkee joined the panel is proof enough.

This reality, however, is denied by TransSisters' depiction of the

audience as “those who were left; many had left in disgust at the

time of the takeover.”

That TransSisters devoted eight and one-half lines to Denny’s

assessment of the panel’s liberation, neglecting to quote a single

other trans persons, is evidence of further bias. Is TransSisters so

inured to the perception of showing favoritism to one of is own
staff members as to be oblivious to the harm to its credibility

caused by such slanted coverage? With over ten years in

newspapering, during which time I often found myself on the

front pages of the paper I worked for, 1 understand the necessity of

bending over backwards to avoid the appearance of conflict of

interest To extensively quote your own staff writer, Davina, as

you did Denny, while neglecting to extend the same courtesy to

Whitlock, Little, Durkee, Koteles, Tayleur, Rothblatt and

Hotimsky, is bad judgment cm your part carried to the point of

self-destructiveness.

Nothing is so indicative of TransSisters' failure to maintain

objectivity than your decision to allow the motivations and

intelligence of those your staffer maligned as “dupes” be called

into question while denying those same people the equal

opportunity to explain their participation on the panel. The lofty'

ideal of the activists responsible for the liberation of the panel to

carry out the action without one critical word towards a single

trans person is betrayed by TransSisters resorting to name-calling.

People desiring to know the truth of what happened in

Minnesota June 18 need only view' the unedited videotape made of

the event Two videocameras were set up behind the audience,

allowing any who wish to determine for him or herself the

veracity of TransSisters account of both the panel and audience

reaction. I urge everyone to join me in calling for the release of

the videotape.

Sincerely,

Margaret Deirdre O’Hartigan,

Portland, Oregon

MADAME L'EDITRICE,

I appreciate the coverage you gave our take-over of the

Transgender Health Symposium at the 17th National Lesbian/

Gay Health Conference in Minneapolis in June.

There were a number of points that were made in the letter

and article that treated this action that 1 agree with and would like

to re-emphasise. Marline ROTHBLATT says that "transsexuals

0
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must take their destiny into their own hands.” This is so very

important, and I thank Martine for validating and acknowledging

our action therein. She also makes an extremely important point

when she states that we must be responsible for our own outreach

to ensure diversity in public presentations, &tc. This is an

especially important point in light of the recent attacks on

Affirmative Action and the social gains we made in the past three

decades, by the right-wing and their xenophobic, anti-immigrant

hysteria that they are whipping up. These were the very reasons

for our coup d’etat.

Martine's letter notwithstanding, there are a number of points

that I must take issue with and feel that it's important to bring to

your attention.

It would appear that you are only interested in the opinion of

your staff writer and are not overly-concerned about accuracy and

fairness in the account given in TRANS-ACTION NEWS in the

last issue. This is evidenced by an unsigned news account in

which myself and Margaret O'HARTIGAN are virtually slandered

by an unknown author, a violation of your own stated policies

and feminist and journalistic ethics. Who wrote that article?

Why does it contain only one person’s account of the action?

TRANSSISTERS perpetuates the very racism evidenced in

the formulation of the panel by dokter BOCKTING. The article

completely ignores the entire presentation by the women of

colour who joined the panel. It further perpetuates this racism by

dismissing their contributions as "expounding on the problems

that DENNY had mentioned earlier.” This is both unfair and

erroneous; it glosses over the issue of racism, one of the reasons

we undertook this action.

The assertion that protestors were "imported from as far

away as San Francisco and Pennsylvania,” is both incorrect and

misleading. While it is certainly true that I knew Kiki

WHITLOCK, Transgender Services Coordinator of San

Francisco's Asian AIDS Project; (she chaired the Transgender

Task Force subcommittee of the Human Rights Commission of

San Francisco, last year during the preliminary hearings on

transgender discrimination which led to the 5 1/2 hour hearing at

City Hall , from which resulted San Francisco's comprehensive

anti-transsexual/transgender discrimination law, which makes it a

crime to discriminate against any trans-person and a hate crime to

bash a trans-person, either physically or verbally), it is false that

she or any of the other two women who joined from the audience,

Ms. Mecale LITTLE, an AIDS outreach worker from

Philadelphia's Action AIDS programme and Ms Rebecca

DURKEE, director of Boston's Gender Identity Support Services

for Transgenders, knew anything about this protest beforehand,

much less were "imported." They were legitimate conference

attendees and were involved in several other workshops on

previous and following days.

Failure on the part on the part of your magazine to quote

from any of the women of colour is racist in and of itself.

In the news account, it also stales that flyers were distributed

beforehand that contained health-related materials published by

Dallas DENNY. While literally accurate, I fear this too may be

misleading, in that while it is true that there was one article

published by Dallas, that article was written by myself,it was

entitled "TRANSSEXUALS AND ADDICTION."
The other articles were by Margaret O'HARTIGAN which had

been published in several Minnesota newspapers and another was

about ts health-care in Minnesota and the last was a letter to den

heer dokter, from a Minnesota transactivist, an active out

transsexual activist since the 1970s, Diana SLYDER, urging den

heer dokter to open up the panel.

Please permit me to elucidate some facts about the reasons

why we staged this non-violent political action:

1.) The University of Minnesota has a long history

extending back nearly two decades of being criticised by

transsexuals. They have received criticism for charging

exhorbitant fees, for requiring advance payment and for overly-

rigid acceptance criteria, thus creating unnecessary and often

insurmountable barriers en access to health care for transsexuals.

Indeed, the U.of M. is like every other university-based

programme that I have seen or heard of since I commenced my
own transition nearly twenty years ago. CHRYSALIS
QUARTERLY criticised university programmes several issues

ago, as being "essentially failures.”

Doctor Sharon SATTERFIELD, herself formerly associated

with the University of Minnesota's Program in Human Sexuality

(PHS), which heer dokter heads, criticised PHS for its recent

decision to suspend surgery and referrals while the surgeon takes a

year's leave of absence out of the country.

This decision, which must have been matte several months

earlier shows the callous disregard they have for transsexual lives.

If it was made only a short time before the action, then it shows

them to be capricious with regard to our lives and health.

2) We tried to negotiate with dokter BOCKTING, for some

six weeks beforehand to open up the panel to be more inclusive,

more representative of the Community as a whole. Dokter

BOCKTING referred us to the other panel members, who stated

that they had no problems with adding other people to the panel.

The doctor then said he had decided not to add any more panel

members.

3) The MtF portion of the panel was comprised of only

White, middle-aged, middle-class, able-bodied transsexuals, none

of whom is an active, paid, health care provider to the

transsexual/transgender community, nor a front-line activist to the

best of my knowledge.

4) The ratio of FtM participation was 1:2, in relation to the

MtFs. There was only one FtM cm the panel. FtM invisibility

is an ongoing problem that many FtM friends and acquaintances

have related to me. It stems from sexism.

Further, this was a national health conference, though the

transgender component was organised by a citizen of the

Netherlands, who literally imported a French citizen, and

apparently, deliberately excluded any U.S. FtMs Kiki

WHITLOCK and others have reported that he paid Monsieur

H0T1MSKY $1000 to attend.

In my view, we have a duty to incorporate all of these factors

in anything we do or participate in publically and privately, if we
are truly sincere about a commitment to fighting injustices such

1
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as racism, poverty, &tc. By the same token, we must protest the

lack of inclusion and diversity when panels such as at

Minneapolis are set up and billed as being representative of our

community. To do less is to participate in the oppression and to

give tacit acceptance to it. It's like being a "good German."

Finally, as to the charge that I was "duped", nonsense. I

stand by my actions as being just and righteous, just as I did w ith

Dallas DENNY in Atlanta, back in 1992, at Southern Comfort,

when I walked out with her from a meeting at which she was

being slandered, unless I were duped then.

TRANSSISTERS is a well-produced, usually balanced and

fair publication, its articles are thought-provoking and usually

interesting. I have high regard for the quality of journalism it

usually exhibits. I have high hope that the editor will make the

appropriate corrections to this oversight and bring it back to its

normally high standards. 1 think TRANSSISTERS, if it wishes

to live up to commonly-accepted journalistic ethics owes Ms.

WHITLOCK, Ms. DURKEE, and Ms. LITTLE an apology,

otherwise, it is no better than the fundamentalist feminist,

pseudo-scholars, like RAYMOND, DALY, and other

academicians, such as Walter WILLIAMS and Will ROSCOE,
who pervert the truth, obscure transsexual/transgender history to

their own narrow ends.

Dallas DENNY stated that she agreed that racism and

classism are serious problems in the composition of the panel.

One hopes that she will work with us and people of colour in the

Community and set aside personal differences, as Kiki invited her

to do at the Symposium, to help eradicate these problems, so that

future protest actions of this sort will not be necessary. One
hopes that AEGIS, ICTLEP, IFGE, and other organisations that

claim to represent the Transsexual/ Transgender community, will

begin to address these wrongs pro-actively, by integrating and

diversifying their staffs and boards of directors and conducting

outreach as well as educational efforts to seriously address these

problems, in order to reflect the diversity in the "splendour of

gender" as CHRYSALIS put it

As Crystal ERWIN one of the founding members of

Transgender Nation and former vice-president of the San Francisco

Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual/Transgender Freedom Day and Pride

Celebration board says, "our community is standing at a cross-

roads of history, whether our movement lives or dies depends on

the diversity, commitment and willingness to open dialogue and

to put personal agendas aside and to work for a common national

goal." Our community needs health care professionals, (such as

Kiki WHITLOCK, Mecale LITTLE, and Rebecca DURKEE),
academic professionals, as well as legal professionals like Victoria

KOLAKOWSKI of Berkeley, California, who has been working

to get anti-transsexual/transgender discrimination legislation there,

in addition we also need front-line activists working in tandem.

At this time a call for a national summit meeting of all interested

persons in the community is in order. We need to discuss and

formulate a plan together that will ensure the rights of all

transgendered people without sacrificing the rights of other

minority peoples. As the late Supreme Court Justice Thurgood
MARSHALL said, the rights of the majority can never come at

the expense of the minority.

I add, as Martin Luther KING said, "none of us are free until

all of us are free." I also say to passively participate in oppression

and not to actively and vociferously oppose it at all times is to

give tacit acceptance to it. In the struggle for justice for

ourselves, we must remember to be broad-based and inclusive.

Anything less is to perpetuate the same kind of discrimination and

bigotry that we profess to protest.

THE STRUGGLE CONTINUES,
in service to the Magna Mater,

Christine R.TAYLEUR
San Francisco, California

cc: GENDERTRASH, TNT, TAPESTRY, CHEMINS DE
TRANS, TAPESTRY, GENDERFLEX, CHRYSALIS
QUARTERLY, THE TRANSSEXUAL VOICE, MDO, RK, IN
YOUR FACE, TN--WDC.
PS— For more information please contact Christine TAYLEUR,
370 Monterey Blvd., No. 201, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94131-

3150, (415) 586-6409, or Margaret O'HARTIGAN, P.O.Box

82447, PORTLAND, OR 97282, (503) 231-9554, or Rachel

KOTELES, (503) 293-0261. One may also contact: Mecale

LITTLE at Action AIDS; 1216 Archer Street; Philadelphia, PA.

19107, (215) 981-3351, and Kiki WHITLOCK at Asian AIDS
Project; 785 Market Street; S.F., CA 94102, (415) 227-0846.

Dr. Walter O. Bockting responds:

DearDavina,

Thank you for giving me an opportunity to respond to the

letters ofMargaret Deirdre 0”Hartigan and Christine R. Tayleur

concerning the panel on Transgender Health at the 17th. National

Gay and Lesbian Health Conference.

Rather than giving you my version of what transpired at the

Conference, I would like to restrict my response to addressing

some of the points Christine makes in her letter.

1) At least since I have been with the University of

Minnesota Program in Human Sexuality, we have never required

any payment for services in advance. I believe our services are

accessiblefor low-income people, given that we accept thirdparty

payors such as Medical Assistance and given that I acquired grant

support to serve impoverished clients who have no health

insurance. Our services are therefore open to any transgender or

transsexualperson in need.

2) The Program in Human Sexuality made no decision to

suspend surgery and referrals “while the surgeon takes a year’s

leave of absence. ” I have no idea what Christine is referring to.

Our program refers to various surgeons nationwide and

internationally, and has continued to do so without interruption.

3) Shortly before the Conference, Margaret approached me

with a request to be seated on the panel. 1 didn’t receive

Christine’s request until after the symposium. I consulted with

the already confirmedpanel members, who were NOT comfortable

with others being added to the panel. I wanted to respect their

wishes.

4 ) The invitedpanel members were reimbursedfor their travel

expenses. No honorarium was offered, which actually was one of
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the reasons why an American FlM transgenderperson declined an

invitation.

In closing, I want to urge the transgender and transsexual

communities to recognize the available support and commitment

from providers in advancing adequate health care and
empowerment.

Sincerely

,

Walter O. Bockting,

Program in Human Sexuality

,

University ofMinnesota,

Minneapolis, Minnesota

Dear Davina,

I am angered by Christine Tayleur's attack on activists at the

Michigan Womyn's Music Festival in TransSisters #9. Her

presumption that she has the right to judge our actions as a waste

of time and to impose her roster of priorities on us or anyone else

is outrageous. I am proud of the actions we have taken at MWMF
and at the results we have achieved, and I don't need to justify

these to anyone. However, I would like to point out a few things

to Ms. Tayleur.

First, our goal has never been getting into the festival. On
the contrary, we have consistently stated our goal to be raising

consciousness about trans issues, promoting discussion, and

providing forums for education. MWMF offers a rare opportunity

to present trans issues to thousands of women who come from all

over the world and who take their new-found knowledge back to

their communities. Many of these women are doctors, therapists,

social workers, lawyers, and educators who can be instrumental in

making headway in the very areas Christine cares most about if

they are sensitized to the needs of trans people. It is hard to see

how educating these women about trans issues and gaining their

allegiance can be pooh-poohed as inconsequential.

Second, activism at Michigan has been hard work and has

carried risks of physical and other violence; it is not the fun-filled

romp in the woods that Christine seems to think it is. But even if

it were, so what? We each have our own knowledge, talents, and

skills, our own lives and contexts from which to make choices

about what we do, and our own experiences that motivate us in

various directions. It is important that we bring our individual

strengths and the energy of our inspiration to whatever activism

we engage in. If being at Camp Trans is what we choose to

contribute, why should anyone sneer at that?

Third, does Christine think that showing up at Michigan for

a few days each summer is all the activism we do? Many
participants in the Michigan action return home to work chi other

issues (including sane that Christine considers important) during

the remaining 1 1 months of the year. Is she telling us we must

spend 100% of our time working on her priority issues, and it's

not okay to work on anything else?

It seems there is no lack of people who are eager tojudge our

actions as worthless and are willing to set our priorities straight

for us. Christine tells us we should be more concerned about

homelessness, AIDS, poverty, domestic violence, etc. Other

letter-writers to TransSisters have other ideas. Mrs. Sheila Emery

would have us turn our attention to generic women's issues and

not waste time dealing with the lesbian community. Jessica

Xavier advises us to forget identity' politics and concentrate on the

survival of the trans community. I wonder why they all care how

I waste my time!

It is one thing to advocate for a particular issue and try to

garner support for action on it and quite another to bash other

activists for working on the "wrong" issues. This small

community has few enough activists — why are we trashing

anyone's choice of issues? I don't have to be engaged in any

political action that benefits the trans community, and frankly,

being accused of a whole laundry list of sins doesn't inspire me to

do more.

It is interesting, Davina, that you opened your article on

activism with the image of a lesbian potluck, because this whole

discussion makes me feel like I'm at a potluck planning meeting

(already an oxymoron) in which one person argues that vegetables

are the worthiest of foods and therefore everyone must bring a

vegetable. Another cries that protein is essential to life so

everyone must show up with a complete protein. Yet another

advocates for desserts, and they all deplore the dissension among
them. "Why can't we be unified and everyone do things my way?"

they all ask. No one seems to understand that unity doesn't mean
everyone doing the same thing. In order for a potluck to work,

each person must bring what she's inspired to bring, and with

luck it is different from and complements, not duplicates, other

people's contributions. Unity is about having the common goal

of creating the meal.

We need activism done in many ways on many fronts. Every

effort should be recognized as a contribution toward the goal of

making life better for trans people. We may not agree with other

activists' priorities, but we could appreciate the fact that they care

and are out there doing something. Can we discuss what kinds of

actions are most effective? Can we pool what we have learned

about what works? Can we debate the pros and cons of different

ways of doing things? Of course. But let's not bash every person

who tries her hand at activism because she's not doing it the right

way in the right order at the right place, a we will be left with

very few activists indeed.

Janis Walworth

Ashby, Massachusetts

To the Editor.

I thought readers of TransSisters would be interested to hear

my perspective of the transsexual takeover of the “Transgender

Health Symposium” at the 17th. National Lesbian & Gay Health

Conference in Minneapolis this past June. I attended the

conference in my professional capacity as Clinical Director for

Phoenix Rising Foundation, a mental health organization serving

the needs of gays, lesbians, bisexuals, transgenders and

transsexuals. Phoenix Rising’s transsexual support group, by the

way, was instituted in response to Margaret O’Hartigan’s

lobbying efforts to see such a service made available.

It was I who first informed Rachel Koteles and Margaret

O’Hartigan of the symposium to be held at the conference — and it
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was I w ho first suggested some sort of action.

Your account of events in Minneapolis gives the impression

many people left in response to the takeover. However, from my
seal near the back of the room I say only four or five people leave

the room — out of well over a hundred. The only other time

during the symposium people left other than the normal trickle

was during Armand Houmsky’s presentation.

1 found the presentations by several of the originally

scheduled panelists to be the least interesting, and am grateful for

having the opportunity to hear those speakers added to the panel

through the efforts of Koteles, O’ Haitigan and Christine Tayleur.

Sincerely,

Jim Everett, L.C.S.W.,

Clinical Director, Phoenix Rising Foundation,

Portland, Oregon

Dear All,

I've heard back from quite a few folks that there's been a

problem getting through to the account I set up to collect

submissions for my new' book. The account I'd set up was
" 1001ways@eor.com."

I've now set up a backup account, and I'm going to ask you

to please post the following notice far and wide once again. Please

note the deadline is extended by one month. Thank you!

for my new book. I've set up another account which should be

easier to get through to: KB1001Ways@AOL.com
The submissions I'm looking for are answers to the

following questions:

1) Do you consider that you break any rules or laws or

conventions of gender? If so, which ones? How do you do that?

2) Have you ever had to, or do you now have to overcome

any fear regarding breaking gender conventions? Which fear(s>?

How- do you overcome that?

3) Do you consider that you live, or have lived either all or

part of your life without gender? Could you describe how that

works for you?

Because of the trouble people have had in getting through.

I'm extending the deadline one month to November 30th, 1995.

The three ways to send submissions are now

:

1) email to: KB1001Ways@AOL.com
2) fax to 206-860-5030

3) snail mail to:

1001 Ways
1202 East Pike St., #991

Seattle, WA 98122, USA
Finally... if you could post this or print this to any list or

zine that you can think of. I'd very much appreciate it. I'm sorry

for any inconvenience, and I thank you for your help.

***************

Kate Bomstein here. I'm very sorry if you had trouble getting

through to the account 1001Ways@eor.com with a submission

- — "

^
Preserve It for Posterity!

Books, magazines, newsletters,journal

articles, videotapes, films and
newspaper dippings about

transsexuality, crossdressing and
transgenderism are wanted for the

newly formed

national

Transgender Library

and Archive

Materials can be shipped via U.S. Post Office

to: AEGIS; P.O. Box 33724; Decatur, Georgia

30033 or by U.P.S. or other private shippers

to: AEGIS; 1898 Chisholm Court; Tucker,

Georgia 30084
Please contact us before shipping large

amounts of materials, We can be reached

most evenings at (404) 939-0244
K -

Sincerely,

Kate Bomstein

Seattle, Washington
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CALL FOR PAPERS/PRESENTATIONS
QUEER COALITIONS: The 6th Annual National Lesbian, Gay,

Bisexual, and Transidentified Graduate Student Conference Miami

University, Oxford, Ohio April 4-7, 1996

Through panel presentations, performances, conversations,

and cultural events, QUEER COALITIONS offers a forum that

builds bridges across disciplines. QUEER COALITIONS seeks

to create communities across traditional barriers.

In November 1992 in Cincinnati, Ohio, located 50 miles

south of Miami University, Cincinnati City Council passed a

Human Rights Ordinance prohibiting discrimination in

employment, housing, and public accommodations. This

Ordinance protected Cincinnati citizens on the basis of race,

gender, age, handicap, marital status, sexual orientation, national

or ethnic origin, or Appalachian identity. Exactly one year later a

group known as “Equal Rights Not Special Rights” called into

question the category of “sexual orientation” in the Human
Rights Ordinance and brought it to Cincinnati voters on the

November ballot. Sixty-two percent of the voters passed this

charier amendment known as Issue 3 denying protection to anyone

on the basis of sexual mentation. In addition to the defeat at the

polls, Cincinnati City Council voted this past March to repeal

“sexual orientation” from the Human Rights Ordinance that

originally protected queer Cincinnatians. And cm May 12th the

United States Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals in Cincinnati

upheld the anti-queer initiative. Issue 3. At present, Cincinnati’s

Issue 3 is waiting to be heard by the United States Supreme

Court.

What occurred in Cincinnati is by no means an isolated series

of events. Other communities have been devastated by such

legislation; for example, the passage of Proposition 187 in

California. Communication across racial, class, and gendered

barriers has been wounded by this series of defeats. QUEER
COALITIONS invites students, activists, performers, and artists

from a variety of disciplines to engage in collective discussion of

new approaches to building bridges inside and outside of queer

communities.

The conference planning committee requests abstracts and/or

proposals (1-2 pgs.) for papers and presentations that discuss,

interrogate, and contest these and other issues in “queer” studies:

ACTIVISM/ACADEMICS, AIDS RELATED RESEARCH,
GENDER REASSIGNMENT TECHNOLOGY, COLLECTIVE
KINK POLITICS, BUILDING MOVEMENTS,
TRANSGENDER, TRANSSEXUALITY, SEXUALITY AND
CULTURAL NATIONALISMS, QUEER POLITICS,
HOMOPHOBIA IN HEALTH CARE, LESBIAN AND GAY
PARENTING, ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION RESEARCH,
CHICANO/A SEXUALITY, LESBIAN FEMINISM,
SEXUALITY IN ETHNIC STUDIES, LEGALIZING SAME
SEX MARRIAGES, BISEXUALITY, DOMESTIC PARTNER
LEGISLATION, LESBIAN AND GAY SEXUALITY IN THE
AFRICAN DIASPORA, POST COLONIAUSM AND QUEER
SEXUALITY, LESBIANS WITH AIDS, SAFE SEX, S/M,

PLEASURE AND SEXUALITY, ASIAN AMERICAN
SEXUALITY, LESBIAN AND GAY VIOLENCE/ABUSE IN

SAME SEX RELATIONSHIPS, HISTORIES, ANTI-QUEER
LEGISLATION, HEALTH CARE REFORM FOR QUEERS,
POLITICS OF SEXUALITY IN ETHNIC STUDIES,
PEDAGOGY, QUEER SEXUALITY IN THE SOCIAL
SCIENCES, QUEER GEOGRAPHIES, LESBIAN
BEREAVEMENT, QUEER FILM, HETEROSEXISM, QUEER
THEORY

Please send submissions and queries to Queer Coalitions, c/o

Marcy Knopf, Miami University, Department of English,

Bachelor Hall, Oxford, Ohio 45056

DEADLINE: JANUARY 16, 1996

Letters to the Editor
TransSisters: the Journal of Transsexual Feminism wel-

comes your comments, suggestions, (constructive) criticism,

as well as information affecting the transsexual community,

but most of all, your compliments! All letters must be signed,

but names will be withheld upon request, except for letters

which criticize by name any individual, organization or enti-

ty. Any such letters must be signed and will be made avail-

able to the individuals or representatives of the entities sub-

jected to such criticism, and they will be allowed to respond

in the same issue that such letters are published. Anonymous

persona] attacks will not be published The editor reserves

the rights to refuse publication of any letter and to respond in

print to any letter which is published. Please include your

address and telephone number in case we want to verify your

letter. All letters are subject to editing. Deadlines for letters

are as follows: Winter December 1; Spring: March 1;

Summer June 1; Autumn: September 1.

Please address all letters to: Davina Anne Gabriel; 4004

Troost Avenue; Kansas City, Missouri 64110. TransSisters

can also be reached by fax at (816) 753-7816, but you must

call first, as there must be someone here to receive your fax.

TransSisters can also be reached via e-mail at

davinaanne<@aol.com.
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Study Finds Similarity Between Brains ofMale-to-Female

Transsexuals and Those of Nontranssexual Women
(Amsteredam, The Netherlands) - Results of a recent study

conducted by scientists in the Netherlands and reported in the 2

November 1995 issue of the journal Nature suggest that male-to-

female transsexuals may have key brain structures that are

typically characteristic of those found in nontranssexual women.

This is the first study ever to show a typically female brain

structure in male-to-female transsexuals. "It might be an

explanation for the fact that those people feel female although

genetically they are male," said researcher Dr. Dick F. Swaab.

Swaab is director of the Netherlands

Institute of Brain Research in

Amsterdam and a professor of

neurobiology at the University of

Amsterdam.

Swaab and his colleagues — Jiang-

Ning Zhou, Michel A. Hofman and

Louis J.G. Gooren — conducted post-

mortem examinations on the brains of six male-to-female

transsexuals, as well as of 36 other brains, including those of

both male and female homosexuals and heterosexuals. They

reported that cm average, the size of a certain brain structure in the

six male-to-female transsexuals was about the same size as what

they found in nontranssexual women, and smaller than what they

found in gay or heterosexual men.

The study focused cm one particular part of the hypothalamus,

called the central division of the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis

(BSTc). This area, which is about one-eighth of an inch wide and

thought to influence sexual behavior, is on average 44 percent

larger in males than in females. The BSTc plays an important

part in rodent sexual behavior and may do the same in people;

however, there have been no comparable studies of the role of the

BSTc in human sexual behavior.

The researchers concluded that BSTc volume is not related to

homosexuality, citing their findings that the BSTc was 62 percent

larger in homosexual men than in heterosexual women. Nor does

it appear to be a factor in sexual orientation in general. Of the six

transsexuals, three had been attracted to women, two to men and

one was bisexual.

Researchers found that on average, the structure was 31

percent smaller in 1 1 heterosexual women than in 12 heterosexual

men. The BSTc in the transsexuals was on average about the

same size as it was in the nontranssexual women's brains. Nine
gay men had about the same average size as the heterosexual men.

Swaab and his colleagues hypothesize that the transsexuals'

feminine BSTc volume arose from biochemical conditions early

in life, perhaps during fetal development. The findings, they

conclude, "support the hypothesis that gender identity develops as

a result of an interaction between the developing brain and sex

hormones."

Other scientists cautioned that the result may have been

produced by the sex-change treatments the transsexuals went

through. Roger Gorski, a professor of neurobiology at the

University of California at Los Angeles, stated that going from

the finding for one tiny brain structure to an explanation for a

person's sexual identity is "a big leap," but conceded that the

study is "a step in that direction, and I think an important one.”

Sandra Witelson, a professor of psychiatry7 and biomedical

sciences at McMaster University in Hamilton, Ontario said that

the work adds "to the body of knowledge

that has been accumulating in the past

five or six years, all of which shows

that there are biological correlates to

variation in human sexual behavior,"

which is "opening up a whole new area

of questioning and it's adding to all the

studies that have come out in the past

ten years pointing to biological factors that influence human
sexual behavior.” Perhaps the most celebrated such finding came

in 1991 when Simon LeVay, then at the Salk Institute in

California, reported that homosexual and heterosexual men differed

dramatically in another area of the hypothalamus. The new7

research "doesn't mean that learning or culture or environment are

irrelevant" to transsexuality, Witelson said, "not at all. But it is

one more report of a relationship between anatomy and behavior."

Dr. Thomas Wise, director of research at the sexual behaviors

unit at the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, said he

is not convinced that the study showed an innate difference in

transsexuals. The reduced size of the BSTc might be due to

estrogen treatments, or from the drop in their testosterone due to

sex-change surgery or medication, he said.

In an accompanying commentary, neuroscientist S. Marc

Breedlove of the University of California at Berkeley warns that

"this will be far from the final word on the subject" Breedlove

notes that of the six subjects, five had had their testicles

surgically removed and all had taken the female hormone estrogen,

as well a drug that blocks the action of male hormones called

androgens. Those conditions, he writes, may have affected the

size of the BSTc region. Moreover, he wrote, it is impossible to

know whether the small BSTc size influenced the subjects'

transsexuality or vice versa, pointing out that “three decades of

neuroscience research have made it clear that experience can

dramatically alter the structure and function of the brain,” and that

because these brain regions can only presently be measured post

mortem, “there can be no definitive answer as to whether these

regions direct psychological sexual differentiation or are

themselves directed by that process.”

Richard M. Restak, a Washington neurologist who has

written extensively on brain research, observed that recent studies

7/ might be an explanation for
the fact that those people feel
female although genetically they
are male, " — researcher Dr, Dick
F, Swaab,
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have shown that "estrogen has an enhancing and modulating effect

on neurotransmitters in the brain. Thus it's conceivable that it

might encourage or discourage some change in brain structure."

Swaab said he doubts the BSTc itself is responsible for

transsexuality, but instead, believes that it is part of a larger brain

network that makes a genetic male “feel like a woman.” Swaab

and colleagues did acknowledge the possibility that the results

could be explained by the effects of hormone trealement and

surgery, but stated that they did not think this was the case

pointing to data from several of the brains in their study that

indicated that varying sex hormone levels in adulthood don't affect

BSTc size. They cited data from two post-menopausal women,

two people with tumors that raised hormone levels, two

transsexuals who had stopped taking estrogen before death who
nevertheless had "a small, female-like BSTc," and two men
castrated because of prostate cancer, thus eliminating their bodies'

main source of androgens, but both of whom had BSTc volume

"at the high end of the normal male range." However, the two

transsexuals who had stopped taking estrogen before death also

had the largest BSTc sizes, indicating that a hormonal influence

cm the development of BSTc size can not be entirely ruled out.

Results of the study also indicate that neither the presence of

AIDS or the “onset” of transsexuality — defined by the authors as

“the age at which it becomes apparent” — appear to affect BSTc
size, as there was no statistically significant difference in the

BSTc sizes of “early onset” and “late onset” transsexuals.

Feminist Attitudes Toward
Transsexuals Generally Positive

(Vancouver, British Columbia) —Preliminary results of what is

probably the largest survey ever conducted of feminist attitudes

towards transsexuals indicate that feminist attitudes toward

transsexuality is more positive than most feminist literature on

the subject seems to suggest, and that feminist attitudes toward

transsexuals tend to shift in a positive direction after they actually

know transsexuals personally. The authors of the survey

presented preliminary results of their findings at the International

Congress on Gender, Crossdressing and Sex Issues in Munich,

Germany in September. The survey measured feminist opinions

of transsexuals by means of a questionnaire developed by Dr.

Holly Devor, a professor of Sociology at the University of

Victoria in Vancouver, British Columbia, in consultation with

Dr. Nancy Strapko of the University of New Hampshire and

Monica Kendel, a research assistant at the University of Victoria.

Dr. Devor is also the author of Gender Blending: Confronting the

Limits of Duality.

Approximately 6,000 surveys were distributed by hand by Dr.

Strapko and Monica Kendel between June 1994 and February

199S. Because the Michigan Womyn’s Music Festival has been a

major site of confrontation between transsexuals and feminists, a

large portion of surveys were distributed there and at Camp Trans,

a protest site held outside the gates of the festival in 1994. The
remainder were distributed at feminist and/or lesbian gatherings

such as academic conferences, women’s dances and music festivals

in the U.S and Canada. An additional distribution of surveys

went out over the Internet to lesbian and/or feminist bulletin

boards. To date, approximately 1400 surveys have been returned.

Of that 1400 surveys returned, the preliminary data made
available covers the responses of only 100 surveys, including a

random selection of fifty each self-identified lesbian feminists and

fifty non-lesbian feminists. The survey examined whether there

were any differences between the attitudes of lesbians and non-

lesbians towards transsexuals. The average respondent was
Caucasian, 25-30 years of age, urban, non-medical professional,

with a university degree, earning an average income of $30,000.

The preliminary results deal only with responses to questions

regarding respondents’ potential for empathy with idea of

changing sex and gender and their willingness to include

transsexuals in women-only space.

Thirty percent of the respondents stated that they had at some

time in their lives wanted to change sex. However, there was a

wide discrepancy between the responses of lesbians and non-

lesbians to this question, with forty percent of lesbians stating

that they had at some time wanted to change sex, but only twenty

percent of non-lesbians stating that they had done so. Overall,

5% of respondents — breaking down to 8% of lesbians and 2% of

non-lesbians — stated that they had thought at some time that

they might be transsexual themselves.

The entire sample knew more male-to-female than female-to-

male transsexuals. Approximately 40% of all respondents knew at

least one male-to-female transsexual, and fifteen percent knew at

least one female-to-male transsexual. Lesbians were more likely

to know transsexuals than were non-lesbians. Most lesbians

knew from one to five male-to-female transsexuals and/or one

female-to-male. Most non-lesbians knew only one transsexual.

Sixty percent of the entire sample stated that they did not know

any male-to-female transsexuals and 85% stated they did not know

any female-to-males.

Respondents were asked to choose one or more of the

following choices to describe their attitudes towards transsexuals:

revolted, hostile/angry, unaccepting/not angry, confused,

indifferent, curious, fascinated, accepting, ally/defender, turned on,

don’t know and other. For purposes of this survey, responses

were grouped into three general categories: negative (revolted,

hostile/angry, unaccepting/not angry); neutral (confused,

indifferent, curious, fascinated) and supportive (accepting,

ally/defender, turned on), excluding responses of “don’t know” and

“other.” There were only five responses of “unaccepting/not

angry;” 29 answers of “curious;” 27 of “accepting;” and four of

“ally.” The largest number of responses were in the neutral

category, followed by the supportive category .

In response to the question “If you do know any transsexuals,

what was your first reaction to meeting them?,” 40% initially had

more negative opinions about them than those who did not know

any transsexuals. Among those who did know at least one

transsexual, 13 selected negative responses. The highest negative

rating came from non-lesbian feminists, six of whom stated that

they felt “hostile/angry” upon first meeting a transsexual.

However, similar to those who did not know any transsexuals,

“curious” was the response chosen most often by those who did
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know at least one transsexual, with 15 lesbians and 10 non-

lesbians selecting this response. For both groups, however, the

responses in the neutral category were the predominant selections.

Respondents’ answers to the question “How do you feel about

the transsexuals that you know?” generally reveal a shift in

attitude from first reactions to the present time, with a definite

trend towards greater acceptance. While thirteen respondents

indicated that their initial reaction towards transsexuals was

negative, only two indicated that their overall impression of

transsexuals remains negative. The “curious” category also

demonstrated a marked decrease, declining from 25 to 11

responses, while the “accepting” category grew from 13 to 30; and

the "ally” category grew from 3 to 13.

In response to a series of questions dealing with respondents’

interpretations of the sex and/or gender of transsexuals,

respondents were consistent in their interpretations in regard to

both male-to-femalc and female-to-male transsexuals. Sixty

percent of non-lesbian feminists indicated that they believe that

transsexuals change both sex and gender. Only six percent stated

that transsexuals do not change sex and ten percent stated that

transsexuals do not change gender. Eighteen percent stated that

transsexuals are both male and female; and 22% stated that

transsexuals are both men and women.

Non-lesbian feminists made less of a distinction between sex

and gender than did lesbian feminists. While 60% of non-lesbian

feminists indicated that they believe transsexuals do change

physical sex, only 30% of lesbian feminists stated that

transsexuals do change physical sex. However, 46% of lesbian

feminists believed that transsexuals do change gender.

The third most preferred response for non-lesbians was

“both,” meaning that die sex of a transsexual is both male and

female ( 18%) and that their gender is both man and woman (22%).

Eighteen percent of lesbians also stated that the physical sex of

transsexuals is both male and female; and 14% stated that the

gender of transsexuals is both man and woman. Lesbians

responded “other” to these questions more often than did non-

lesbians. When asked to qualify, lesbians tended to define the

meaning of “other” as “transsexual sex” and “transsexual gender.”

In response to the question “When do transsexuals change

sex?,” respondents were asked to choose from the following

categories: when they say so; upon beginning of cross-living;

upon beginning hormone therapy; after surgery; when the law

says so; never and other. Overall, only eight percent believed that

transsexuals never change sex, including six percent of lesbians

and two percent of non-lesbians. Fifteen percent of the overall

sample chose the “other” category. The “after surgery” category

received the largest number of responses, with 22% of non-

lesbians and 21% of lesbians choosing this answer. The next

most frequently chosen answer was “when they say so,” which

was chosen by 10% of lesbians and 15% of non-lesbians.

Non-lesbians indicated a greater degree of willingness to

include male-to-female transsexuals in women-only space than did

lesbians. Sixty percent of the overall sample indicated that they

favor such inclusion, including 72% of non-lesbians and 48% of

lesbians. Twenty-six percent of the overall sample opposed

inclusion and 14% were undecided. Lesbians and non-lesbians

were in greater agreement cm the question of w hether or not

female-to-male transsexuals should be included in women-only
events, with 80% of non-lesbians and 82% of lesbians opposed.

The questions did not distinguish between preoperative and

postoperative status.

One hundred percent of respondents indicated that they believe

that transsexuals should have the same civil rights as everyone

else.

On the basis of the preliminary' findings, the authors

concluded that lesbian feminists are more likely to have at one

time wanted to change sex and to have thought that they might be

transsexual than did non-lesbian feminists, but were more likely

to oppose inclusion of transsexuals in women-only space. The

authors speculate that this tendency might be related to the fact

that lesbian feminists are more likely to distinguish between sex

and gender than do non-lesbian feminists.

HRCF, Trans Activists Call Trace,

Agree to Work Together
(New York City) — Following a “four hour marathon meeting” on

Sunday; 17 September 1995 that has been described as "historic in

its significance,” representatives of the nation’s largest queer

rights organization, the Human Rights Campaign Fund (HRCF)

and representatives of a number of transsexual/transgender activist

organizations released a joint press release declaring their

intentions to work together for the elimination of violence and

discrimination against all queer people. The agreement follow ed

months of heated debate and acrimony between HRCF and a

number of trans rights organizations over HRCF’s decision to

request re-introduction of the Employment Non-Discrimination

Act (ENDA) in Congress without language specifically protecting

transsexual and transgender persons.

Transsexual and transgender activists who participated in the

meeting were Phyllis Frye, Executive Director of the International

Conference on Transgender Law and Employment Policy

(ICTLEP); Karen Kerin, Executive Director of It’s Time,

America! (ITA); Riki Anne Wilchins, founder of the Transexual

Menace; Sarah DePalma of ACT-UP and Queer Nation; Tere

Fredrickson & Sharon Stewart, both of ICTLEP; Jessica Xavier

of It’s Time, Maryland! (1TM); Gary Bowen, Coordinator of the

American Boyz; Kitt Kling of the American Boyz and Remy

David.

HRCF representatives in attendance included: Elizabeth Birch,

Executive Director; Daniel Zingale, Political Director; Professor

Chai Feldblum, Legal Counsel; David Smith, Communications

Director; Nancy Buenneyer, Senior Policy Advocate and Gary

Roybal.

The joint press release issued by HRCF and the

representatives of the transsexual/transgender coalition on 18

September stated the follow ing:

“HRCF (Human Rights Campaign Fund, the principal gay

and lesbian lobbying organization) has made a commitment to

work with representatives of a spectrum of the transgendered
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community with a specific focus on hate crimes.

HRCF has also committed to assist transgender

representatives with an amendment strategy in the context of

ENDA (Employment Non-Discrimination Act). The strategy

does not include re-introduction of the current ENDA; the

language of the bill remains as is.

Both groups will work in good faith to continue dialogue to

build a coalition in the

context of ending violence and

discrimination against this

community.”

At least two trans

activists will work with

HRCF on drafting the

amendment language. In

addition, HRCF and trans

activists agreed to work
together in gaining
transsexual & transgender

inclusion in the Federal Hate

Crimes Statistics Act and other federal hate crimes legislation. It

was further agreed that HRCF and the trans organizations

represented at this meeting would work together to reach out to

people of color, to feminist and other organizations as part of a

larger coalition building process. Additionally, HRCF agreed

that, if asked, they would provide training for trans rights activists

new' to lobbying on Capitol Hill and limited logistical support

The ENDA portion of the agreement only applies to the

legislation as it currently exists. Assuming the bill does not pass

in the near future, it will have to be re-introduced in 1997.

ENDA, which would make it illegal to discriminate on the basis

of sexual orientation in employment, and co-sponsored by

Senators Edward Kennedy (D.-Ma.) and Jim Jeffords (R.-Vt.), is

not expected to be brought up for a vote in the Republican

dominated 104th. Congress. HRCF did not commit to trans-

inclusive language in subsequent versions of the bill; however,

trans rights activists involved in the meeting felt that it produced

substantial progress and announced that further protests of the

HRCF have been canceled.

Following the meeting, Riki Anne Wilchins of the

Transexual Menace was quoted as stating: “Although we realize

we are not within their mandate proper, nonetheless we hope this

marks a turn towards diversity and inclusion in HRCF's lobbying

efforts. We believe the community as a whole has firmly

embraced the concept of a larger queer community, and HRCF’s
statement is yet another crucial step down this road. We are

looking forward with great anticipation to working with HRCF;
their agreement to work cooperatively with us is both generous

and welcome, and it could not have come at a better time.”

The dispute between HRCF and the various trans rights

organizations erupted in June 1995 following HRCF’s request to

Sen. Jeffords to re-introduce ENDA without trans-inclusive

language. Chai Feldblum, who drafted the bill on behalf of

HRCF, has acknowledged that transpersons were deliberately

excluded from the original bill. After a year of intense lobbying.

trans rights activists succeeded in getting trans-inclusive language

written into the bill’s language.

However, on 16 June 1995, HRCF succeeded in having the

bill re-introduced without the trans-inclusive language. Reg
Jones, aide to Sen. Jeffords was quoted as stating: ‘The HRCF
approached me in my capacity as an aide to Senator Jeffords to

introduce ENDA in the same format as last year’s bill that did not

address transgender concerns,

and the HRCF rejected any

amendment to include

transgenders.” The trans rights

coalition claims that HRCF
asked Jones to recant his

statement, and that he refused

to do so. In addition, several

trans rights organizations

charged that HRCF repeatedly

refused to engage in any

substantive dialogue with

them.

As a result, in what has been described as “a move
unprecedented in the history of the transgender movement,” a

coalition of trans rights organizations consisting of It’s Time,

America!, Transgender Nation and the Transexual Menace issued a

press release announcing that they would participate in joint

actions against HRCF, including picketing and/or handing out

informational pamphlets speaking out against HRCF at each of

its fundraising events around the country, the goal of which would

be “to educate their donors about the discriminatory behavior

exhibited by the HRCF and have their donors withhold or reduce

the amount of their donation until the HRCF changes its stance

toward transgenders.” Protest actions were subsequently carried

out at HRCF fundraising events in New York City, Chicago,

Atlanta, Houston, San Antonio and Philadelphia.

The joint coalition announced that it would call off its protest

of HRCF if the following three demands were met:

“1) The HRCF must immediately cease their opposition to

transgender inclusion in ENDA;
2) A press release stating that the HRCF will immediately

become transgender inclusive;

3) A separate statement from the HRCF recognizing

transgender inclusion in the Queer Rights Movement.”

In return, the trans coalition offered that it would provide

inservice training on trans inclusion at their own expense if their

three demands were met

The strategy was agreed upon following a meeting between

Riki Anne Wilchins, Jessica Xavier, Sarah DePalma and several

other trans activists in Houston on 17 June, called to discuss

HRCF’s action.

In response to the announced protest, HRCF issued a press

release stating: ‘The Human Rights Campaign Fund supports

Federal protection against discrimination for all Americans,

including transgendered people. We have offered to work with the

transgendered community to explore different strategies for

achieving this goal. We do not believe that changing the

“ ... we hope this marks a turn towards
diversity and inclusion in HRCF's lobbying
efforts. We believe the community as a whole
has firmly embraced the concept of a larger

queer community, and HRCF's statement is

yet another crucial step down this road. We
are looking forward with great anticipation to

working with HRCF; their agreement to work
cooperatively with us is both generous and
welcome, and it could not have come at a
better time." — Riki Anne Wilchins
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language of ENDA in its current form is the best way of

accomplishing this goal. Nevertheless, we have offered to discuss

possible options including amending the Employment Non-

Discrimination Act, other relevant legislation, or pursuing case-

law solutions.”

The trans coalition then responded with a statement declaring

that “the three organizations are united in their response:

Changing the language of ENDA to become transgender inclusive

is exactly the point of our protest We will accept nothing less,”

and requesting a joint meeting with HRCF to take place within

thirty days.

In a statement issued by HRCF issued 28 July 1995, Prof.

Chai R. Feldblum, who served as HRCF’s lead lawyer for the

drafting and negotiation of ENDA stated that HRCF was only

one of a coalition of approximately 200 organizations that was

working for passage of ENDA, and as such was unable to

“unilaterally make any decision regarding the substantive content

of ENDA,” and that the language in the bill prohibiting

discrimination only on the basis of sexual orientation or perceived

sexual orientation was agreed upon by the entire coalition. Prof.

Feldblum also stated that rhetoric included in flyers produced by

the Transexual Menace was misleading and that “[c]ontrary to the

implications from those statements, adverse employment actions

against butch dykes and femme dykes, effeminate fairies and fag

hags are all potentially covered under ENDA,” and that “[t]he

limitation is that the adverse action must be the result of that

person’s sexual orientation (italics in original) and not the result

of some other factor...” Prof. Feldblum also denied that the

decision to exclude transpersons from ENDA was made on the

basis that trans inclusion would cost the bill votes, but conceded

that “...if a prohibition on gender identity discrimination were part

of ENDA, various opponents would distent the practical impact of

that provision and use it to whip up frenzied opposition to the

bill - and that frenzy would impact adversely on ENDA.” Prof.

Feldblum suggested, as an alternative to trans inclusive language

in ENDA,” that transpersons should seek protection from

discrimination under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,

even while acknowledging thatjudges have uniformly rejected the

argument that “gender identity” discrimination is a form of “sex”

discrimination, pointing to a 1995 New York state case that

concluded that discrimination on the basis of gender identity was

indeed prohibited by the city’s discrimination law, and that the

U.S. Supreme Court has never ruled on this issue. Prof.

Feldblum further contended that inclusion of transpersons in

ENDA might impact negatively on any possible future ruling by

the Supreme Court on the issue.

In a reply to Prof. Feldblum’ s letter dated 2 August 1995,

Phyllis Frye disputed the contention that transpersons were

excluded from ENDA as a result of actions taken by other civil

rights coalition members, pointing out that Ralph Neas,

Executive Director of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights

(LCCR) had stated that “On the ENDA issue, the shots were being

called by the lesbians and gays,” and that HRCF is the only

lesbian/gay civil rights organization in the coalition. Frye also

rejected the argument that transpersons should continue to seek

protection under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,

pointing out that that strategy had been pursued on numerous

occasions and had been uniformly unsuccessful, and that a

conservative Supreme Court is unlikely to interpret it otherwise.

Frye likewise disputed Feldblum ’s contention that the decision to

exclude transpersons was not based on the calculation that their

inclusion would cost ENDA votes, pointing out that Feldblum

had stated to her directly the preceding November that “transgender

inclusion might cost ENDA twenty votes on the hill.” Frye also

vowed that if ENDA were to get through committee in 1996

without trans inclusive language that she would “personally work

to kill it.”

Transpersons Protected in Maryland
Queer Rights Bill

(Silver Spring, Maryland) — It’s Time, Maryland!, a state chapter

of It’s Time, America! has announced that it has reached

agreement with Maryland’s statewide gay & lesbian civil rights

organization, the Free State Justice Campaign (FSJC), to work

together for a single anti-discrimination bill which would add

legal protection against discrimination based on sexual orientation

and gender identity to existing Maryland state civil rights law.

After organizing in December 1994, ITM immediately began

lobbying FSJC for trans inclusion in its Anti-Discrimination Bill

of 1995, but was rebuffed in its initial attempts at dialogue with

FSJC.

Undaunted by FSJC’s opposition to their inclusion, ITM
built a statewide trans rights organization of thirty members in

just six months. Open lobbying of state senators and delegates

began in the state capital of Annapolis last January. ITM began

documenting cases of discrimination and acts of harassment and

violence committed against transpersons in Maryland and is now

working on the third draft of its Investigation Into Acts of

Discrimination Committed Against Transgendered Citizens of

Maryland. This document has become an important tool in

substantiating the need for legal protection on the basis of gender

identity and expression.

When an anti-discrimination bill was defeated in committee

last year, ITM stepped up its lobbying efforts with FSJC for

inclusion. ITM again faced adamant opposition to trans

inclusion, and so the group embarked on a multi-part strategy to

make it clear that FSJC would not be able to pass their bill

without ITM’s cooperation. ITM continued to document

discrimination cases, kept the issue alive at FSJC meetings, and

vigorously and openly educated the public.

ITM garnered support form other queer groups in Mary land

by joining them as members. A key endorsement was obtained

from the Maryland Lesbian and Gay Law Association, the state

chapter of the National Lesbian and Gay Law Association, which

last year endorsed trans inclusion in ENDA.

It eventually became obvious to FSJC that ITM would not

give up its efforts, and that its meetings had become

unmanageable due to ITM’s sometimes confrontational presence.

Both groups agreed to outside mediation, and the principals of

both groups met in secret to reach an agreement for a single bill.
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The cooperative agreement

was officially announced on 4
August 1995 in a joint press

release to the queer media.

*1t wasn’t easy, in fact, it

was the hardest work of my
activist life,” stated Jessica

Xavier of ITM. “I did not

enjoy beating up on people

whom I thought of as role

models — gay and lesbian

activists whom I admire

because of their savvy', drive,

dedication and courage. . . We have taken our first steps in

becoming one gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgendered

community' here in Maryland, the Free State, my birthplace.”

When asked what’s next for ITM, Xavier responded: ‘The

easy part is over; now the really hard work begins. On to

Annapolis and our state legislators!”

Transsexual Reforms Advance
in New South Wales

(Sydney, New South Wales, Australia) -- The New South Wales

State Cabinet has taken a major step toward reform by agreeing to

include transsexuals in their Anti-Discrimination Act and

allowing postoperative transsexuals to change their birth

certificates. The breakthrough clears the way for Parliament to

debate reforms and pass legislation.

Attorney-General Jeff Shaw, who took the proposals to

Cabinet and Caucus, said Parliament will be asked to amend the

Anti-Discrimination Act and the Births, Deaths and Marriages Act

within the next few weeks. "There’s broad support for the

proposals, and 1 expect Parliament will see the logic of including

transgenders in the anti-discrimination laws. It will protect an

oppressed minority from discrimination in employment and many
other areas."

Shaw said he believes Parliament will also support

amendments to the Births, Death and Marriages Act He said the

birth certificate proposal meets the objectives of most

postoperative transsexuals, that transsexuals "shouldn't be afflicted

with a birth certificate that is not suited to them" and that

Parliament is likely to endorse a change.

Shaw noted that the reforms are due largely to extensive work

on the issue by the Transgender Liberation Coalition (TLC). He
said separate proposals to have same sex relationships legally

recognized will also go before Cabinet soon.

"This is history. It's taken us three years to get transgender

rights considered as something other than an abstract notion," said

TLC spokesperson Aidy Griffin. "We're delighted the Government

has seen the justice of our demands and committed itself to acting

on trany rights. This is a major victory' for the entire trany

community . . . The numbers in both houses of Parliament are

committed and confirmed, so there should be no difficulty

ensuring the quick passage of these long-overdue reforms.

Nonetheless, we will not relax until the reforms have gone

through the Parliament and are

law."

A straw poll of Labor

MPs supports Shaw and

Griffin's assessment of

Parliamentary support. When
contacted, the Labor MPs
Reba Meagher, Sandra Nori

and Faye Lo Po said they

support the reforms and

oppose discrimination in any

form.

MP Paul O'Grady said he

wasn't present at the Caucus meeting which discussed the

proposals, but that he was comfortable with the reforms.

Bligh MP Clover Moore, who put forward a Private

Member's Bill on transsexual rights last November, said she was

delighted by the Shaw proposals and would give them her full

support

Transsexual Woman Elected Mayor
of Rural New Zealand Town

(Carterton, Wairarapa, New Zealand) — New Zealand's first

transsexual Mayor, Georgina Beyer, has been receiving world

press attention including from the BBC and Time magazine since

her election cm Saturday; 14 October 1995. It was reported in the

Sunday Star Tunes that she has 'slapped a ban on the media' and

that she 'is now trying to devote her time and energy to the small,

rural town (Carterton) which launched her into the top job with a

majority of almost 1000 votes.

Carterton District Council is in a small rural community in

the Wairarapa, north of Wellington. Ms. Beyer had been a very

popular elected councillor chi the Carterton District Council prior

to standing for the office of Mayor. She became New Zealand's

very first transsexual to be elected to public office when she won
a seat on the Carterton District council two years ago, beating

five other candidates in the process.

NOW Considers Trans
Rights Resolution

(Columbus, Ohio) - Transsexual activists attending the 1995

National Organization for Women’s (NOW) National Conference

from 21-23 July in Columbus asked NOW to adopt New- Jersey

NOW State Conference’s trans rights resolution. The resolution

was originally crafted and introduced by Wendy Berger, candidate

for President of New Jersey NOW, and calls on NOW to recognize

the rights and needs of transsexual and transgendered persons.

Present at the national conference were Ms. Berger,

representatives of the International Conference on Transgender

Law and Employment Policy (ICTLEP), the International

Foundation for Gender Education (IFGE), and the Transexual

Menace. Also present was trans rights activist Leslie Feinberg,

as well as local Ohio trans rights activists from Akron and

Columbus.

. . it was the hardest work of my activist

life. / did not enjoy beating up on people
whom / thought of as role models — gay and
lesbian activists whom I admire because of
their savvy, drive, dedication and courage. . .

We have taken our first steps in becoming one
. . . community here in Maryland . . . The
easy part is over; now the really hard work
begins. On to Annapolis and our state
legislators!” — Jessica Meredith Xavier of lt

y
s

Time, Maryland!
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NOW required 250 signatures for the resolution to be

introduced on the Conference floor (later amended to 150). One of

the earliest signatories collected was that of Ms. Ellie Smeal, a

past president of NOW. Approximately half of the seven hundred

attendees signed on the resolution. Trans rights activists then

concentrated on collecting signatures for a resolution introduced

by the Lesbian Rights Task Force calling for depathologizing

Gender Identity Disorder and for the right to medical care “on

demand” for all people to achieve and maintain their own
expression of gender identity.

Expecting controversy, NOW staffers scheduled the resolution

to be considered last. However, expected controversy failed to

materialize. The resolution failed to pass by acclamation

following the dissent and request for debate by two delegates, and

the Conference failed to get beyond debate on the first few

resolutions before it ended on 23 July. All remaining resolutions

were tabled to the National Board at its next meeting.

Ms. Smeal, accompanied by one of the NOW National

staffers who works closely with the current president, Patricia

Ireland, pledged to work towards passage of the resolution. In

addition, the head of NOW’s National Membership Committee

requested an information packet on transsexual and transgender

issues, as well as copies of the resolution, which would be mailed

to all fifty state chapters for discussion, adding that she considered

this an important issue for NOW’s consideration.

The resolution reads as follows:

WHEREAS gender discrimination is at the heart of feminist

politics; and

WHEREAS the transgendered and transsexual communities

confront the same gender system that oppresses women, and

therefore are the target of marginalization, loss of medical care and

economic and civil rights; and

WHEREAS there is a lack of understanding and information

on the issue; and

WHEREAS this resolution was introduced at the 1994 New
Jersey NOW State Conference by the Lesbian Rights Task Force

and unanimously passed therein,

THEREFORE let it be resolved that NOW adopt a policy

that supports the lives and identities of transgendered and

transsexual people;

LET IT BE FURTHER RESOLVED that NOW chapters

examine current policies and practices that discriminate against the

transgender and transsexual community.

Activists Launch First National

Trans Lobbying Day
(Washington, D.C.) — Over one hundred transsexual &
transgender activists and friends took part in the first National

Gender Lobbying Day on 4 October 1995. For many this

unprecedented and historic event marked the coming-of-age of the

trans movement as the first time activists from across the U.S.

have worked openly and in unison for national political change. It

also seemed to signal a definitive step past the "conference

culture* which has so long been the primary feature of the trans

community.

Dividing up the more than 500 Senate and House
officeholders, Phyllis Frye of the Transgender Law Conference and

Karen Kerin of It's Time, America! coordinated a largely

successful effort to have every one of them lobbied by a trans

rights activist. The primary lobbying issues included

employment discrimination, medical care, and bias-related hate

crimes. Other issues included discrimination in the military, and

prison conditions for transsexual and transgendered inmates in

Federal prisons.

Transsexual Physician Undertakes
Corpus Callosum Study

(San Jose, California) — Dr. Joy Shaffer, M.D. of the Seahorse

Medical Clinic in San Jose, California has announced that she has

launched a massive, and hopefully definitive MRI brain study of

transsexual persons in order to study sexual dimorphism of the

corpus callosum and to determine whether or not transsexual

persons typically possess neuroanatomic structures consistent

with their sexual identities. The corpus callosum is a bundle of

nerve tissue that connects the right and left hemispheres of the

brain and transfers information between them.

Several investigators have reported sexual dimorphism erf the

human corpus callosum since the initial report in 1982. The

corpus callosum is one of many brain structures which have been

reported to exhibit sexual dimorphism, but is unique, however in

being the only sex-variant brain structure large enough to image

clearly on MRI. Females have been reported to more often have a

bulbous posterior portion (or splenium) of the corpus callosum.

Males more often have a tubular posterior portion of the corpus

callosum.

Laura Allen et ah, reported significant gender differences in

callosal anatomy in a 1991 study of 122 aged matched adults ( The

Journal of Neuroscience, April 1991, 1 1(4):933-942. Not

surprisingly, Emory also failed to demonstrate any statistically

significant variance in brain anatomy between ten male-to-female

transsexuals and controls or ten female-to-male transsexuals and

controls.

Other studies have also found gender differences in the

hypothalamus, anterior commisure, and massa intermedia.

Interestingly, a few studies of people with variant affectional

orientation have revealed variations in their hypothalami and

anterior commisures as compared to controls. It is hypothesized

that persons with variant affectional orientations or gender

identities may likewise have variant brain structures.

MRI studies of living human brains offer an opportunity to

further investigate the neuroanatomy of gender and affectional

orientation. Following the analysis of control scans, researchers

will be scanning volunteers with various affectional orientations

and gender identities.

Each study participant will be scanned for about ten minutes

on an MRI. The digital images will be analyzed blindly using

computer graphics software. No compensation is available for

subjects, who w ill all be volunteers. On the other hand, there are

no known risks or side effects of (continued on page 29)
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mission to

Michigan IU:

no Room

at the

Information

Table
by Davina Anne Gabriel

Despite the seemingly resounding success of 1994’s protest

against the Michigan Womyn’s Music Festival’s “wornyn born

womyn” only policy (see “Mission to Michigan III: Barbarians at

the Gate” in issue # 7 of TransSislers) this year’s protest against

that policy almost didn’t happen. An ideological split among the

participants in last year’s protest over

the issue of preoperative inclusion

(see “Meet the New Boss, Same as

the Old Boss” in TransSisters # 9)

split the group in two almost

.immediately after it happened. In

addition, many of the persons who
had previously been actively involved

in this action, including Janis

Walworth, who had been the primary

organizer of the previous three year’s

actions; and Nancy Burkholder, were

beginning to feel burned out from this action, and decided to not

participate in it this year. I had taken part in all three years’

previous actions and did not want to abandon it after feeling that

we had succeed in achieving considerable progress toward the

accomplishment of our goal. So the primary task of organizing

this event, as well as fundraising for it, was left to me.

1 began organizing this year's action last Spring. I knew
that Riki Anne Wilchins wanted to organize Camp Trans outside

the festival again this year, and that her intention was to advocate

for allowing anyone who identified as a woman, regardless of

anatomy, to attend the festival. This was not something that I

felt that I could support or participate in. My experience in this

action over the course of the previous three years has convinced

me that the vast majority of festigoers are supportive of allowing

postoperative transsexual women to attend the festival, but that

they are at least equally opposed to allowing preoperative male-to-

female transsexuals, or anyone else with a penis, into the

festival.

Wanting to respect their intentions, and supporting their right

to make this distinction — particularly in light of the fact that we
had stated on previous occasions that we were not trying to

accomplish anything that was

opposed by a majority of festigoers —

I decided that I would try to find other

postoperative transsexual women and

supportive nontranssexual women
who would be interested in

conducting an action inside the

festival that would have as its goal

the adoption erf a “no penis” policy in

accordance with the wishes of the vast

majority of women at the festival,

thereby not only avoiding the

probability of having to deal with the

inevitable ideological conflicts that would arise in a Camp Trans

situation, but also avoiding having to deal with the enormous

logistics involved in such an undertaking.

In addition to myself, Rica Fredrickson and Wendi Kaiser —

both of whom had participated in the previous two years’ actions -

- and Nancy Forrest and Jessica Xavier — both of w hom had

participated in last year’s action — expressed an interest in

conducting such an action inside the festival. Two other postop

women who had not participated in any of the previous actions

likewise expressed a desire to participate in an action inside the

festival.

However, various other commitments inevitably arose for

some of these women, and by the time that the festival happened,

“
. . . despite the exclusionary

policy, and even despite all of the
attempts to suppress dissent this
year, there is nowhere else on Earth
that I know of that comes as close to

realizing the feminist ideal of
women's community, to being the

I

actual Lesbian Nation that I have
searched for and that / have longed
to be a part of"

SO -
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there were only three of us left: myself, Rica Fredrickson and

Nancy Forrest. The Camp Trans group was likewise plagued by

similar difficulties, and that group gradually diminished to only

two persons willing to participate. At that point, its organizer,

Riki Anne Wilchins, decided that it would not be worth the effort,

and decided to cancel it altogether, only two days before the

festival was scheduled to begin.

However, I had already invested considerable time and energy,

as well as spent a lot of the money that I had raised during the

Spring and Summer on literature and buttons to distribute at the

festival, and other things that would invariably be needed; as well

as had already bought a ticket to the festival, which at that point

was not refundable. So I had decided that 1 was going to go

through with this action even if I had to do it entirely alone, and

that 1 would simply do whatever I was able to do, if for no other

reason than merely to keep the issue alive.

Our strategy for this year was to enter

the festival; to conduct workshops that would

be listed in the festival catalogue under the

names of two supportive nontranssexual

women, Lisa Canar & Laura Haber, both of

Urbana, Illinois; to distribute literature and

buttons; to conduct a survey of festigoers’

opinions about male-to-female transsexual

attendance that would specifically distinguish

between preoperative and postoperative

status; and to ask festigoers to sign a petition

requesting that the “womyn bom womyn”
policy be replaced with a policy allowing

anyone who was anatomically and legally

female, including postoperative transsexual

women, to attend. In addition, we decided

that we would try to stick together as much
as possible, that we would try to have

supportive nontranssexual women with us as

much as was possible, and that if we were

asked to leave the festival, that we would

refuse to do so, a possibility that all of us

hoped we would not have to actually confront. We decided that

we would refuse to leave even if physical violence were directed

against us, but if that were to happen, that we would just allow it

to happen and not resist. We did decide that we would leave the

festival only if security called the local police to eject us. We did

not want to have to deal with the possibilities of going to jail,

having to return to Michigan for trial, and facing large fines. We
decided that if security called police to eject us, we would leave

peacefully, but again camp across the road as we had done in

1993.

Rica, Nancy and 1 decided to rendezvous in Muskegeon, a

nearby town, cm Sunday; 6 August, the day before the festival

actually opened it gates, so as to finalize our strategy and to

discuss any last minute contingencies. This also enabled us to

get a good night’s sleep after a long drive before what we knew

would be a very long wait in line the next day.

After the traditional pre-festival breakfast at the Bob Evans

restaurant in Muskegeon, we headed for the festival at about 9:30

am. on Monday; 7 August, and arrived at the festival about an

hour later. There was already a line of over three hundred cars

waiting to enter when we arrived, and it was still over two hours

before the gates were scheduled to open. There are always women
who camp out over night in their cars the night before the gales

open, but this year there had been women camping out since

Saturday night waiting to get in. This being the twentieth year of

the festival, a larger than usual crowd was expected to attend.

While waiting in line, we heard a rumor that the festival had sold

fourteen thousand advance tickets, twice the number that usually

attends.

After we arrived, I got out of the car and started walking

toward the front of the line, in search of two friends of Janis

Walworth from Massachusetts, with whom she had sent additional

button parts for us to make more buttons to

distribute at the festival. Along the way, 1

saw a woman sitting in a chair beside the

road, reading a copy of the most recent issue

of TransSisters. I introduced myself and told

her I was the publisher and editor of the

magazine she was reading, and asked if she

were a subscriber. She said that she was not,

but that her roommate, who was sitting in

the car was. Her roommate turned out to be

Lisa Canar, one of the women under whose

name we had registered workshops. So I

spent some time there discussing what had

transpired for each of us since we last saw

each other at the festival the previous year,

and then went off looking for Janis’ friends,

whom I didn’t have any difficulty locating.

We were unsure if the workshops would

be listed in the festival catalogue or not, as

we had managed to get a workshop

description in by the deadline, but not an

actual application form, as we were unaware

that we needed one, since the catalogue

doesn’t have any information about how to go about actually

registering workshops. Fortunately, both workshops were listed

in the catalogue. The one that I was planning to conduct was

called “Confronting Transphobia’* and the rate that Lisa & Laura

were planning to conduct was called “Accepting Gender

Diversity.” Both workshops were scheduled twice, as we
requested. In addition, there was another related workshop entitled

“Genderevolution” conducted by Hillary Smith, who had been

instrumental in enabling us to enter the festival last year, that we

were unaware that she was planning to conduct All together, this

gave us a total of five workshops dealing with the issue of

transsexual inclusion over the course of the festival.

Later, while waiting in line, 1 saw someone I knew from

Kansas City who was one of the women who had tried to have me
expelled from the lesbian community center in Kansas City six

years ago, walking along the side of the road. 1 had no idea if her

ideas about transsexual participation in lesbian events had changed

XI
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during the intervening years, as I had never spoken to her since

then other than to just say “hi,” (I’ve always tried to be courteous

even to the women who tried to kick me out of the community)

but I knew that I didn’t want her to see me. I saw her look in my
direction and then turn her head and keep walking. I don’t know if

she saw me or not I saw her several times inside the festival as

well, but always from a distance. I'm fairly certain that she

noticed that I was there, but she never seemed to acknowledge it

When the gates finally opened at 1:00 p.m., the line moved
quickly, and we were inside by about 4:00 p.m., much sooner

than I had expected. I remembered how nervous I was the first

time I entered those gates in 1992, how self-conscious I was

about my transsexuality, the apprehension I felt approaching the

festival, and how I worried I was about not being allowed entry,

even to the point of not being able to sleep the entire night

before. However, after entering the festival the previous three

years with no difficulty, I was long past the point of any

apprehension in this regard. I did not anticipate there being any

problem getting inside, and there was not.

The next step was to unload our camping gear, and then to go

through orientation. This is the step where festigoers sign up to

do two four hour workshifts while they are at the festival. Since

Nancy Forrest walks with a cane, and cannot do heavy lifting or

bending over, she asked the orientation staff what would be a good

job for her to sign up to do. They recommended that she sign up

to do her shifts there at the orientation tent Since we had decided

that it would be best for the three of us to stick together as much
as possible, Rica and I decided to also do our shifts there, even

though we knew that we were putting ourselves somewhat at a

risk by doing so, since the orientation tent is very near to the

front gate and at times has very few' people inside of it, thus

making it a lot easier for security to expel us if they so desired,

than if we were elsewhere.

We wanted to get our shifts over with as soot as possible, so

as to be able to devote as much of our remaining time to the

educational and political activities that we had planned. The
earliest times that we could sign up for were on Wednesday; since

all of the shifts on Tuesday were already taken.

So we signed up to do one shift from 1:00-5:00

p.m. , and another from 7:00-11:00 p.m., on

Wednesday; 9 August.

Our next step was to wail for a shuttle to lake

us to a drop-off point near where we intended to

camp. Wc decided that we w'ould camp in the area

known as the Twilight Zone, which is the area

that nearly all of the leather and S/M women
camp because we felt that it would be the safest

place for us. We had heard rumors beforehand that

there were separatist women who intended to

assault us with baseball bats if w;e entered the

festival. Although we realized that this was

probably unlikely, we did not want to take any

chances. We knew that there had been incidents of

violence directed against persons and their property’

in the past, and we did not want to take any

unnecessary risks. We knew that the leatherwomen are virtually

unanimous in their support for us, and had in the past even offered

to guarantee our safety on the land, and felt that it was extremely

unlikely that any separatist women would venture into the

Twilight Zone in search of us.

But there was also a certain disadvantage in camping in the

Twilight Zone in that it is the most remote of all the camping

areas. It is nearly a half hour walk from there to the kitchen, to

any of the concert stages or the workshop areas - or to anywhere

where any kind of organized activity was going on for that matter

— thus making schlepping around all the various literature and

other materials that we needed to conduct our activities much

more difficult and time-consuming, and making it especially

difficult for Nancy. Of course, there are shuttles that one can take

to get to far away places, but they don’t run all that often, and one

can usually get where one is going faster by walking. Another

disadvantage of camping in the Twilight Zone is that it is often

quite noisy even late at night, as it is the designated “loud and

rowdy, late-night party area;” and in fact, I was kept awake quite

late one night by some particularly loud S/M play. But, despite

this disadvantage, we still felt that, all things considered, camping

in the Twilight Zone was probably the right thing to do.

Because of the large number of women entering at the

beginning of the festival, we had over a two hour wait before we

were able to get a shuttle. The shuttle didn’t actually take us into

the Twilight Zone, but only to a drop-off point near there. Then

we had find a suitable place to pitch our tents and to cany all of

our gear by hand to our camp site, which took us at least a half

dozen trips to do. Because of the activities that we planned to

carry out, we had a lot more stuff to cam than do most festigoers.

One of the workers who helped us unload our gear from the

shuttle jokingly asked me if I had brought along my personal

computer and intended to do some writing while I was there. I

replied, “No, but that’s close.”

By the time that we got all of our gear to our campsite, the

sun had already set, so we had to pitch out tents in the dark. We
didn’t even have time to pump up our air mattresses, which we
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couldn't have done anyway, since we were

all extremely exhausted by that point. It

was well after midnight before we were able

to sleep.

Being as exhausted as we were, we
slept late the next morning. Not being able

to do our work shifts on Tuesday turned out

to be fortuitous because we spent neatly the

entire remainder of that day setting up our

campsite, a task which we did not finish

until early evening. After everything was

completely set up, we placed at the entrance

of our campsite a hand-lettered sign reading

‘Trans Central Station." This was the only

area inside the festival that we felt safe

enough to put up such a sign, as we knew
that no one other than leather and S/M
women would be camping nearby.

Likewise, we were in such an isolated

location that no one else was likely to even

come by there unless they were specifically

looking for us.

Our closest neighbor was Jad Keres,

whom both Rica and Nancy know from

Philadelphia, and whom I had met at the

festival in both 1993 and 1994. Jad is also

the person most responsible for publishing

a report on violence against S/M and

leatherwomyn last year. She invited us

over to her campsite for dinner, an offer

which we gladly accepted. She was always

very supportive and encouraging to us

during our time at the festival, as well as

kept us informed of various rumors she

heard, all of which we were quite

appreciative of. We were joined soon after

by Hillary Smith and Lisa Canar who had

come looking for us.

This was really the first chance that we
had since we arrived to simply relax and to

discuss our plans. We decided that since

we were going to be performing our

workshifts on Wednesday, that we would

wait until Thursday morning to attempt to

set up an information table and to begin

distributing literature and buttons and conducting our survey and

petition, and that we would ask for volunteers at our workshops

to help us staff the table.

After dinner, I decided to take advantage of the remaining

daylight (the sun doesn’t set until nearly 9:00 p.m. in western

Michigan in August) to head down to the Cuntree Store and to

buy a festival t-shirt. While waiting in line, another woman told

me that she recognized me from Camp Trans last year and that she

was very glad to see that some of us had come back again this

year.

“Trans Central Station”
jjhotc^^ Davina Anne Gabriel

It was nearly sundown by the time I

got back to camp, so I decided to take

advantage of the remaining daylight to take

a shower before going to bed. This was

the first opportunity that I had to take a

shower since I arrived. Of course, by this

time of day, the water was inevitably quite

cold, but being the first shower I’d had

since I left Kansas City on Saturday, 1

found it quite refreshing. I was again

exhausted by the end of the day and had no

trouble falling asleep.

The following day, Nancy’s back was

bothering her sufficiently that she did not

feel able to perform her workshift and

instead drove into Hart, the closest town,

to find a piece of hard plywood to sleep

cm.

After eating breakfast, Rica and I spent

the morning making “I Might Be
Transsexual” and “One Is Not Born a

Woman, One Becomes One” buttons to give away, then went off

to our workshift shortly before 1:00 p.m. Our supervisor showed

us around the orientation tent and explained how everything

worked to us, then put us on what had to be the easiest job at the

entire festival, playing and rewinding the orientation video for

new arrivals. After about ten minutes, she decided that it didn't

take both of us to do this job, and asked me to take over for the

woman at the entrance to the tent who greets women as they

arrived.

This job consisted primarily of standing at the entrance to the

Jad Keres
^^to^^^>avin£u^nn^Gabriel
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orientation tent, and saying enthusiastically to all the new
arrivals: “Hi! Welcome to Michigan!” Then 1 would ask them if

they were allergic to bee slings and mark their wristbands with a

B if they were, tell them not to camp near any of the areas that

were marked off by orange ribbons, as those were bees’ or wasps’

nests; then explain the vanous steps in the orientation process to

them. 1 would also ask everyone if they were attending the

festival for the first time. Whenever, a first time festigoer would

arrive, 1 would enthusiastically shout out “Festi-virgin!” and

shake a noisemaker, whereupon all of the other women on the

orientation staff would also shout “Festi-virgin!” and shout and

cheer. This would invariably embarrass the unsuspecting first-

timer, but it has become a festival tradition that everyone has to

experience, and one that most women remember rather fondly in

retrospect

Performing this job was one of the biggest challenges to my
self-confidence that 1 have ever experienced in my lifetime. 1 am
not a naturally perky person, and even now after being sixteen

years postop, 1 still occasionally experience self-consciousness

about passing, particularly in situations in which 1 know there are

adverse consequences for not doing so. Likewise, 1 knew that

another one of the ringleaders of the campaign to have me
expelled from the lesbian community center in Kansas City — in

fact, the very one who was the most hostile to me of all the

women involved in that affair, and probably the most vehement in

her opposition to transsexual inclusion — was going to be at the

festival this year, and l was very apprehensive that she would

arrive during the time 1 was doing this job. I did not know how' 1

would have reacted if she would have arrived while l was

performing my shift, as it wouldn't surprise me at all if she were

to make a very ugly scene if she were to see me there.

Fortunately, this was a possibility that 1 did not have to contend

with. 1 did see her once during the festival, but I don’t think she

saw me, and if she did, she obviously didn't complain to security

about me being there. On the other hand, 1 did get to greet two of

my friends from Kansas City, Barbara Lea & Karen West, while 1

was performing my shift. In fact, they were the first two women

1 got to greet, as they were arriving just as my supervisor was

explaining to me what to do.

After greeting the first several groups of arriving women
without any problem, l soon overcame my nervousness and self-

consciousness and immersed myself enthusiastically into the job.

After doing this for just a short time, I found that I was enjoying

myself immensely, savoring the irony of a transsexual woman
standing at the entrance of the orientation tent at the Michigan

Womyn’s Music Festival and being the one who says “Hi!

Welcome to Michigan!” to arriving women, with no one realizing

any difference. By the time my shift was over at 5:00 p.m., I was

actually kind of disappointed to see it come to an end, I was

having so much fun at it. As I was leaving, my supervisor

complimented me cm how well 1 performed this task.

Rica and I had just enough time to get down to the kitchen,

(it was nearly a half hour walk each way) to eat dinner and to get

back for our shift at 7:00 p.m. As the jobs we had previously

been doing had been taken over by other women, we performed

different jobs in the orientation line. Whereas previously l was at

the very beginning of the orientation process, I was now at its

very end. 1 was the person who gave women their festival

catalogues after they signed up for their workshifts, and checked

over the index cards that they filled out with their names and

addresses. After checking to make sure they were complete, 1

would give them to Rica to file away.

There was a different supervisor there for the evening shift

and 1 recognized her as one of the women who had come out to

visit us across the road in 1993 after we had been expelled, and

who had also visited us at Camp Trans last year. I asked her if

she remembered me, and she said that she did remember my face,

but not my name. I told her my name and she told me how
pleased she was that we had come back again this year, and that

she still had and sometimes still wore her “l Might Be
Transsexual” button that she had got from us two years ago.

1 didn't think that there would be very' many women arriving

that late at night, but there were a steady stream of women
coming through throughout our shift When our shift was over at

11:00 p.m., we went directly to sleep so as to be well rested to

set up our information table and begin conducting our planned

activities the following day.

We arose as early as we could the following morning, and

loaded up all of our literature, buttons and everything else we
needed — such as chairs, a canopy, extra button parts and back

issues of TransSisters - to take to the One World area, where we

intended to set up a literature table. All three of us were heavily

loaded down, and it took us well over half an hour to carry

everything, having to stop to rest several times along the way.

The One World area is the area inside the festival that is

specifically set aside for distributing literature, conducting

petitions and surveys, networking, etc. It was nearly 10.00 a.m.

by the time we arrived. However, when we arrived there, we

found that there was no room at all on any of the tables to set out

any more literature. They were all so completely full that there

was no way that we could get even a single more piece of

literature on any of them, much less all that we planned to

distribute, even if we moved things around. Having expected that

there would be available table space for us — as there had always

been in the past -- we had not thought that it would be necessary

to bring a table of our own.

So we decided that we would send Nancy into Hart to try to

find a table for us to set up to put our literature, buttons and

surveys on, despite the fact that we realized that this meant that

we would not be able to distribute any literature or buttons or

conduct any surveys at all that day. Still, it was the only option

that we had, so we decided to make the best of the situation that

we possibly could.

After Nancy left to find a table lor us, Rica and 1 looked in

festival catalogue to see if there were any workshops that we

could attend that would be in any way relevant to the issue of

transsexual inclusion. Luckily, there was a workshop scheduled

to begin at 11:00 a.m. entitled “Being Other at Michigan: Bi/

Trans/?ing/Straight Women,” and we decided to attend it Since

we were unable to put any of our literature or buttons out at One
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World, and it would have been impossible for us to carry it all

back to our campsite before the workshop, we carried it all with

us.

There were at least sixty women at this workshop, making it

one of the best attended workshops that I have seen at this

festival. Most workshops usually attract between twenty and

thirty women. The workshop was conducted by two women from

Minneapolis, Beth Wright and Monica Gries. During their

introductory remarks, one of them stated that there were

transsexual women attending the festival and that they were

probably closeted, and stressed the need for absolute

confidentiality about anything that was said at this workshop.

After she finished with the introductory remarks, I was the

first to raise my hand to make a comment. I stated that Rica and I

were two of the transsexual women who were attending the

festival, and explained that we had been there in previous years

and had been expelled two years ago, but that we intended to keep

coming back because we believed that we had a right to be there

as long as the majority of the women there felt we should be

allowed to attend. The entire group of women applauded us after I

finished speaking. It was a wonderfully exhilarating and

surprising moment.

After several other women make remarks about issues that

they wanted to discuss, we broke into several groups: those

wanting to discussing being straight, those wanting to discuss

being bisexual and those of us wanting to discuss being

transsexual or transgendered. Our group was the smallest, but

there was at least one other woman who identified as transgendered

who was interested in this issue, as well as several other women,

who were just interested in trans issues, who decided to join our

group.

The transgendered identified woman turned out to be a worker

at the festival and also a professor of women’s studies at a college

in Oregon. She was able to provide us with some insight into

the feelings of the other workers regarding the issue of transsexual

inclusion. She told us that it was her feeling that the

overwhelming majority of the workers there were in favor of

inclusion of postoperative transsexual women being allowed to

attend, and that the primary reason that the festival retains the

“womyn bom womyn” policy is to appease the hardliners in the

festival hierarchy, many of whom have been involved in it since

its inception, and who felt that any relaxation of the “womyn
bom womyn” only policy would put the festival on a slippery

slope that would eventually lead to the elimination of women-
only space altogether. She also said that she felt that it was
inevitable that the festival would eventually get rid of the policy,

but just couldn’t do so now because these hardliners would make
too much of a fuss, but she encouraged us to keep coming back

and to not let the issue go away.

After the workshop, several women came up to us and told us

how much they appreciated us being there and that they felt that

we were very brave to come back and to be out about being

transsexual. This is a comment that 1 heard from numerous
women during the time I was at the festival this year, and one that

1 have become quite used to hearing. My standard reply is, “Well,

it’s a tough job, but somebody’s got to do it,” and which I

actually intended less in jest than not

We then had a two hour break before the first of our own
workshops was scheduled to begin. This gave us just enough

time to haul all of our literature, buttons, surveys, etc. back to

our campsite (except enough to take to our workshop) before our

workshop was scheduled to begin at 3:00 p.m.

We caught a shuttle back to our campsite, rather than Rica

and I trying to carry everything by ourselves. There were two

other women in the shuttle. One of them told us that she had

heard a rumor that Jerry Garcia had died. It was one of only two

bits of news of the outside world (the other being that Norma
McCorvey had joined Operation Rescue) that I heard during the

entire time I was inside the festival, and I didn’t even get

confirmation of this until several days later. Until Sunday

afternoon, I was left wondering if Jerry Garcia was really dead or

not.

Generally, I am someone who follows current events rather

closely, and in fact, somewhat of a “news junkie,” so being at the

festival and being as cut off from news of the outside world is

quite a different experience for me, but one of the things about the

festival that I have actually come to appreciate. I’ve found it to

be wonderfully refreshing to be able to totally get away from the

concerns of the outside world for a w hile, a great way to get back

in touch with oneself, but even more importantly, a way to

realize that it is possible to create a better world than the one that

we usually have to live in every day.

Our workshop, entitled “Confronting Transphobia” was
attended by about thirty women, and we again outed ourselves as

transsexuals. There were a few women there who expressed

support for the current policy, but they were obviously a small

minority. Inevitably, this being the highly complex issue that it

is, the discussion went off into numerous tangents not directly

related to the issue of transsexual inclusion. I felt like making a

response to nearly everything was stated, but refrained from doing

so, so as to not to be appearing to dominate the conversation.

After the workshop, we ate dinner and returned to our

campsite. I was again exhausted from hauling around so much
stuff during the day, so went to bed after taking a shower, only

the second shower I had been able to take since arriving. There

wasn’t anyone I particularly wanted to see playing at the night

stage that night, and I wanted to be well-rested for the next day, so

I went to bed early.

Rica did go down to the night stage as Team Dreshe was

playing, and the leatherwomyn wanted to make a showing of

visibility at that concert. Team Dreshe was the one punk rock

band scheduled to (day at the festival this year, and only the

second to do so in the festival’s history. Surprisingly,

considering the controversy that Tribe 8, the first punk rock band

to play at Michigan, had generated there last year, there was

absolutely no controversy at all about Team Dreshe being there

this year. I guess that’s one issue that’s been resolved. Would

that the transsexual issue could be resolved so easily.

We again rose early cm Friday morning so as to get all of our

material down to the One World area. The festival was already
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half over and we still had not been able to set up our literature

table, so we wanted to make the most out of the three remaining

days that we possibly could. The only table that Nancy had been

able to find in Hart the previous day was an old beat up metal

folding table that she had bought for a dollar at a garage sale. It

wasn’t much, but it was all that we had, so we had to make do

with it After hauling everything by hand the previous day, we
decided that we would take a shuttle this time, even if it meant

having to sit and wait for a while, so that we wouldn’t be totally

exhausted by the time we got everything to the One World area.

We arrived at the One World area again at about 10:00 a.m.

Not wanting to simply set up a table without asking anyone, I

walked into the One World tent and asked the coordinator,

Denslow Brown, if it would be alright if I set up an information

table near the others. She told me that I could not do so because

the festival wanted the participants to use the tables that had been

set out specifically for that purpose. I pointed out to her that all

of the tables were completely filled up, and that there wasn’t any

room to put out any more literature on any of them. She then

asked me what kind of literature I wanted to distribute, and I told

her that it dealt with transsexual issues. She replied that she had

received a directive from Lisa Vogel -- who is now the sole

producer of MWMF, following the resignation of co-producer

Barbara Price last year - herself that no literature expressing any

kind of disagreement with any festival policy could be placed on

any of the literature tables. I thanked her and left

We knew that this meant that this meant that we would be

entirely unable to conduct the survey and the petition that we had

planned to conduct, that we would be able to distribute far less

literature and buttons than we had planned to do, and that it would

be entirely impossible for us to collect any donations, but we
decided that we would just make the best of the situation, to do

what we were able to do, and to not worry about what we had no

control over.

Though I was disappointed at not being able to set up an

information table as planned, I was also actually somewhat

relieved by this turn of events. Even though it meant that we
wouldn’t be able to do nearly as much as we had hoped in terms

of consciousness raising and challenging the policy, it also meant

that we would not have to work so hard. What we had intended to

do — conduct as many workshops as we had scheduled, as well as

staff a literature table, conduct a survey and a petition -- was really

far more than it was realistically possible for three people to do,

even if we did receive some help for nontranssexual women.

There have been seme transsexual critics of this action who
seem to think that all we do at this festival is have fun. Nothing

could be farther from the truth. 1 have participated in this action

every year that it has happened, and every year there has been very

little time for any of us to do anything simply for personal

enjoyment. Of course, there is a certain amount of enjoyment

that one can derive simply from being there, and some of us have

occasionally been able to participate in something that didn’t have

anything to do with our political activities, but this has been

extremely rare. The fact of the matter is that nearly every waking

minute of our time, for everyone involved, has been completely

consumed by transsexual advocacy, by performing workshifts, or

performing some other kind of work. Nor is what we do easy;

it’s very difficult, time-consuming, stressful and exhausting work.

It’s not at all some sort of “romp in the woods” as some
transsexual activists have attempted to characterize it. It’s very

nearly constant work from the time one arises in the morning

until the time one goes to sleep at night Even without being

able to set up an information table this year, all three of us

worked very hard, and had very little time just to enjoy the

festival; and if we would have been able to set up an information

table as planned. I’m sure that none of us would have had any

such time. Nor is it easy to organize this activity either; a

considerable amount erf' time, effort and personal energy involving

a great deal of personal sacrifice goes into both the planning and

execution of this activity. It would be a whole lot easier and a

whole lot less stressful to stay at home — even without also

having to be subjected to uninformed and baseless criticism for

doing so — but we do it because we know it’s worthwhile and we
get a sense of satisfaction from it.

I was also relieved that not being able to set up an

information table meant that we probably wouldn’t have to deal

with the possibility of being asked to leave the festival. Since we
had decided that we would refuse to leave if asked to do so, this

was a possibility that I was not looking forward to having to deal

with, as I was really unsure if I would really have the nerve the

refuse to leave if told to do so. Of course, I knew that expulsion

from the festival was still a possibility, especially considering

that we had already come out to quite a large number of women at

our workshops, and intended to do so at several more. But it was

not something that I really worried about, or even thought was a

much of a possibility. It was such a contrast from the first time

that I attended the festival in 1992. That year, I was constantly

concerned about the possibility of being expelled, and was very

nervous and self-conscious nearly the entire time, and did not

come out until the final day I was there. This year I felt that it

was widely known that there were transsexual women in

attendance, and even that security probably realized that we were

there and who we were, but that no one felt that it was something

worth doing anything about. I think that this was a direct result

of the activities that we have carried out over the previous three

years, and though it may not be a perfect resolution of the

situation, at least represents some progress in the right direction.

So we again picked up all of literature, buttons, etc. and

carried it to a shuttle stop to take back to our campsite. This

gave us a little time to relax before our next workshop, which

was being conducted by Lisa and Laura at 2:00 p.m. Along the

way, I noticed for the first time this year a banner that said

w
lntergalactic Lesbian Separatism” in the area where the

separatists usually camp, but it was a different banner than the

(Hie 1 had seen in previous years. This one was much smaller and

much less elaborate, and looked as though it had been rather

hastily made. I think that this may be a result of a split within

the separatist ranks. Not only did Barbara (“Boo”) Price resign as

co-producer last year, but there was also a rift between her and

Lisa Vogel, eventually culminating in the two of them filing
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lawsuits against each other (which is sufficient reason in itself

why the title to the land should have never been placed in the

names of specific individuals, rather than in the name of a

collective, as it originally had been). Some of the separatists

sided with Boo and some sided with Lisa. This is why, for the

first time ever, Alix Dobkin was not at the festival. Alix was

supportive of Boo and, as a result, was not invited to perform or

emcee any of the concerts. Apparently a lot of the separatist

women who usually come to festival decided to stay away in

solidarity with Boo this year. 1 had also heard that there were

separatist women who left the land in protest after several

transsexuals were allowed to enter the festival last year, and

wonder if this might also be a factor in the diminished separatist

presence this year.

The next workshop was again fairly well attended, about forty

women, with slightly more opposition to transsexual inclusion

than at previous workshops. At this workshop, 1 mentioned what

had happened earlier that morning at the One World area and asked

that everyone express their opposition to this and to the policy

itself on the feedback questionnaire in their festival catalogues.

Someone mentioned that there was no feedback questionnaire in

festival catalogue this year. It was only then that I realized that,

unlike in the previous three years that I have been at the festival,

that there was indeed no feedback questionnaire in the festival

catalogue.

This was a rather surprising and disturbing turn of events, and

one that made what we were trying to accomplish all that more

difficult. Together with the prohibition against setting out

dissenting literature at the One World area, and the statement in

the festival brochure that “Every problem has been solved (more

than once)” it seemed like there was a much more deliberate effort

to suppress any kind of controversy than in the past. On the

other hand, it also seemed like the festival was being more

tolerant of our presence, as long as it didn’t result in any

controversy, but whether that would have still been the case if we
had been able to make a more visible presence is something that

we have no way of determining.

The seemingly total lack of controversy of any kind was the

one thing that seemed to distinguish this festival from festivals I

have attended in previous years. I think that because this was the

festival’s twentieth year, that there was more of a deliberate effort

to suppress any kind of controversy. This may also be because of

the resignation of Barbara Price as festival co-producer, and Lisa

Vogel’s assumption of the role of sole producer. I think that this

effort to suppress any kind of controversy worked both to our

advantage and to our disadvantage. On the one hand, it made it a

lot more difficult for us to disseminate our message and to

challenge the policy, but on the other hand, made it unlikely that

the festival would draw attention to the policy by expelling us.

We conducted both the “Confronting Transphobia” and the

“Accepting Gender Diversity Workshop” each one more time, as

well as attended Hillary Smith’s “Genderevolution” workshop

over the weekend. All of the workshops were attended by between

20-30 women each. Every workshop’s discussion went well

beyond the issue of transsexual inclusion, dealing with a large

number of gender related concerns.

At every workshop, the overwhelming majority’ of women
were in favor of postoperative transsexual women being able to

attend. There were always likewise a few who were opposed to

any transsexual inclusion and about an equal number who were

likewise in favor of preoperative male-to-female transsexuals

being able to attend. The issue of preop inclusion was invariably

raised at every workshop, and the sentiment which I heard

repeatedly expressed by the overwhelming majority of women
there -- even among those in favor of preop inclusion -- was that

they did not want to have to see a penis at that festival. So

despite not being able to conduct the survey on this issue that we
had planned, I felt that my feeling that the overwhelming majority

of women at MWMF are opposed to preop inclusion were

confirmed. Many of the women at the workshops were quite

surprised to find that I also share this opinion, assuming that if I

were in favor of transsexual inclusion that I would inevitably be

in favor of preop inclusion as well. This seemed to allay some of

the concerns that some of the women had that allowing postops

would inevitably lead to preop inclusion as well.

Friday night was the first opportunity that 1 had to actually

enjoy the festival. I decided to go down to the night stage and

catch Holly Near’s performance, but midway through it, it started

to rain, and I walked back to my tent and went to sleep.

Fortunately, I arrived back just in time. One can count on there

being at least one torrential downpour over the course of the

festival and one began soon after I returned to my tent, keeping

me awake most of the night. Even with the new tent that 1

brought to the festival, nearly everything inside of it was damp
the next morning, including the new stenciled “Trans Central

Station” sign that I had made to replace the hand lettered one that

we put up on Tuesday.

I was dreading another torrential downpour on Saturday night,

but fortunately, despite being cloudy and experiencing scattered

drizzle throughout the day, there was no rain on Saturday night

The Saturday night concert was the one concert that I had really

been looking forward to and the only one that 1 had promised

myself to make sure that I attended. It consisted of Betty, Vicky

Randle and Ferron — my absolute favorite women’s music artist —
and was emceed by Kate Clinton.

Wanting to get good seats, Rica & I headed for the night

stage immediately after dinner on Saturday night. While waiting,

we were delightfully surprised by the “Women Walking Tall

Parade,” an annual event that I had never actually gotten to see

before, but had only seen photographs of. Women go to three

workshops throughout the festival and learn how to walk on stilts

for this parade. In addition to walking on stilts, the women who
participate in it wear costumes and decorate their bodies in

amazing ways. Also in the parade are a variety of very large paper

machl figures of women. It is something truly unique remarkable

to witness. I remember one woman in particular in this parade,

who appeared to be at least in her sixties, who seemed to be

having the greatest time of her entire life. Watching it made me
want to be able to participate in it some day.

The night stage concert began soon after the parade. 1
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enjoyed both Betty’s and Vicky Randle’s performances, but it is

Ferron whose performance I’d been eagerly anticipating all week.

But before Ferron performed, we were treated to a fireworks show,

w hich lasted about half an hour. Then Ferron finally came out

and began to play, along with a six woman band. I’ve seen

Ferron once before, just by herself, but never with a band before.

This was a much different, much more assertive and powerful

performance, which I was transfixed throughout. Watching these

strong, proud, confident women perform their music on that stage

under the cnsp, cool, clear night air in front of a sea of several

thousand women filled me with a sense of awe. 1 felt truly

privileged and honored to be able to be able to this truly magical

event with all of these women.

Sunday was a much more relaxed day, as we had only one

more workshop to conduct in the morning, leaving me with the

rest of the day to do whatever 1 wanted. Sunday morning

breakfast was a treat, with real scrambled eggs with mushrooms

and green peppers, along with fresh blueberries in addition to the

regular breakfast fare of yogurt, granola, peanut butter, bananas

and whole wheat bread. Breakfast is my favorite meal at

Michigan anyway; and Sunday morning breakfast is the best

breakfast of the week, though one a lot of women inevitably sleep

through.

At the Sunday morning workshop, there were two women
from Canada who talked about a controversy involving a

transsexual woman working at a rape crisis counselling center that

they also work at This person had just been recently outed as a

transsexual while on vacation, and they did not know how to

handle this situation. This was a situation that 1 had not

anticipated having to address, and one that 1 found to be quite

challenging, more than what 1 had come prepared to deal with.

1 think that it’s rather simplistic to attribute every criticism

of transsexuals by lesbians to merely “transphobia,” and that

sometimes nontranssexual women can have very legitimate

concerns about transsexual women in certain kinds of women-
only space. After discussing the particulars of the situation, I

felt that this might indeed be such a case, and had to admit that it

very well might not be appropriate for this person to be working

as a rape crisis counselor, that maybe the staff there did have

legitimate concerns about this person. 1 said that 1 was even

unsure if 1 would have the necessary' qualifications to be a rape

crisis counselor.

These two women seemed to have come to this workshop

with the expectation that we would be able to provide them with

some sort of formula that would inevitably enable them to deal

with this highly complex, emotionally charged situation, and we

all felt somewhat frustrated that we were unable to do so. But

they weren’t really able to provide me with enough particulars

about the situation for me to give them any specific advice either.

So, my advice to them was, essentially, that it is necessary to

examine each and every concern about this individual and try to

separate what was a legitimate concern from what was indeed just

transphobia, and then to formulate a decision. 1 was very relieved

when it was over and 1 could relax.

As had been the case with my agreement with women cm the

issue of preop attendance, some women were quite surprised to

hear me say that not every criticism of transsexuals made by

lesbians is necessarily the result of transphobia, that indeed

sometimes lesbians have very legitimate criticisms of

transsexuals, and that transsexuals themselves need to

acknowledge this and to work on it. 1 even found myself in

agreement with a woman who said that she felt that there was a

lot of misogyny among transpeople, particularly among
transvestites, but also among transsexuals; and that some of the

opposition to transsexual inclusion is the result of conflating

transsexuals with transvestites. 1 told this woman that 1 am
likewise offended by the sexist caricatures of women that some

transpeople convey.

It’s become quite surprising to me, but one of the results of

all of my transsexual activism over the past six years has been to

make me much more sympathetic to the concerns of the feminist

critics of transsexuals, while still disagreeing with most of what

they say. But my involvement in this kind of activism has led

me to no longer see this as a black and white issue at all. It’s

not a matter of one side being entirely right and the other being

entirely wrong. Unfortunately, a great many transsexuals have

come to regard it as exactly that. For instance, 1 acknowledge as a

very legitimate concern the fear that some women have about the

disappearance of women-only space, particularly now that there

are some transsexual activists who are, in fact, actually advocating

the elimination of women-only space, or at least insisting that

women-only space can exist only if woman is not defined, a

situation that would essentially render women-only space

meaningless.

Rica and Nancy decided to leave on Sunday afternoon, and 1

went back to the campsite with them and helped them take their

tents down. 1 wasn’t planning on leaving until the next morning

with my two friends from Kansas City, Karen & Barbara, but 1

started moving some of my things to their R.V., which was

parked in the nearby RV. camping area, getting caught in a sudden

rain shower.

I was able to catch Marga Gomez’s act at the day stage later

that afternoon. It was only when she made a comment about the

wrong people dying and the wrong people continuing to live, and

asking, “Why is it that Jerry Garcia has to die, and Bob Dole gets

to keep on living?” that 1 realized that the rumor that 1 had heard

about Jerry Garcia’s death was indeed true. Part of her act

consisted of remarking on the fact that for the first time that she

could remember, there had been no major controversy at the

festival, and commenting on previous controversies, particularly

the controversy over S/M and leatherwomyn that had occurred

several years ago. 1 wondered if she would also say something

about the transsexual controversy, but she did not

Afterwards, 1 ate dinner, returned to camp and took a shower

and went to the concluding candlelight concert led by Ruth

Barrett, but only got to see about the final half of it. Following

that, there was a dance at the August Night Cafe afterwards, and 1

decided to check it out, but stayed only for a short time, as I had

developed a splitting headache.

Not wanting to walk back to my campsite, 1 caught the next
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shuttle that came by. There were a few other women on the

shuttle. A woman sitting across from me struck up a

conversation with me, and we discovered that we have a common
interest in Wicca. Soon, I realized that she was flirting with me,

but my head was throbbing, and all that 1 wanted to do is get back

to my tent and to go to sleep, though she was actually quite

attractive, obviously rather intelligent, and seemed very much like

a kindred spirit But besides having a splitting headache, I knew

that I had to get up very early in the morning to leave, so it just

wouldn’t work. Just my luck. The first time that I’ve been at

this festival that I have some time for myself and I actually get

cruised by another woman, and I’m feeling so damn lousy that I

don’t have the energy to take her up cm it, and I don’t want to say

that I have a headache because that sounds bogus, so I just act like

I’m not interested. Still, I really enjoyed talking to her. It was

one of the very few times that I could just interact with another

woman simply as a woman, rather than as a transsexual woman.

I arrived at my shuttle stop first, and told her good night and

good bye before getting off. As 1 was getting out of the shuttle,

she clasped my hand, squeezed it tightly and said with the utmost

sincerity, “Goodbye, dear sister,” and I could tell by the look in

her eye and die tone of her voice that she really meant it, that

these were not just empty words for her; that in just the very

short time that we had interacted with one another that she had

really come to regard me as a sister. With all the talk about

sisterhood in the lesbian community, I really don’t recall anyone

ever expressing such a sentiment to me with as much sincerity. I

was so very moved by it that I broke into tears as I walked from

the shuttle stop back to my tent

It’s difficult for me to assess exactly how successful this

year’s action was. Obviously, due to unanticipated developments,

it was not as successful as we had hoped that it would be simply

because we were unable to carry out all the activities that we had

planned. But we know that we did at least succeed in making a

very visible presence at the festival without being thrown out,

thus demonstrating that the presence of out-of-the-closet

transsexual women is not detrimental or disruptive to the festival.

We know that we did succeed in keeping the issue alive, and that

we succeeded in sending a message that we don' t intend to simply

go away. We also do know that we succeeded in achieving greater

understanding between ourselves and some of those who were

previously against us or undecided on the issue, as several such

women who attended our workshops told us afterwards that we had

succeeded in convincing them that at least postop transsexual

women should be allowed to attend the festival.

1 don’ t know what form future challenges to the exclusionary

policy will take in the future, but I do know that I will come back

to this place in the future. Despite all of its imperfections, 1 have

come to regard this place as the most wonderful place that I have

ever been in my life. Nowhere else that 1 have ever been is the

forest so dense, is the air so clear and clean, can one see as many
stars, and no other place I have ever been do I feel so close to and

so in harmony with nature. And most importantly, even despite

the exclusionary policy, and even despite all of the attempts to

suppress dissent this year, there is nowhere else on Earth that 1

know’ of that comes as close to realizing the feminist ideal of

women’s community, to being the actual Lesbian Nation that I

have searched for and that I have longed to be a part of.

Somehow , the women who come to this festival manage to make
it closest place to actual Utopia that I know in spite of its

deficiencies. How ironic it seems to me that this one place that I

love more than any other is the one place that explicitly tells me
that I’m not welcome to be there. But in spite of that, I know
that I am welcome there; the women who attend this festival, and

who make this festival the wondrous, magical event that it is

have let me know that, and that is why I will keep coming back

to it and why I consider the effort to be part of it worthwhile.

Trans-Action News (continued from page 18)

this non-contrast MR] scanning. Some of the investigators will

also be test subjects. The MR1 images will become the property

of the researchers. Since individual results are not meaningful,and

may be misinterpreted, personal results will not be reported to test

subjects. Results will not be published until a quantity and

quality of data is available to pass rigorous peer review.

For further information, contact Dr. Joy Diane Shaffer @
(408) 292- 1078 or by e-mail at Seahorsemc@aol.com.

TransSisters Rewswatch
ransSisters: the Journal of Transsexual Feminism

ppreciates receiving news clippings or copies of

rticles about transsexual persons and the issues af-

fecting their lives. You can help TransSisters keep

the transsexual community informed of events and

issues affecting it by sending copies of any such

news clippings or aticles to: Davina Anne Gabriel;

4004 Troost Avenue; Kansas City, Missouri 641 10.

Articles and clippings can also be sent by e-mail

to davinaanne@aol.com (or to DavinaAnne for

those of you on America Online) or by fax to

(816)753-7816, but you must call first, as there

must be someone here to receive your fax.
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"TransSisters provides a vital theoretical link that will help to liberate transsexual women, and at

the same time helpforge a broader movement to defeat allforms of sex and gender oppression

.

No wonder l read each issue of TransSisters so carefully. " — Leslie Feinberg, author ofStone
Butch Blues. Transeener Liberation: A Movement Whose Time Has Come and Transeender
Warriors: A History ofResistance

"
TransSisters is one of the veryfewjournals I regularly readfrom cover to cover, as it presents
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and bouyed up (or should I say grrled up??) by another, as most sides ofany debate are usually

present in any one issue. Kudos for Davina Anne Gabriel and her miraculous achievement of
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Hidden: A Gender: The Opposite Sex Is Neither: Virtually Yours and Gender Outlaw: On Men.
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"
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miss this new wave of the movement — read TransSisters!" — Minnie Bruce Pratt, author of
Crime Aeainst Nature: We Sav We Love Each Other: Rebellion: Essays 1980-1991 and S/he
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the one publication / know of that bridges the lesbian and transgendered communities, and
provides revolutionary spirit to us all Keep up the great publication. It incites and inspires us.

"

— Martine Rothblatt, author of The Apartheid ofSex

"
TransSisters pets more interesting, more literate and more articulate with every issue. / can see

it maturing before my eyes, and it's a wonderful feeling to know that such a publication is

possible." —Sandy Stone. author of "The Empire Strikes Back: A Posttranssexual Manifesto"

" Some of the most hostile and damaging criticisms of transsexualism...have come from the

feminist community, and TransSisters confronts these issues head-on. Because Davina
positions the magazine in the breech of the cannon, it has potential to cause great change.
TransSisters ...[ is]... on the leading edge of the politics of transsexualism." — Dallas Denny,
publisher and editor ofChrysalis magazine.
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*
Mirrors: Portrait of a Lesbian
Transsexual by Geri Nettick and Beth
Elliott; published by Spectrum Press,
Chicago, 1995. 3.5” HD floppy disk

reviewed by Davina Anne Gabriel

Within the last several years it has become

fashionable within the transsexual community and

within transsexual literature to disparage the genre of

transsexual autobiography as formulaic, self-serving, and

generally untrustworthy, in favor of more theoretical

approaches to the subject of transsexuality. Indeed, the

publisher that originally commissioned this book

eventually rejected it on these very grounds. A lot of

this criticism is indeed valid, as there has been no

shortage of formulaic transsexual autobiographies, but as Mirrors:

Portrait of a Lesbian Transsexual effectively manages to

demonstrate, neither the general public or the transsexual

community itself has progressed so far in its understanding of

transsexuality that there's nothing new to say about it within this

now depreciated genre.

To its credit. Mirrors does indeed more than simply re-invent

the wheel. Individual lives are, after all, not only unique, but the

very material from which theory must emerge in order to have any

degree of validity, a fundamental precept which emerges from this

book. Indeed, if there is one overarching theme to this work, it is

that all human existence, and especially an experience as complex

and multifaceted as transsexuality, is always infinitely more

complex and indecipherable than any mere theory — academic,

political or otherwise, including feminist theory — devised to

explain it. Mirrors thus turns the tables on theory’ and succeeds

in transcending it, no small feat indeed.

Mirrors is a ground-breaking work in the realm of

transsexual literature in that it is the first autobiography -- at least

that I am aware of - of a transsexual lesbian, and as such offers

quite a different perspective than its heterosexual predecessors.

Nor is the criticism that because it is an autobiography that it is

MIRRORS:
PoRTRAiT Of A

LesLhan TranssexlaI
lEsbi*N NONficTiON

CERi NETTick

ANd BETh Elliorr

Th« ground-breaking true slory of a mala-fo-

temale lesbian transsexual. A riveting call tor

social justice.

1 DISK 3.5" HD MAC ISBN 1-57138-945-8

SPECTRUM PRESS - CHICAGO

$3.00

not “theoretical” enough even really a valid

one because Mirrors does indeed delve quite

deeply into the realm of theory’, not only

refuting a lot of academic and medical

theory on the subject, but also managing

to provide an insightful critique of a great

deal of nonacademic grassroots queer and

transgender theory. Nettick and Elliott's

criticisms of queer and transgender theory

are solidly rooted in a bedrock feminist

foundation that puts the personal back into

the political.

The narrative not only provides what is

possibly the strongest repudiation to date

of radical separatist theory espoused by

Raymond,et. al., regarding transsexuality, but also recounts

fascinating eyewitness accounts of the beginnings of the

lesbian/feminist movement and its subsequent trajectory into an

anti-transsexual ideological rigidity, in the process revealing

striking parallels between 1970s-style radical separatist lesbian

feminism and 1990s-style transgender political correctness,

pointing out how the later in many cases actually mirrors and

affirms the former. Mirrors thus serves the invaluable function

of illuminating the pitfalls inherent to the path of liberation by

someone who has been down that road before.

In particular. Mirrors provides a compelling defense for the

now politically incorrect practices of “fading into the woodwork”

postsurgically, and of putting one’s identity as a woman first and

foremost above that of a transsexual or transgender identity,

demonstrating how these can even be acts of individual integrity’

despite the admonitions of contemporary transsexual activists

and/or theorists to the contrary’. It is a position which with I

concur and that I found most of the rationale for in this book to

be convincingly sound, though occasionally lapsing into some

rather weak arguments which seemed to be primarily based in fear

of anti-transsexual elements within the lesbian/feminist

community. In all fairness, though, I think those arguments may
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have had more validity at one time than they <hacm.
However, 1 thought that the author was on much shakier

ground in her justification of inventing plausible histories and

internalizing them even to the extent of deliberately blurring the

line between fantasy and reality in one’s owe mind, a practice

which 1 can only regard as dangerous at a minimum. The
potential harm that could result from such a practice seems to

outweigh any possible therapeutic advantage that could be gained

from it. Deliberately convincing oneself of the veracity of

untruths is a slippery slope that 1 would dissuade anyone from

stepping onto, regardless of any

purported therapeutic effect. There is a

difference between maintaining

anonymity and practicing self-

deception, though they may indeed

often be separated by only a very thin

line.

The authors also provide an

overview of transgender and transsexual behavior in ancient

matricentric cultures (most of which will be familiar to most

students of transsexuality) which quite effectively counters the

patriarchal assumptions of lesbian separatist transphobia; as well

as provide a very comprehensive overview of the current scientific

evidence indicating a biological basis for transsexuality. 1 found

the authors’ interpretation of the later to be mostly sound, but

dissented toward the occasional tendency to veer off into a rather

shaky essentialist interpretation, such as in the conclusion that

individuals are bom “programmed to identify as a particular

gender,” but “what that means depends on the culture in which we
are raised,” a conclusion which would seem to be contradicted by

the existence of persons whose identities are consistent with their

biological sex, but who reject their societally prescribed gender

roles. Here, as well as in other instances throughout the narrative,

the authors seem to go beyond merely validating the “trapped in

the wrong body” metaphor as a metaphorical truth, and instead

attempt to validate it as a literal truth, as if there were indeed

some kind of essential state of womanhood that exists outside the

various societal definitions of that term.

Mirrors provides a lot of material that will be immediately

familiar to just about any transsexual who identifies as a lesbian

and/or a feminist Indeed, 1 was constantly amazed throughout the

course of this book that someone else’s life could be as

remarkably similar to my own, even in some cases down to very

minute details, seeming to suggest that there is an almost

archetypal transsexual lesbian experience.

The narrative is not unlike that of the traditional transsexual

autobiography in that it recounts a struggle beginning in early

childhood to come to terms with an internal sense of self

inconsistent with physical anatomy, having to deal with

nonacceptance by family, peers and authority figures, intense

confusion and painful psychological and emotional struggle,

eventually culminating in the decision to undergo surgery, then

finding one’s place in the world as a woman. It differs from the

traditional transsexual autobiography in that these experiences

have the benefit (or complication, as it may be) of viewing these

experiences from a lesbian/feminist perspective. The result is a

much deeper questioning and understanding of the experience, one

that is not determined by prevailing cultural assumptions.

Generally, though not always, 1 found the authors' feminist

analysis to be quite sound, extremely well-informed and firmly

rooted in reality, as opposed to the superficial, self-serving

pseudo-feminism that is to found in a great deal of contemporary

transgender theory.

Of course, most of this will probably be old hat to most

transsexual lesbians and/or feminists, but the mainstream public,

and even much of the queer community ,

still seems entirely perplexed by the

phenomenon of transsexual lesbians. But

while this book does have the potential

of increasing mainstream understanding

of the phenomenon of transsexual

lesbianism, I am quite doubtful that it

will ever actually succeed in reaching

that audience. Despite that. Mirrors does contain more than

sufficient substance that challenges contemporary transsexual

orthodoxy to be more than mere preaching to the choir.

However, as is always the case, despite whatever the merits

of this book, it is not without its flaws, it’s biggest one being

that it devotes entirely too much time to describing the process of

writing of the book itself, a section that contains entirely too

much superfluous information, and which 1 found to be generally

quite boring and a disappointingly anticlimactic ending to a

heretofore compelling personal narrative.

Similarly, despite its ostensible refutation of the fairy tale

expectations that a great many transsexuals bring with them to

the surgical experience, and even after recounting a long and

painful period of postsurgical struggle for acceptance within the

lesbian community. Mirrors ultimately seems to fall back on a

kind of happily-ever-after kind of resolution of affairs that doesn’t

quite ring true. 1 have no doubt that the author has indeed found a

much more fulfilling and happy existence as a lesbian than she

would have as a heterosexual male; and 1 definitely applaud any

personal testimony that affirms that it is indeed possible to

achieve a happy and fulfilled life as a transsexual lesbian, but 1

couldn’t help but wondering if everything were indeed as hunky-

dory for her as she would have us believe, and whether maybe at

least a rosy patina of wishful thinking had been painted over

reality. 1 suppose that such a satisfactory degree of resolution is

indeed possible, but all of the transsexual lesbians 1 know,

including myself, still have some messy little untied ends to their

lives that are the inevitable result of being transsexual lesbians

and which are likely to never be neatly tucked away entirely.

Mirrors would seem to suggest that this doesn’t have to be the

case, and that indeed very well may be true, but I remain

unconvinced.

Likewise, 1 found the radical separatist opposition to

transsexual inclusion within the lesbian community which the

author encountered, despite its rather vociferous bark, to be

somewhat toothless in the narrative, not really all that worthy of

an opponent at all. Having gone (continued on page 46)

“Above all else, this is a story

about achieving integrity and
success on one’s own terms in

the face of enormous obstacles

by following the courage of
one’s convictions.”
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^introducing

Jessica

^'f.eredttly

<JLmv§er
Beginning with this issue, Jessica

Meredith Xavier, whose article

“Stonewall 25 Revisited: Queer Politics,

Process Queens and Lessons Learned”

appeared in issue # 6 of TransSisters,

joins the staff of TransSisters as a tegular

staff writer.

Jessica is an out lesbian-identified bisexual transsexual

woman, a transgendered and queer activist, and a songwriter/poet.

She grew up in the suburbs of Washington, D.C. and lives there

now. She was bom in Maryland, where she went to high school

and college, graduating from the University of Maryland - College

Park in 1981, with a Bachelor's degree in Government and

Jessica Meredith Xavier
photo by John DeFabbio

Politics.

She transitioned in 1991, while working as a

research associate at the George Washington
University Medical Center on a variety of clinical

research trials, including hematology, oncology,

HIV/AIDS, lipid research, women's health and

nutrition studies. She had her sex reassignment

surgery in 1993 in Trinidad, Colorado (yet another

Biber Baby). She currently is working as a computer

database consultant to the federal government.

Her activist experience began as a board member
for several Washington, D.C. transgendered support

groups. Her favorite board position was outreach,

and she has made over seventy gender education

presentations to students and faculty of Washington

and Baltimore area colleges and universities, mental

health and sexology groups, crisis centers and

hotlines, and gay, lesbian and bisexual organizations

and campus groups. She has appeared on

Washington, D.C. television and radio, and has

taught several professional in-service seminars,

including part of a Continuing Medical Education Course in

Sexology.

Her political activism began in 1992, when she joined the

Host Committee for the 1993 March On Washington (MOW),
serving as a volunteer doing outreach work to straight

organizations, principally to (continued on page S3)

Have You Been a Victim of Discrimination?
ITA and AEGIS Want to Know About It

The National Transgender Discrimination Survey is a nationwide project to gather data and report

statistics on acts of discrimination, hate crimes and violence committed against transgendered persons. If you
identify yourself as transgendered, this applies to you. If you've been denied a job or a promotion; fired;

denied health care, rental housing or service at a restaurant; been verbally harassed or had your property

vandalized; been a victim of violence... we want to know. Our survey form is only one page and takes only

ten minutes to complete. All replies will be keep strictly confidential and used only for the purposes of the

project.

Nobody really realizes the depth of discrimination against transgendered people in this country.

Nobody really knows how pervasive it is.

Nobody really understands the impact it has on our already difficult lives.

Nobody except you, .

.

Participate inThe National Transgender Discrimination Survey.

Make a small contribution to your community.

Help ITA make a difference in our lives.

It's Time, America is the first nationally-organized grassroots civil rights group seeking to secure the

rights of all transgendered persons. The American Educational Gender Information Service is a

non-profit corporation dedicated to educating the public and ourselves about transexuality and transgenderism.

For more information about the National Transgender Discrimination Survey Project, write to It’s Time,

America!, P.O. Box 65, Kensington, MD 20695.
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Transsexual
Feminism and

Transgender
Politicization
by Jessica Meredith Xavier

As a feminist, transgendered (for the purposes of this essay,

transgendered includes all people with non-traditional gender

identities or expressions, including transsexual persons) political

activist, I have become greatly concerned over the past year about

the lack of involvement by transgendered people in the political

process. There are simply too few of us working actively to

accomplish our political goals, some of which have time

limitations. Fen* example, nine states now
have anti-discrimination laws that include

sexual orientation but only one of those

(Minnesota) also includes gender identity.

Each time another state, at the prompting

of its gay and lesbian lobby, adds

protection based solely on sexual

orientation, it is already too late for the

transgendered citizens of that state. It is

unlikely we will ever have the resources to go it alone, so we
must quickly form transgendered organizations to lobby the gay

and lesbian groups in the remaining states. Each new anti-

discrimination law passed without protection based on gender

identity is a window of opportunity slammed shut for at least a

generation. Unless a major break occurs in that state's case law,

its transgendered citizens will face another fifty years of harsh

discrimination.

So lately 1 have been focused on identifying the reasons for

the lack of involvement, and on developing possible strategies to

empower more of us to get involved in shaping our political

destiny. Of paramount and continuing concern are our shame and

fear issues, which can only be resolved over time. But there are

other reasons that limit involvement. It is only recently that we
have begun to come out in numbers sufficient to call ourselves a

"community”, and simply relating to one another as transgendered

human beings has been problematic, due to our fundamental

natures. David Harrison, as quoted by Kate Bomstein in Gender

Outlaw, observed that the gay and lesbian communities are

centered on individual relationships with each other, giving them

an outwardly-looking focus. Transgendered people are inwardly

focused on our self-identities, producing a different group

dynamic, one which has not helped to build a sense of

cohesiveness within our new community. We transgendered are

indeed very individualistic persons, with

strong opinions and an inherent distrust of

any authority and all rules, two key

components of politics. Thus many
transgendered people shy away from politics

simply because they do not trust their

activist leaders (myself included).

Furthermore, due to their fear of exposure,

transgendered victims of discrimination and

hate crimes are concerned about how their cases will be reported.

They do not want their personal tragedies to become fodder for an

overly zealous activist who may make matters worse.

But I suspect even more transgendered people have problems

with who we activists are. Perhaps it's just a matter of our

personal style, or being out, or perhaps even the way we take

pride in being transgendered. Or maybe it's our gender expression

itself. To be activist, transgendered and out requires more than a

healthy ego to overcome our shame and fear issues. It requires

what many might stereotype as "male energy". While men and

women, transsexual and non, can possess masculine-identified

energy and use it as a positive force, being perceived as having

too much male energy becomes too difficult for many of us,

especially the feminists. It smacks of patriarchal mindsets and

male egos that are anathema to feminism. I suspect that this is

driving more than a few transgendered people away from our

political movement as it becomes identified by the leaders who
exhibit if

1 began working in the queer movement a year after I

transitioned, a full year before surgery. At first, it was fun, and 1

“If so many of us profess
our belief in feminism , why
can*t we pay more than lip

service to it by actually
practicing it ourselves and
in our groups?**
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became energized by the pride exhibited in the positive actions of

my gay brothers and lesbian sisters. With a few exceptions, we
transgendered are clueless about teaching pride within our own
community. But as 1 became more and more drawn into political

activism, embroiled in one inclusion struggle after another, 1

found the going getting tougher, my energy flagging. It simply

was not in my nature to fight with my less-than-enlightened gay

brothers and lesbian sisters who were/are my activist role models.

1 also realized the ultimate irony, of surviving the intensive

process of transitioning from male to female and finally being

able to live my new life, where 1 am now perceived by many to

be an aggressive, assertive, rhymes-with-rich activist for

transgendered and queer causes.

But 1 also realized my internal struggle parallels that of non-

transsexual women, especially those who also must become

strong-willed and tough-minded in order to secure their own
survival and their children's in a hostile, patriarchal world. I'd

love to pretend I'm strong and brave, but I'm really just an average

woman, who makes mistakes with the best of them while trying

to do her best. Still 1 struggle, I cry, 1 scream in rage at the

brutality of discrimination and violence leveled at my sisters and

brothers by the nons. But while caring a great deal for my
community, I confess I do not enjoy having to re-immerse myself

in male energy in order to fight for it. 1 sense my anima and

animus very keenly, and four years into transition I am still

striving for the happy gender medium between the two forces. I

feel that too much male energy threatens the delicate balance of

gender power, not only within myself, but with other female-

identified transgendered people as well. And 1 realize the

additional irony that as an out activist, 1 am perceived as having

all this male energy, while inside 1 shrink from it

Like many separatist women, 1 too have had some negative

past experiences with male energy and male egos. At times, 1

also find male energy disturbing to be around, and I utterly

distrust it in power-over situations. 1 shudder at the velocity at

which the male ego travels, and cannot abide by any male sense of

entitlement. Aware of my internal gender balance, and having

been harmed both before and after transition by unchecked male

egocentrism, 1 am constantly measuring my own ego as I measure

that of others, partly because I fear the ego's potential for causing

human damage. Like the gender forces, the ego too must find its

own middle ground. In my mind, too much male energy begets

male ego, which is the driving force behind patriarchy and male

privilege. Such patriarchal thinking should have no place in the

transgendered movement

Transsexual feminism has begun to give many of us new

understandings of ourselves as transsexual women and the way we
deal with ourselves and each other. It is in direct opposition to

traditional patriarchal thinking, that relic from many a male-to-

female past, which threatens not only women and feminism, but

the transgendered movement as well. When exhibited by male-to-

female transgendered people in their relationships with each other

or in any TG group, this atavistic urge toward overt male-

identified thinking becomes very destructive, damaging our

ongoing efforts to build and strengthen our community. This

mindset may be characterized by hierarchal organizations with

boards of directors using Roberts Rules of Order; an obsession

with control as exhibited by an iron-hand. Theory X management
style which stifles dissent and seeks rubber-stamp approval of its

decisions; an overemphasis on the importance of academic
credentials as if they equaled ability, judgement or even common
sense; a preference for confrontation, competition, and making
intractable demands in lieu of dialogue, cooperation and

compromise, respectively; an inability to understand other points

of view; an inability to admit mistakes; and a strong resistance to

change. The transgendered movement is currently undergoing

rapid shifts in its thinking, which has caught most of the older

transgender organizations off guard. It used to be that if it didn't

happen behind the banquet doors of a transgendered convention, it

just didn't happen. How times have changed, and quickly!

We transsexual feminists have been quite fond lately of

quoting Audre Lourde's now-famous admonishment that "the tools

used to build the Master's house can never be used to dismantle

it". I hear her words like a bell, ringing in my head, warning me,

warning us. I feel the depth of that message resonating ever so

deeply for the entire transgendered movement. While it is not my
intent to bash anyone in particular here, neither can I remain

reticent, while more transgendered persons are driven away from

the transgendered political movement precisely at the time we are

desperate for greater involvement. While there are helpful signs,

such as the Transgender Alliance for Community, which may
over time resolve the turf battles of the past, the underlying

management and organizational styles remain intact. If we are to

succeed as a liberation movement, it is absolutely imperative that

we empower more transgendered people to join us. We must

change more than just our bodies and appearances. We must

change our minds and mindsets. We must change our way of

thinking and relating to one another. And there is another way.

1 believe that transsexual feminism holds the key to the

success of the emerging transgender political movement.

Transsexual feminists can show others how to lead, not by

leading but by following. We can seek out and encourage the

unheard voices within our community to speak out by listening

to them. We can show others how to respect all voices heard in

discussion by including as many of them as possible in a group's

decision-making process. And most importantly, we can bring

more people into the transgender movement by emphasizing

cooperation over competition. Transsexual feminists can do this

for other transgendered persons by teaching them a different way

of thinking, a different way of organizing their groups, and a

different way of running their meetings. This is the way of

feminist process, and decision-making by the consensus method.

In January, 1993 1 went to my First queer political gathering,

a meeting of the Host Committee for the March On Washington.

The meeting was conducted using something called "modified

consensus" and this was my first experience with it Our

meetings were sometimes long, sometimes emotional, but our

volunteers always came back to the next meetings. The good

feelings of these meetings became contrasted with the anger I felt

during the organizing meetings for last year's big queer event.
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when Stonewall 25's Executive Committee used every Roberts

Rule in the book to keep Transgender out of its title. 1 find it

absurd that the National Organization for Women uses "Roberta's

Rules of Order" - the Master's Tools by another name! But at

least when I go to Lesbian Avenger meetings in Baltimore,

consensus and feminist process rule. When it is my turn to

speak, I can share my thoughts with the other women in a caring,

inclusive, open environment. I feel 1 am being heard, and how
good that feels!

The differences between these two methods of conducting

meetings are obvious. The feminist way has fewer rules, less

rigidity, no hierarchy, equal voices, and more respect for the

participants. Feminist process affords a group the space to deal

with contentious issues, along with ways to help everyone or

nearly everyone arrive on the same page together. Using the

consensus method to make group decisions allows every voice

with an opinion to be heard and ideally, those group decisions

represent a summation of all those voices. Rather than rely on a

few strong leaders, we learn to rely on ourselves and each other.

Meetings are facilitated by different group members each time.

Power is re-interpreted as responsibility, which is shared equally

by each member of the group. The leaders get to follow, and the

followers get to lead, which adds to the followers' self-confidence

and the leaders' listening skills. Over time, leadership itself

becomes a common resource, thus improving the chances for the

group's longevity.

It's Time, Maryland! runs by consensus. ITM is a state

chapter of It's Time, America! (ITA), the national transgender

lobbying group formed last year. Disappointed by ITA's failure

to seriously consider consensus-based decision making, I was

determined to try it with ITA's Maryland chapter. ITM is a

diverse group of transgendered and non-transgendered men and

women, all of whom have a say at our meetings. Some of us are

radical and some are conservative, but we all respect each other's

opinions, and try to reach important decisions that take all those

opinions into account. We've had as many as twelve people at a

single meeting, and none of the meetings have been longer than

two hours.

No doubt some of you have already been exposed to

consensus and feminist process in non-transsexual feminist

groups and found it too laborious. Is it difficult? It can be, if the

participants do not fully understand the way it works. Is it time

consuming? Sometimes. Will it work for your transgendered

group? To be honest, it may not work for every organization.

Different groups are composed of different individuals for diverse

purposes with differing agendas. But should problems arise,

feminist process includes constant critique and revision of

whatever methods it currently uses, in order to make it more

inclusive, democratic and productive in the future. Post-meeting

evaluations allow for adjustments to the process that will improve

meetings. Other determining factors for the successful use of

feminist process and consensus are effective facilitation at the

meetings, clearly understood rules, and respect for all voices and

the persons behind them. If it doesn't work, a transgendered group

can return to the familiar Roberts Rules, or whatever it has used

in the past

But judging from our experience with It's Time, Maryland!

consensus and feminist process should at least be tried by other

transgendered groups. It succeeded in helping thirty people learn

to work together in just three months to openly lobby our state

legislators for the first time ever in Maryland. As a result, we
will have our own bill before the Maryland Assembly next

January to facilitate the issuing of new, unadulterated birth

certificates without court orders to transsexual women and men
bom in Maryland. ITM members engaged in numerous public

educational events and successfully lobbied straight and other

queer groups for their support and endorsement of our inclusion.

These and other tactics helped us to convince the statewide gay

and lesbian lobby, the Free State Justice Campaign, to include

gender identity in their anti-discrimination bill. Initially adamant

in its opposition to our inclusion. Free State had been working

for four years to pass a sexual-orientation only bill. They have

over one thousand members and an annual budget of over

$25,000, with additional funding and support from the Human
Rights Campaign Fund. ITM had thirty members, no money and

no track record, yet we won this important battle because we
learned how to work together very quickly. ITM's use of feminist

process and consensus facilitated that cooperation and

cohesiveness.

Besides bringing more voices into the transgender political

movement, consensus and feminist process can play an important

role in the re-socialization of male-to-female transsexuals and

transgenderists in transition. Since most of us have spent half

our lives socialized as males, it can help us to unlearn male

behaviors by teaching a new way of relating to one another in our

groups. Many transgendered people already identify themselves as

feminists, but lack actual experience with feminist process in

their groups. If so many of us profess our belief in feminism,

let's pay more than lip service to it by actually practicing it in our

groups. And if you think it is too female-identified, I have yet to

meet a transsexual man who was not a feminist himself. I have

seen gay men, lesbians, bisexuals and transgendered people use it

very effectively during many meetings for the March On
Washington in 1993, so I believe it would work for any group.

In fact, I see nothing to lose by instituting this model of

organization and governance across all transgendered

organizations, even the national ones. If they must keep their

boards of directors due to their Articles of Incorporation, fine. But

at those meetings, the gloves come on. Drop those titles, ditch

the hierarchal thinking, lose the Roberts' Rulebook, loosen up

that iron fist of control, stop obsessing about credentials, and start

thinking about the future. Our future. Bring in your

memberships and give them a voice. Let go and let the Goddess

reign. Let the followers lead, and the leaders follow
,
/ora change.

Let's throw away the tools that have been used to oppress us.

Let's not get fooled again and exchange one oppressor for another

one who looks like us. Let's build a movement, not monuments

to ourselves and patriarchal stupidity. A liberation movement

based on changing identities must not be afraid of changing its

own identity to advance the goals that will secure its future.
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Feminist
Process
and the

Consensus
Method
by Jessica Meredith Xavier

For those of you who are unfamiliar with feminist process,

the basics follow. These are provided merely as points of

departure, and may be revised through post-meeting evaluations

and post-mortems.

Theory
One of the most fundamental

ideas of feminism is that we don't

all have equal access to power in

this society. Feminist process is

a way of beginning to address and

redress that disparity. Feminist

process is a way of structuring

debate and action to include more

people and to encourage people

who usually follow to learn to

lead, and those who usually lead to learn to follow.

The most important part of feminist process is not just this

set of guidelines, but a constant awareness of the whole and how

each individual interacts with the whole. This consciousness

means:

• waiting to let other people speak if you've been talking a

lot;

• responding to the discussion at hand, rather than looking for

an opportunity to make your point;

• being aware of how much responsibility and how many

tasks other people are taking on, while recognizing that everyone

needs to do her/his part, although not all of our parts are

necessarily equal all of the time;

• taking risks by volunteering to lead if you've always

followed or to follow if you've always led and being supportive of

other people who are taking those risks.

Principles
• Speaking In Meetings: We use a stack to

encourage discussion. A stack is a list of people

who wish to speak on a given topic. The
meeting facilitator usually keeps the stack, and

should feel free to put her or himself on the stack.

Time limits for speaking may be set for given

discussions.

The stack is not first-come, first-served.

Instead, the facilitator should strive to see that

people who haven't had a chance to say much are

given a chance before others who have been

speaking a lot. We choose the somewhat slower

method of using a stack so that everyone feels

comfortable speaking, and so that discussions

don't become shouting matches, where the person

with the loudest voice prevails.

• Facilitation

:

We use a rotating facilitator (a

different person facilitates each meeting) so that

everyone gets a chance to lead and also to step back and let

someone else lead. If you have a lot to say in a given meeting, it

is probably not a good idea to facilitate. Ask someone else to do

it.

• Representation: We recognize that there are voices that are

not heard in our group. This does not mean we should try to

speak for those who are not

represented, but that we should

acknowledge that not everyone is

represented, and we should find out

how what we are doing affects

other people.

• Decision-Making: We should

strive for Consensus on all

decisions. This encourages us to

seek compromises which
incorporate everyone's ideas.

However, we should be careful

about not coercing people to agree to something simply for the

sake of consensus. If we try and fail to come to consensus, tw o-

thirds votes will be taken cm proposals.

• Gender Balance: Inasmuch as we can be, we are concerned

with gender balance. This means trying to make sure that working

groups include both women and men, and that both women’s and

men's voices are heard in the discussion.

• Evaluations: We use evaluations and post-mortems to

critique ourselves constantly. Evaluations come at the end of each

meeting to give each person a chance to comment on the process,

but not the content, of the meeting. If your point has been made,

or you don't want to evaluate, you can pass.

Since we're evaluating process, it's helpful not to respond to

other evaluations but simply to assess the dynamics of the

meeting. Each of us has to take evaluations seriously, and speak

up if the discussion was intimidating or uncomfortable, the

facilitation could have been better, or whatever. You don't have

to be obnoxious or mean, but if constructive criticism isn't

“One of the more fundamental ideas of
feminism is that we don't all have equal
access to power in this society.
Feminist process is a way of beginning
to address and redress that disparity.

Feminist process is a way of structuring

debate and action to include more people
and to encourage people who usually
follow to learn to lead, and those who
usually lead to learn to follow.”
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offered, nothing's going to change.

• Post-Mortems are evaluations of work on a particular

project and are usually more loosely structured than meeting

evaluations. Discussion usually includes whether the project

accomplished our purpose, how the work was divided, and how we

might have done better.

Feminist process also means constant critique and revision of

everything that's written herein, to make it more inclusive,

democratic and productive.

Process Points and Terminology
During a meeting, items of new or old business should be

either reports or proposals.

• A Report might be announcements of upcoming events,

information about tasks accomplished or in progress, background

information for a future proposal, etc. There may be brief

discussion following a report, including suggestions or requests

for further information, but such discussion should not be

extended.

• A Proposal should be a well-thought-out statement on

which the proponent wishes the group to come to a consensus. It

should be as concise and concrete as possible. Important

proposals should be made in writing for complete consideration

by the group to aid in reaching consensus,and relevant background

information should be included.

• A Friendly Amendment is a modification of a proposal to

make it more acceptable or to bring it into compliance with

earlier arrangements, agreements or accepted proposals. By
nature, it should be acceptable to the presenter of the original

proposal.

• A Strong Disagreement is stating a disagreement with a

proposal or facet of a proposal without blocking consensus.

• A Major Objection is an irreconcilable objection to a

proposal. Once made, it tops current action on the proposal.

• Consensus is not always 100% agreement, but when

objectors decide not to block action on a proposal. Consensus

does not necessarily mean agreeing - often it may mean agreeing

to disagree. Consensus allows for all concerns to be expressed

and addressed, although those concerns may not be satisfactorily

resolved.

Decision-Making Process
• Proposal Presentation, either written or oral, is made by a

group member. Short oral presentations may be made by a

proposal's presenter.

• Clarifying Questions, after the proposal is stated. These

questions are asked of the proposal's authors) to refine or clarify

the proposal. These questions are for better understanding and

should not be comments on it.

• Discussion: Once there are no more clarifying questions, the

facilitator will open the floor for initial discussion, during which

group members may present their reservations or their support for

the proposal. The facilitator will take and keep the stack of

members who wish to speak about the proposal. During

discussion, speakers may introduce any Friendly Amendments,

Strong Disagreements, Major Objections or other concerns or

points they have, which are individually discussed, w ithin time

limits set by the facilitator.

• Callfor Consensus: after everyone w ho w anted to speak has

done so, the facilitator asks if there are any unresolved concerns.

If none, the facilitator will then ask if anyone wishes to block

consensus. If not, the proposal passes. If someone has additional

concerns, go to the next step.

• Discussion of Remaining Concerns: those w ith remaining

concerns should be given the floor to list them, followed by

additional discussion.

• Second Call for Consensus: after the remaining concerns

have been discussed, the facilitator again asks if anyone w ishes to

block consensus. If a particular issue is very contentious, the

facilitator may decide to continue the discussion at the next

meeting.

• Vote On The Proposal: if someone should block again, a

vote should be taken on the proposal, with a two-thirds majority'

of those present required for approval. A motion to table the

proposal until the next meeting may also be made and voted on

with only a simple majority required.

• At any point after it is introduced, a proposal may be

withdrawn by its presenter. Friendly amendments to proposals

should be acknowledged and accepted as such by the original

presenter of a proposal.

Role of the Facilitator
• Prepares the agenda which is distributed to group members

before meetings (when possible, before the meeting date).

• Calls the meeting to order, identifying one member to take

minutes and another member to be time keeper for the meetings.

• Reviews the agenda at the beginning of the meeting, giving

an idea of what we need to cover and how. Obtains feedback for

any changes, such as additions to the agenda, changes in agenda

order because someone has to leave early, etc.

• Keeps the stack of speakers for discussions, and encourages

people to participate in those discussions.

• Sets a reasonable time limit for the discussion and time

allotted to speakers. Asks the meeting time keeper to note the

times set for length of floor times and the discussion length as a

whole.

• Keeps discussions on track, by calling for "focus". Does

not allow free-wheeling discussions with no motion or proposal

on the floor.

• Looks for minor points of agreement during discussions of

issues, and states them during the debate. Works towards building

a group point of view.

• Keeps track of tangential issues that come up, so they may
be discussed later or put on a future agenda.

• As clearly as possible, states all items or motions for group

discussion and all decisions reached.

• After discussion is completed, calls for consensus on

proposals by asking "Does anyone block consensus?" If someone

blocks consensus, calls for additional discussion and first

introduces the person(s) blocking to (continued on page S3)
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Beginning with this issue, Lisa Rose,

w hose article “The Distorting Lenses of

Theory” appeared in issue # 8 of

TransSisters
,

joins the staff of

TransSisters as a regular staff writer.

Lisa feels it is appropriate she write

for a transsexual feminist magazine at a

point in her life where she is coming to

accept both transsexualism and feminism.

Embracing her transsexuality was especially difficult after a Utah

Mormon childhood where she keenly learned how shameful it is

for a male to want to be female. Her confusion was compounded

by the fact that she did not wish to play with dolls, or have

female playmates (at least back then), or do anything else that her

stereotypes of girls required. She also experienced a certain

eroticism in fantasies of changing sex, a feeling she equated only

with "transvestism," and didn't realize this can be a spiritual

aspect of transsexualism too (a topic she hopes to explore in a

future issue).

Embracing her feminism was likewise difficult because (she

feels) of patriarchal biases in the broader culture she was exposed

to growing up, a global culture that still finds

ways to denigrate women and things associated

with them. Lisa's eventual discovery of

misogyny in herself was synonymous with

unravelling acculturated self-hatred. As she

attempts to compensate for a childhood of being

constantly inundated with images of male

achievement, she has gone deliberately overboard

the opposite way, biasing her four-figure compact

disc collection strongly toward music performed

by female artists, religiously following sports

events featuring women athletes, and exploring

goddess-based f^gan subculture. She is an

outspoken believer in the need to afford young

girls confidence, opportunity’, and identification in

spirituality', arts, sciences, and athletics.

Lisa is also proud to join so many of her mtf sisters in having

career wanderlust. She has a bachelor(ette)'s degree in mechanical

engineering and part of a Ph.D. in social psychology from

Stanford, a master's in psychology from Cal State-L.A., and

graduate work in film production at U.S.C. She has worked as a

software engineer for G.E., a freelance programmer, junior high

math teacher, college statistics instructor, and (currently) as a

supervisor at an enormous Tower Records where she can be close

to her abuse substance of choice (compact discs). She grew up in

Salt Lake City and Seattle, and has spent most of her adult life in

Los Angeles and the San Francisco Bay Area. She is now thirty-

six, having begun her physical (continued on page SI)

What is Rite

of Passage?
Rite of Passage is a small group of

postoperative male-to-female
transsexual persons. RoP's primary

function is to conduct an annual

retreat at which those who have
recently had surgery and those

whose surgery was years or

decades ago come together. The experience is spiritual some would say

magical — as women from all across the United States enjoy the rustic

setting with others who have shared their marvelous joumies (Female partners

of participants are also welcome to attend) The Conference culminates with a

ritual in which the attendees celebrate that which they aB share their blood

sacrifice.

For Information Ahotrt Pile of Passafte. write to-.

R.O.P.; P.O. Box 67: South Berwick. Maine 03908
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Sisters m firms? i

The Compatibility of

feminism and TTlale-to-

Semaie Transsexualism

by Lisa Rose

This journal, TransSisters , is founded upon the premise that

male-to-female transsexualism and feminism are not antithetical,

indeed, that they are quite compatible. I would agree that a large

number of mtf transsexuals probably identify as feminists, or at

least subscribe to certain basic feminist principles. But does this

make transsexualism and feminism unilaterally harmonious? The

answer to this may depend upon which aspects of feminism one

chooses to focus on. In this article I will address what I perceive

as three relevant aspects of feminism: equity-seeking,

gynestructuralism, and gender-deconstructionism in

order to explore their respective compatibilities with mtf

transsexualism.

The first, equity-seeking, is

perhaps the most broadly

embraced of the above three

aspects of feminism within our

culture. It is the notion that

women deserve equal opportunity

and representation within our

existing power structures,

including politics, business,

military, sports, religion, arts,

etc.... Affirmative action. Title

IX, the women's caucus, etc... all derive from the idea that women
should enjoy the same ease of entry7 as men into domains

historically biased to select the latter.

While there may be a small number of mtfs who embrace

very traditional gender role values (i.e., men at work, women in

the home) and who would oppose greater career opportunities for

women, l suspect a majority would support gender-equity (for

self-interest, if for no other reason). More importantly, there is

nothing inherent in the nature of mtf transsexualism itself (i.e., in

people born genetically male, identifying as women) that

necessarily contradicts the idea of equity-seeking. Equity-seeking

is essentially a political goal to modify the opportunity

relationships among defined groups. Transsexuals simply change

their membership from one group to the other. After that they are

free to embrace feminism or

not, without affecting their

status as women.

The second mentioned

aspect of feminism,

gynestructuralism, goes

further than equity-seeking

because it points out

patriarchal biases in the very

natures of power structures

themselves. Politics and the

military are revealed as more

hierarchical than collectivist,

:
business and sports more

competitive than

cooperative, the arts more

individualistic than

communal, mainstream religion more male-deified and authority-

based than female-deified and relationship-based, etc....

Many mtfs seem quite comfortable with this aspect of

feminism as well. A compelling example may be in the

relatively strong identification with Wiccan and other Goddess-

based spiritual practices that has been burgeoning in the mtf

community in recent years. Moreover, there is again nothing

inherent in the nature of mtf transsexualism that is incompatible

with gynestructuralism. Gynestructuralism questions how gender

may be reflected in the structures of systems, but (as equity-

seeking before it) it does not deny the essential nature of gender

itself. Mtfs, as women, are free to work toward systems which

better reflect values and traits

associated with women.

It is with the third mentioned

aspect of feminism, gender-

deconstructionism, that things

become more complicated.

Within this approach, biological

sex has some meaning with

respect to reproduction, etc...,

but gender, the quality of being

a man or a w oman, and all of the

subjective and symbolic

meanings attached to it (in addition to power, privilege,

responsibility, etc...) are purely social constructs having no

intrinsic or innate basis. This is not a politically feminist

approach because, taken to extremes, it would dissolve the

boundaries of women as a political unit. Similarly, it has

become the philosophy de jour among relatively bipartisan, post-

feminist authors such as Kate Bomstein and Sandra Bern.

Nonetheless, gender-deconstructionism has been absorbed into

mainstream feminist ideology possibly because it so effectively

underscores the arbitrariness with which females have traditionally

been assigned to roles. If gender has no meaning beyond outward

morphological details of the body, then ascribing characteristics

and responsibilities to women on the basis of it amounts to

nothing more than political oppression, tantamount to

“From a deconstructionist standpoint

,

where gender has no meaning beyond
arbitrary details of anatomy, the statement

7 feel inwardly to be a woman, though I
was born outwardly male * makes
absolutely no sense. Moreover, from this

perspective, transsexuals, by their very
existence, could be perceived as a threat to

the goals of feminism.**
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objectifying people of color via their skin tone. (Curiously,

some feminist authors such as Janice Raymond make gender-

deconstructionist arguments against transsexualism alongside

rather gender-patriotic disparagements of male natures, although

this juxtaposition would seem to be a contradiction).

Ultimately, it is with this gender-deconstructionist aspect of

feminism that mtf transsexualism finds the least compatibility.

This should concern transsexuals, given the growing popularity of

decrying the concept of gender. From a deconstructionist

standpoint, where gender has no meaning beyond arbitrary details

of anatomy, the statement "I feel inwardly to be a woman, though

1 was born outwardly male" makes absolutely no sense.

Moreover, from this perspective, transsexuals, by their very

existence, could be perceived as a threat to the goals of feminism.

Transsexualism suggests that gender exists in the psyche, perhaps

even the "soul," not merely as an artifact of bodily surface detail

or social fabrication. Should this be true it would imply a more

fundamental distinction between women and men than many
feminists would feel comfortable with. Such a distinction, in the

wrong hands, could be used to justify disparate treatment of males

and females. This can present a paradox, even for the most

securely feminist of transsexuals.

Consequently, the answer to the question of whether mtf

transsexualism and feminism can go comfortably hand-in-hand

becomes a complex one. 1 like to think that compatibility is

possible at the more pragmatic levels (and even at intuitive and

spiritual levels as well). At certain levels of theoretical

expansion, however, troublesome conflicts are due to develop.

The ongoing potential for these problems is something we mtf

transsexuals must be prepared for in choosing to call ourselves

feminists.

Through the Looking Glass
(continued from page 37)

through the same kind of experience and knowing firsthand how

vengeful this kind of thing can be, I kept feeling that the author

was pulling her punches somewhat, whether out of personal pain

or trepidation 1 don’t know. 1 suppose that is

understandable, but it doesn’t quite do justice to the

situation. Considering the impact they seem to

have made on the direction of the author's life, it

seemed to me that she was ascribing to them far

more power than they really deserved to be given

credit for. There was really only one instance in the

book that the full irrationalist furor of lesbian

separatist vituperation towards transsexuals that 1

have personally experienced really manifested itself

in a truly frightening way. In all other instances,

despite seeming to have had quite an enormous

effect on the direction of the author’s life, it seemed

to me to be more of a pitiful joke than any kind of

real threat to anyone. In recent years, it seems to

have been genuinely reduced to nothing more than

that, but I know' that that wasn’t the case even as

recently as five years ago.

Davina Anne Gabriel
o by Fran Windier

Similarly, 1 felt somewhat frustrated by the fact that the

narrative seems to simply stop somewhere in the mid 1980s, then

tacks on a rather cursory addendum concerning the rise of

transsexual feminism and of the transgender movement in the

1990s, providing only scant consideration for the impact of the

rise of these developments. Surely, what can only be described as

nothing less than a sea-change in the lesbian/feminist community

towards transsexuality must have had more of an impact on the

author’s life than what her hasty treatment of it would seem to

indicate.

The book also contains a very good resource directory which

includes a thorough listing of surgeons, books, periodicals and

computer bulletin boards for anyone in transition, thinking about

transitioning or who has completed transition but is still

interested in the subject of transsexuality.

Although I do have some minor disagreements with this book,

and 1 sometimes found it lacking, overall, I believe that there is

much more of value in it than there is to be said to its detriment.

There is much in this book that will anger and probably even

outrage a lot of contemporary transsexual/transgender activists and

theorists. Since it definitely goes against the grain of

contemporary activist queer and transsexual political correctness,

I’m sure that it’s in for a widespread trashing from some quarters.

But this was exactly what I found most commendable about this

book, it’s utter refusal to kowtow to any politically correct party

line, whether that be of mainstream society, the medical

profession, academia, the feminist movement, the queer

movement or even of the transsexual/transgender movement, and

it’s something that 1 found commendable about it even when 1

disagreed with it

Above all else, this is a story about achieving integrity and

success on one’s own terms in the face of enormous obstacles by

following the courage of one’s convictions. Mirrors succeeds in

demonstrating that the transsexual autobiography still has

something valuable to say, and that theory is not the end-all and

be-all of transsexual liberation and that, in fact, even creating our

own theories can be just as repressive and self-limiting as those of

academia and the medical profession from which

we seek to liberate ourselves. It is also a major

testament to the importance of tolerance within

any liberation movement. And those are

invaluable lessons that the entire contemporary

transsexual movement would do well to heed.

A paper edition of Mirrors: Portrait ofa Lesbian

Transsexual is scheduled to be published by

Masquerade Press in 1996.

Davina Anne Gabriel is a forty-two year-old,

sixteen years postoperative transsexual lesbian

feminist Witch, thefounder, editor and publisher of

TransSisters: the Journal of Transsexual

Feminism, and a long time activist for queer,

feminist, transsexual and other causes. She lives

in Kansas City, Missouri.
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by Renee Chinquapin

For the longest time it was the woman in me that lay in the

Shadow. This suppressed, forbidden "female" energy leaked

through in envy of women and sorrow at being excluded from

their world. I did the best 1 could

under the circumstances: studying

ballet, choosing an androgynous

hippie lifestyle, avoiding patriarchal

institutions at all costs,

crossdressing on Halloween and in

my own bedroom sexual fantasies,

and involving myself in the role

fluidity of improvisational theater.

I loved and regularly visited my son,

born to an older woman who had

told me she couldn't have children.

I was excruciatingly uncomfortable in the role of father,

completely unaware of the deeper archetypal struggles around

playing this masculine role. Clearly, I wasn't Michael's mother.

So I was his father, right?

Thinking back on those days, I now' realize and regret that my
gnawing, unacknowledged envy not only attracted me to gentle,

vulnerable, quite feminine women but that it also led me to berate

this selfsame softness, as 1 did my own. Probably most

relationships include this unfortunate dynamic, where the spouse

who can teach us what we most need to learn and integrate

paradoxically comes under the same superego disparagement as

does our own repressed potential for that way of being forbidden

us as children. 1 was too ashamed of this womanly part of me to

openly embrace it, and I'm sorry about having projected this

negativity onto the wonderful women 1 drew into my life.

At midlife, the long-repressed feminine side of me exploded

out its cage, took control of my life, and pushed aside, and

eventually back into the Shadow, the previously male persona I'd

developed over the years. This was no snake shedding a quickly-

forgotten skin, no butterfly totally transformed, but an awkward

lurch towards fullness and integration. I reassured my perplexed,

distressed friends, that I was just becoming more of me, that the

person they loved wasn't at all disappearing, just growing. I

would tell people that all I missed from my male past was the

ease with which 1 could literally and figurativelyjump over fences

and obstacles in my way, for I had

exulted in the untrammeled,

streamlined ease with which 1 could

fearlessly circle the globe with an

overnight bag and a handful of

dollars.

My friends insisted that they

missed the old me, and one even

insisted 1 orchestrate a public wake

to ritualistically ease his and others'

discomfort with my unheard of

disappearance. He confessed how

ripped-off he felt, that out of the blue, his dear Jewish

friend/brother claimed to be anything but a brother. He wanted to

know if I hadn't as well suddenly discovered that I wasn't Jewish

either? He was angry, and hurt, as were most of my male friends.

I might almost say they were appalled.

At the time 1 somewhat glibly discounted their pain as their

own unfinished inner anima business, their own rigidity and fear

of the unknown. 1 resented their seeming abandonment of me in

a time of great turbulence and need. But the truth was, 1 had

abandoned them, betraying some unspoken agreement that we'd all

carry this biological thing through, together, to the end. These

friends had their own various difficulties being men, as 1 well

knew from the straight men's group 1 formed and took part in for

years. They struggled "manfully" with fear of intimacy, utter

disbelief at the ways and means of their wives, and the emotional

constraints society placed on them. These were good people,

committed to family, friends and community.

Had 1 really been one of them? Even now 1 cannot answer

that. We all assumed 1 was: what did 1 know about any

alternatives? I've since been back to two reunions of this group.

“You always pay a price for any
meaningful exploration or self-

expression, and now when / examine
my historically inverted persona, 1
wonder if Vve done psychically what
the surgeon did in the anatomical
process of SRS: I've turned myself
inside out, and it feels better, but it's

also still *less than ’ in some way.”
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over a ten year period. They are quite polite to me, opening

doors, courteously deferring to me the way they would to any

woman. They speak honestly of their confusion about me,

respect for my courage and integrity, their sympathy for my
search for work commensurate with my talent, skill and ambition.

Just the fact that they still consider me one of them touches me.

In a certain sense 1 find them to be genuine in one way 1 am
not. I am still defining myself as a woman by not being a man,

not being a man specifically like them. To keep my sanity in

this either/or world, 1 now find myself doing something quite akin

to what 1 described in the beginning of this essay, only now it is

the man in me that lies in the Shadow. Is there not a lie in this

as well?

1 have to be certain myself that I'm a woman, the way I used

to have to know' for sure 1 was a man. Otherwise 1 go nuts, as

does everyone around me. Some people can handle this much
ambiguity, and I respect them, marvel at them. I can't do it. I'm

merely human. You always pay a price for any meaningful

exploration or self-expression, and now when 1 examine my
historically inverted persona, I wonder if I've done psychically

what the surgeon did in the anatomical process of SRS: I've

turned myself inside out, and it feels better, but it's also still "less

than" in some way. The physical price was fearfully steep as

well: nearly dying from thrombosis and pneumothorax, and the

inability to have children or feel sexual arousal, pleasure or

orgasm.

Incredibly enough. I'd do it all over again, so it must be what

I want, but it's far from a perfect solution! I wonder, is there a

perfect solution, to any of life's genuine dilemmas?

Webster's defines feminism as "The theory of the political,

economic and social equality of women" and as "Any organized

activity on behalf of women's rights and interests." When I apply

these to myself, I notice that I have spent ten years embodying

the superiority of the woman in me over the man in me, or the

woman I am over the man I was. 1, like most men, had been a

microcosm of what's happened to the feminine at the hands of

patriarchy since at least the dawn of historical time, because I

oppressed that part of me, just as men have oppressed women.
Now, so to speak, for the back wheels to catch up to the front,

they've got to be speeded up a bit, like a personal affirmative

action program. My body and life have been the arenas for my
own personal women's movement. I've held back, or down, the

straight white privileged guy I was, to foster the queer transsexual

lesbian I've become. My status has plummeted, but my life has

improved, I think.

So in the sense that I haven't been treating men, or my own
male past or biological identity as equal. I've not been a feminist,

but in the sense that an oppressed class (or aspect of Self) needs

special attention and treatment to be brought up to speed, then I

am a model feminist!

As for organized activity cm behalf of women's rights and

interests, well, again, if I judge by the counseling I've done with

women over the years, and participation in parades, and

contributions to charities and feminist journals, I surely can be

counted in the ranks of dedicated feminists. If I just focus in cm

my own personal drama, I surely find an extraordinary

enhancement of the rights and interests of my own feminine self.

1 would almost say, an obsession with them. So, here too, on

both counts, 1 would appear to meet Webster's definition of

feminist.

But there are always "but's" in this murky matter of gender.

What about the "Me" in "Men?" What if I doff my politically

correct feminist beret and don one of those baseball caps with

"Cat" on it that most rural men have worn for twenty' years, with

such aplomb? Whom do I see when I peruse who I've become?

Can 1 stretch myself to see myself as my son, friends' parents,

gay men see me? Whew, I'll try. Why bother? Because

feminism is ultimately, if not yet, about equality, and I think I do

myself, and the men in my life, a great disservice, by holding

them personally responsible for a patriarchy they may
unconsciously embody and profit from, but from which they

neither created nor can escape. No more than 1 am responsible for

being bom male, no more than I was helpless to be my full self

in the narrow confines of what's commonly understood under the

rubric of "man."

From a guy's perspective I think I might seem like a

demeaning, pathetic flagrant insult to manhood. The crow n jewel

of a man's being is precisely what I paid a surgeon to alter. That

makes them wince, shudder and groan. Gay men in particular

seem to see the physical aspect of what I've done as an egregious,

almost sacrilegious affront to their amour propre, their own
dearly, and justly loved genitals. To them, it seems much like

voluntary castration/infibulation, a terrible fate: to have no sex

drive, sensation, orgasmic or procreative potence, well, why live?

(Here I'm only speaking for myself, and what's become of my
body.) Gay men seem quite uninterested in real women, choosing

rather to adore the extravagant, campy ones. They don't

understand that I'm not interested in draggy display, but really

want to simply be attractive in the same way most femme women
do. I'm an exotic oddity just beyond the confines of their own

erotically defined world.

My son, who is 24, and quite a straight if tolerant little

Swiss guy, refers to me as his * Tattle aus Amerika ," a German

pun on "aunt" and "queen." He doesn't really understand the

subtleties of transvestite/transgender/transsexual, and doesn't care,

as long as I don't embarrass him on my infrequent visits, or raise

my voice loo high, or talk too much about myself. He's most

fascinated by the magical disappearance of my beard, as he waited

so long until his own appeared. He's a philosopher by-

disposition, and finds my (and women's in general) interest in

such mundane matters as appearance, intimacy and relationships a

big yawn. Quite the fatalist, he's told me that he respects my
ability to make things happen: whether houses, orchards, graduate

degrees or a feminine body and full life as a woman. In fact, he's

pretty much dazed by all this activity in an arena that means zilch

to him.

My high school buddy Paul's father asked me the other day,

"Well, Rich, I mean Renee ~ you know I really miss Rich, I

liked him a lot —I hear you've got a girlfriend. Does that make

you a . . .lesbian?!?" Oh, oh, oh. So many hidden rapids on the
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river of life, both for him and for me! He’s celebrating his 50th.

wedding anniversary, his son is the very picture of normality; but

whatever happened to Rich? To my friend's Dad, and my own
male cousins and high school friends. I’m like a Ferrari without a

driver. I perform so well, but there's no one in the driver's seat,

and 1 just careen from one dead end to another

through someone's back yard, just missing a

pedestrian or lamp pole, like Toad in Wind

in the Willows. To them I'm just another

kind of thrill seeker, a "life gulper," an

almost comical bungie jumper trying to do it

under water. The adventure part intrigues

them, since being a woman is so foreign to

them, I might as well have become a zebra

or partridge. For them. I'm a phenomenon, a

sort of Ripley’s Believe it or Not on the

loose.

Working-class guys just think I'm a

slightly grotesque gay man in drag, and size

me up for various sexual possibilities. One

came up to me and assured me that as long

as 1 had a pussy he could make do. Thank

you so much for your refreshing open-

mindedness. But, who am l to say that their

mostly biological responses aren't entirely

valid? It's about equality, yes? Is their

interest in screwing anything vaguely

feminine any less respectable than my
lesbian friends' need to nurture anything on

two or four legs? Aren't they both two sides of the same coin?

Men are as familiar to me as the back of my hand, my thigh,

the tip of my nose. I was a man. Some would aver that I still

am. I have to love that part of me, so I have to love them.

Damn! Nothing is easy, is it? As a feminist dedicated to

equality, 1 support men in their difficulties dealing with

troublemakers like me. I'm not just a monkey wrench. I'm a

whole tool box fouling up their simple notions of themselves and

women. 1 feel a bit sorry for them, just as they surely feel sorry

for what they see as this mutilated version of what once was a

fine specimen of a man.

I'd like to believe that l can go a little bit beyond separate but

equal and somehow do some integrating that never used to be

possible before people like us came along. I'd like to maybe be a

far feminine outpost in the back country of male consciousness,

beaming back wisdom and compassion from another domain. I'd

like to speak out in my own little way for the rights and interests

of women, and men, from a unique straddling place (that may

sometimes feel more like a permanent

goosing!). I'm learning to like men
again, a little, sometimes, I think. I'm

learning to like who I was without

shame. There's altogether too much

shame already in this world. I for one

don't want to add any more. I don't think

I'm ready to go back to my 30th. high

school reunion, or spend my days and

nights educating men about me, but

maybe I am ready to ever so gently start

putting the "me" back in "men."

Renee Chinquapin currently is studying

Training and Human Resource

Development at U.C. Berkeley and is

seeking work as a trainer or consultant

with an international focus. She can be

reached at 1140 Grizzly Peak Blvd.,

Berkeley, Californa 94708, by telephone

at 510-841-2101 or online at

chinquap@ix.netcom.com
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by Christine Beatty

Transgender is a word that has become a hoi potato for some

members of the transvestite and transsexual communities. While

the generalized differences between the two groups are more or

less understood by both, it is clear that all but a few "normal"

people tend to lump us into the category of "queer." And some of

them attack us. They call for laws to deny us basic rights and

dignity, they attack us physically on the street, and THEY
DONT CARE WHAT OUR LABEL
IS. And even if the politicians could

be made to understand our issues as a

gender community, would we
transsexuals insist that we have

special rights over transvestites? No,

1 believe that all of us "queers” deserve

equal protection, and for that purpose I

believe that the word transgender is

very useful to establish the boundaries

of community. Of course, there are a

few people who think of a

"transgenderist” as something between the two groups, and that is

a label that we should drop completely.

Like it or not, transgender is becoming the politically correct

and widely used term to refer to our groups. Several cities,

recently San Francisco, have passed laws protecting "transgendered

people" of whom transsexuals are listed in that definition.

Furthermore, some of our most public speakers, especially Kate

Bomstein and James Green, have long been saying transgender in

the media. Transgendered is a word that many people are

beginning to use, except

for talk show hosts who
prefer the shock value of

transsexual and
transvestite.

And while I think I

understand the objections

of those who oppose this

term, I disagree that its use

will have a detrimental

effect on transsexuals.

Furthermore, it appears

that those who most
strenuously object to the

umbrella term seem to be

trying to build the fences

between crossdressers and

transsexuals even higher.

The acrimony between

transvestites and
transsexuals is practically a

tradition in both
communities. Without

going into motives and

playing armchair therapist here, it is pretty clear to me that such

segregation helps neither group and is actually an impedient to

improving our situation. When we work together we can bring

about positive change as evidenced by the new ordinance

protecting us in San Francisco.

While it is clear that our groups are different from each other,

it is also obvious that we do have things in common. The word

transgender merely provides a common ground to encompass all

of us. That doesn't seem unreasonable to me. How about this

simile: can you imagine a Korean object to being called an Asian

because he is not Japanese, Chinese,

etc? The difference is that Asian is an

agreed-upon label, while our

community is still trying to hammer
out trcmsgender. So let's try, okay?

First of all, let's work on the

language here. I think Harry Benjamin

had it right. In his groundbreaking

work The Transsexual Phenomenon

he made a thorough investigation into

sex classifications and then rightfully

pointed out that while it was possible

to change sex in many ways, there were some in which it wasn't.

Gender as applied to T-people is a relatively new construct

Benjamin considered gender to be a matter of psychological sex

and social sex. More importantly, Benjamin had nothing to say

about "transgenderists." There were only transvestites and

transsexuals, who could be categorized by frequency of dressing or

intensity of desire for surgery. Those transsexuals who were

satisfied with changes in hormonal, psychological and social sex

were called "non-operative" transsexuals by Benjamin.

“Most non-braindead transsexuals /

know of speak of the gender
continuum as more of a guide than
as a strict categorizing tool. To
those who are heavily invested in

labels, such a continuum is a threat

because it sometimes complicates
the assignation of categories to

those who fall near the border ”
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Transgenderist was a term coined by Virginia Prince, a full time

transvestite, who has demonstrated many reprehensible traits since

she coined that term. It is a term that 1 have heard no other T-

person claim for themselves.

For those of you who point to the American Psychiatric

Association's definition of a transsexual, one who desires genital

surgery, I urge you to consider the APA's track record regarding

issues of sex and gender. It seems as though these benevolent

healers have a tendency to label something "mental illness" if

they don't understand it. Witness the progression of

homosexuality as a psychiatric condition to a lame diagnosis

"Ego-dystonic Homosexuality" to no listing in the DSM (the

APA's bible of diagnosis) at all. Witness the continued listing of

transsexualism and transvestism as psychiatric conditions. 1

submit that those who look to the APA for support of their idea

of what a transsexual is are on as shaky ground as to who
subscribe to Virginia Prince's concept of "transgenderist."

So let's look at that "transgenderist" concept for a minute.

Why on Earth would Mr./Ms. Prince come up with such a

concept in the first place? Time to put on the armchair therapist

suit I suspect that she/he might possibly have been ashamed of

being associated with periodic and fetishislic transvestites.

(Perhaps in the same way that some transsexuals are "ashamed" to

be associated with crossdressers/drag queens/etc?) I must confess I

have not read Prince extensively, but from what 1 do know Prince

is either a high-intensity transvestite or a non-operative

transsexual. Given the vehemence that Prince

has publicly expressed toward transsexuals, 1

assume that he/she would probably prefer the

transvestite label.

Getting back to Benjamin's definitions

again, I submit the man was well ahead of his

time and that many of us have still not caught

up. Rather than putting T-people in rigid

compartmentalized categories, he recognized a

continuum based upon mental process

(thoughts and desires) and behaviors. This

continuum extended between transvestite and

transsexual, and there is no agreed-upon

identifiable line. The lack of clear boundaries

between the two groups are made even more

difficult to comprehend if we try to sandwich

transgenderist between them to satisfy those

who feel as Prince does. Transgenderist has

failed as a term to communicate what Prince

had intended. Coined in the late 50s, it still

isn't even in widespread use in our community

almost 40 years later. It confuses the issue, and it apparently

gives those who object to the use of transgender as an umbrella

term another reason to object to that term.

Now- that I, in a very goddess-like fashion, have whisked

transgenderist from all of our vocabularies, what will I do with all

of the poor souls for whom I am denying a label? Well, figure it

out for yourselves. I haven't defined your thoughts and desires or

your behaviors (although some snotty writers will say that by

"appropriating" your vocabulary I am doing just that). Read your

Benjamin. He's one of the few non-transgendered people in the

medical field who really had a clue about the whole topic. Most

non-braindead transsexuals I know of speak of the gender

continuum as more of a guide than as a strict categorizing tool.

To those who are heavily invested in labels, such a continuum is

a threat because it sometimes complicates the assignation of

categories to those who fall near the border.

Personally, I find keeping it simple the easiest. First, I use

sex and gender interchangeably. Benjamin identified a "symphony

of sexes" which were: chromosomal, hormonal, anatomical,

psychological, social, legal and historical. 1 submit that crossing

any one of these lines permanently is effectively a change of sex.

It is a change that may not be recognized by some, perhaps many
people, but it is a change nonetheless. Some would say that the

non-operative transsexual (or pre-op) who takes hormones and

lives "full time" has not changed sex, but that is a judgement that

assumes the only real test of sex is genitalia. Tell it to the

Olympic Committee who uses chromosomes to classify sex.

Even better, tell it to the post-op who still gets clocked just as

much as she did before surgery. She may have "changed"

anatomical sex by being given the appearance of a vagina, but she

has failed to change social sex. Hey, maybe we can come up with

a special category for her, huh?

The whole point to this article is that labels don't matter. 1

sure won't tell someone what they should or shouldn't call

themselves, but I see nothing wrong with

making these points about labels. Transgender

is useful, especially in the political sense, and

transgenderist is more confusing than helpful

or definitive. And while 1 agree it is very

important that we all retain a sense of self, the

compartmentalizing of a community can only

hurt it in the long run.

Christine Beatty is an author, musician and

corporate computer drone who lives in San

Francisco. Christine’s latest book. Misery
Loves Company ,

is a collection of short

stories andpoetry basedon her experience as a

transsexual and former prostitute and drug

addict. She has also just been published in a

gay/lesbian anthology called Beyond
Definition from Manic D Press and is

currently assembling with her lover Rynata

a“modem metal” rock band called Glamazon.

Introducing Lisa Rose (continued from page 44)

gender transition eleven years ago, and ended it (in Belgium) seven

years ago. The emotional transition continues. She currently

lives in Palo Alto, California with two clever cats who have

pledged their assistance in writing this column (they advise that

she should mention she is single).
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HouUs Use the
S’URGEOfl’S LA1KET
TO VEriflEA(ID
DiViDE OURSELVES
by Dallas Denny

(Author’s note: I wrote the following a long conversation with

Denise Norris. I want to make it clear the ideas which follow

were originally hers.)

For four decades, we as a people have been locked into a mutual

misunderstanding with the medical community, convincing

ourselves and convincing each other that in order to be authentic,

we must not only want, but be unwilling to continue living

without surgery. Otherwise we are "just" crossdressers. Since,

1952, when Christine Jorgensen's "sex change" made front-

page headlines, we have been participating in this deadly

deception. Only now are some of us beginning to question the

wisdom of this transsexual mythos; only now are some of us

realizing that they neither desire nor need genital surgery; only

now are some of us are realizing that

we do not have gender identity

"disorder," but rather, a condition

which causes us to grow and

empowers us if we will only deal with

it; only now are some of us beginning

to extricate ourselves from the bizarre

codependency and delusionary system

which we have shared with the medical

community ever since Jorgensen

bound us to the endocrinologist and the surgeon. Many of us still

believe that we must want genital surgery, that we must have it,

that we will not be complete without it, and that once we have it

we will somehow , magically be complete.

Buying into this myth early on makes us frantic and self-

destructive and manipulative, ready and willing to move heaven

and earth for the privilege of paying thousands and thousands of

dollars to let a surgeon cut into our genitals, to turn them inside

out, to create a facsimile of the genitals of the other gender.

Buying into it after we have had surgery causes us to have an

elitist attitude that we often deny in the same way in which many
aggressively "heterosexual" crossdressers exhibit their

homophobia by loudly proclaiming their heterosexuality. Buying
into it at any time disempowers us by handing our right to self-

definition to surgeons who define us with their knives primarily

because we beg them to.

Our very language perpetuates the myth that we are somehow

incomplete without genital surgery. Denise Norris, who is

constantly experimenting with the language we use to define

ourselves, pointed out in a conversation that the terms pre-

operative, post-operative, and the more recent non-operative define

us in relation to a three-hour medical procedure which was not

available at all before 1931 and which has become commonly

available only in the past several decades.

We've been around far longer than that. John Money has

written that we are referred to in Sanskrit writings more than 2500

years old, and Phaedra Kelly has pointed out writings that suggest

that some of the ancient Egyptian rulers were transgendered. Will

Roscoe recently noted, in a talk at the American Historical

Association, that goddess cultures with transgendered priestesses

once flourished throughout Asia Minor. We're part and parcel of

Greek and Roman mythology and in

the nonfictional writings of the

Greeks and Romans and the Hindus,

and we've lived without surgery since

ancient times in Amerindian and

Middle Eastern and Polyasian cultures.

And yet suddenly we are separated into

"pre-ops" and "post-ops" by that very

tool of division, the surgeon's lancet.

Just as our penises are split in two by

his sharp instrument, so are we split into two peoples instead of

just one. Just as ancient religious myths tell of man and woman
being created from one whole being which will always seek unity

by physical coupling, so do we stand before and after, with the

man in the green mask and gown, the Transsexual Umpire,

defining us with a scalpel, marking the dividing line, the strikes

and (no pun intended) balls, with a Magic Marker which shows

him where to cut. And so he is like a God to us, a father figure,

to be worshipped or reviled, but never ignored, never dismissed as

the impotent figure that he was until we invested him with our

power and will be again when we take back that power by

refusing to let his swift strokes and sutures sene to figuratively

as well as literally split us asunder.

Please understand that I am not speaking against genital

surgery, but against the divination of surgery. We must learn to

think of surgery' as an option -- just as an automatic transmission

is an option when one purchases an automobile — and not as holy

“I am not . . . against genital
surgery, but against the divination

of surgery. We must learn to think

of surgery as an option — just as
an automatic transmission is an
option when one purchases an
automobile — and not as holy rite.”
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rite. Surgery is not an end-point to our journey. We do not

become pure, or whole, or complete because we were courageous

enough to, as Denise puts it, take two pills and fall asleep. But

more than that, it is not even an appropriate line of demarcation.

Choosing the surgical option does not make us significantly

different from those who do not choose it

This is a lesson that 1 fear many of us will be a long time

learning. Most of us have had a great deal of pain in our pasts.

We are scarred by it, and we wish to escape it Surgery is an

icon, a glowing goal many us pursue at great risk and expense and

over a long period of time. Once we have obtained it, and even

when it is a distant goal, it is easy for us to invest it with

mystical significance, to consider that those who have "succeeded"

in something that medical professionals sometimes seem dedicated

to keeping from us are somehow different from those who have

not had such "success." But doing so is succumbing to

internalized transphobia. "I've had the surgery. I'm complete.

I'm finished. I'm whole." That really means, "You've not had the

surgery. You're not complete. You're not whole," and even more

importantly, it means, "I was not complete. I was not finished. I

was not whole." It is a denigration of who we are as individuals

and as a people, a return to the closet

Surgery is a wedge that splits us asunder. And although it is

the surgeon's hand that holds the scalpel which cuts our flesh, it

is our hands that hold the hammer that strikes the wedge, driving

it deep and wounding us all.

Introducing Jessica Meredith Xavier
(continued from page 38)

Amnesty international groups in the Washington, DC area. (She

is a long-time member of Amnesty International and AI's

Freedom Writer's Network, as well as a charter member of

Amnesty International Members for Lesbian and Gay Concerns).

After the MOW, she stayed active in local Washington queer

groups, eventually founding a Transgender Nation chapter there,

and in 1994 she was TN's Delegate to the Stonewall 25 U.S.

Steering Committee.

In August 1994, she was part of the transsexual women's

protest at Camp Trans during the Michigan Women's Music

Festival. One week later, while at the 1994 Transgender Law
Conference in Houston, she co-founded It's Time, America! the

first nationally organized transgendered lobbying group. In

December, 1994, she founded It's Time, Maryland! a state chapter

of It's Time, America! in her home state. After nine months of

difficult lobbying, ITM recently succeeded in convincing the

statewide gay and lesbian lobby in Maryland, the Free State

Justice Campaign, to include gender identity in its next anti-

discrimination bill to be considered by the Maryland state

legislature next winter.

She is also an essayist, lyricist and poet. She has been

published over forty times, in gay, lesbian, bisexual and

transgendered journals, newspapers and newsletters, including

TransSisters, Transsexual News Telegraph, TV/TS Tapestry,

Chrysalis Quarterly, The Washington Blade, The Free Slate

Justice News, AJMGLC Newsletter, GLAAD RAG, Renaissance

News & Views, Atlanta Bi-Lines, The Pinnacle, All The

Beautiful People, Gender Euphoria, GIC Newsletter, and The
Primrose.

She is an accomplished musician (keyboards and bass guitar)

and in 1992 formed one of the first all-transgendered bands, a

quartet named The Cherrys, which, though promising, was

hampered by band members leaving for their SRS. Her new' band

is Me Neither, a duo that has already played several Gay Pride Day
events in 1994 and 1995. She hopes to record her first CD this

fall, a collection of her own songs to be called Changeling.

When she has the time, her hobbies are reading, cooking, and

cleaning house. Her only significant other of the moment is her

cat of seventeen years, Katreena.

Feminist Process and the Consensus Method
(continued from page 43)

begin second round of discussion.

• Postpones or tables discussion in tense situations, or if

additional information is required before a decision can be made.

• Avoids protracted discussions by delegating them to a work

group, or scheduling a special issue-oriented meeting.

Rules for Speakers
• Raise your hand to be added to the stack fora given issue.

• Wait to be recognized by the facilitator to begin speaking.

• Stay on track, focused on the issue at hand. Take notes on

things you wish to address.

• Try to speak in the "I" position, in first person.

• Speaking time is normally three minutes. Try to be brief,

get in your thoughts and concerns, and remember there are others

waiting to speak too.

• If you feel you need more time, raise your hand again to be

added to the stack again.

• Listen with respect. Take the time to listen. Be courteous,

and refrain from interrupting other speakers, or making comments
while they speak. If you have something to add or disagree, raise

your hand and be added to the stack.

• If you have been recognized to speak, and someone who
spoke before you said what you were intending to say. unless you
have something significant more to add, please consider

withdrawing your request to speak in the interest of expediting the

discussion. If you want to make a comment, consider "me too"

or *1 agree with her".

Sources:
1. Beth Allen, “Process and Facilitation: Some Thoughts**

(RCHC, January 21, 1990)

2.
MGLOV Process Proposal** (Gays and Lesbians Opposing

Violence, Washington, DC)

3. 1993 March On Washington for Lesbian, Gay and Bi

Equal Rights and Liberation: “Decision-Making Process of the

Meeting** (as adopted at MOW Executive Committee Meeting,

May, 1991)
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3(fi) Lh-3

by Dallas Denny

On Sunday, 18 June, 1995, in Minneapolis, the Transgender

Health Symposium put together by Drs. Walter Bockting for the

17th National Lesbian and Gay Health Conference was taken over

by transgender protestors, who seized the microphone and overran

the stage. The actual events were covered in the previous issue of

TransSisters.

The motto of the activist group Transexual Menace is

"confront with love," but there was no love in this group of

protestors. Nor was there any rationality. Their claim that the

panel, which consisted of myself.

Marline Rothblatt, and Armand
Hotimsky, were not members of "the

community" was more than offensive,

as all three of us live full-time in the

gender not assigned to us at birth, and

all have taken hormones and had

surgery' to modify our bodies. The
claim of the protestors that the three-

member panel selected by Drs.

Bockting was "white, middle-class and

middle-aged" was an attempt to paint

us as homogenous, affluent, and unconcerned about transgender

health issues, which was untrue. Well, we were all white.

Marline, however, is in an interracial marriage and is raising

several children from that marriage. Armand had just turned

thirty, and neither Armand nor 1 make or have ever made enough

money to be considered middle-class and would not have been

there had NLGHA not been kind enough to pick up our

transportation and lodging expenses and waived our registration

fees. The panel was diverse in terms of its sexual orientation as

well, as Armand identifies as heterosexual, I as bisexual, and

Martine as lesbian. Two of us identify as women, and one as a

man. AH of us are long-term transgender activists. In actuality,

the only oversight Walter Bockting can reasonably be said to have

made was in terms of racial diversity'. It would have been more

“The takeover of the Transgender
Health Symposium was not bom
out of concern for transgender and
transexual health issues . It

happened because. ..Margaret
0'Hartigan[*s]...colossal ego
caused her to believe that only she

was capable of addressing
transgender health issues '

than appropriate to have had a person of color

on the panel. However, Dr. Bockting had

brought several transgendered persons of color

to Minneapolis to speak in other portions of

the NLGHA conference, and to give the

Program in Human Sexuality at the University

of Minnesota important feedback; it was not as

if he were deliberately ignoring issues of race

and class.

Nor were the speakers ignoring important health issues.

Although Martine's talk (what she was allowed to give of it)

focused on the importance of doing away with differentiation and

discrimination of people because of their genitals, rather than

directly upon health issues. Armand talked about HIV, the lack of

legal rights of transexual and transgendered people in certain

European countries, the rise of the fascist party in France and

what that means for toleration of diversity, the murder of noted

sexologist Pasteur Douc6 by French secret police, and other

issues. 1 spoke about job and housing discrimination faced by

transexual and transgendered people, self-injurious behavior like

alcoholism and drug addiction which we develop because of our

shame and guilt, and about the very real issues which force us,

especially in our youth, onto the street and into sex work. 1

spoke of the many dangers and discriminations those on the street

face. My list included the high rate of HIV infection in

transgendered sex workers, silicone injections, dangers of overuse

of hormones, botched surgeries, discrimination at shelters and in

treatment programs, harassment by the police, and the tragically

high incidence of bashings and murders of transgendered and

transexual people. In fact, the protestors did not bring up a single

health issue which I had not already

addressed. And I knew they would not,

which was why I insisted on speaking

right after Martine. I wanted to make

it clear that I am passionately

concerned about the issues the

protestors were claiming I don't care

about

The protestors spent most of their

time talking about their

accomplishments and the programs

they had founded and about political issues involving psychiatric

gatekeeping, and got into substantive discussion of health issues

only at the end of the symposium, when audience members asked

specific questions about their transgendered and transexual clients:

"What is the risk of breast cancer in male-to-female transsexuals?"

"What about testicular cancer?" "What are the dangers of injected

silicone?" To their credit, the protestors did their best to answer

such questions, but it was too little, too late. Many of the

audience members left feeling frustrated because their pressing

questions about transgendered and transexual health needs had not

been addressed to their satisfaction.

Currently, the transgender community is working together as

never before to protest the Human Rights Campaign Fund's

deliberate decision to fight to keep transgender-inclusive language

ft
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out of the Employment Nondiscrimination Act (ENDA). The

final straw was that HRCF lobbyists actively worked to persuade

the bill's sponsors to remove the language after transgender

lobbyists had managed to get it included. HRCF steadfastly

refuses to add language to protect us and is stonewalling us (nice

term, that) at every turn. Executive Director Elizabeth Birch is

willing to deflect our questions, gloss over them, tell us lies in

response to them, or even ignore them, for HRCF does not want

us included and will do its best to see that we are excluded. In

such a situation, political action is both wanted and needed. But

to disrupt a panel of long-term transgender activists who spend the

major portions of their lives addressing transgender and transexual

health issues is unconscionable -- and that's just what occurred.

Perhaps some of the protestors believed, as the result of what

they were told by Margaret O'Hartigan, that their health issues

would not be addressed by the original panel. However, the

organizers of the protest, O'Hartigan and Christine Tayleur, knew

darn well that I planned to talk about issues affecting those on the

street and that 1 would condemn the recent action of the Minnesota

State Legislature to abolish the public funding of transexual

surgery.

There was no real concern shown by the protestors for the

health issues of transexual and transgendered persons. There was,

however, a lot of misdirected rage. I've felt that rage too, for

despite the claims of the protestors that the panel did not contain

"veterans of the decades-long struggle to advance the rights of our

people, who can speak from hard-won experience," I have been

dealing with my own transsexualism my entire life. I have been

on the street, banned from my house at age eighteen by my
parents. I have been repeatedly denied medical care. I have had to

fight for my right to self-definition. I have been persecuted

because of my transsexualism.

The takeover of the Transgender Health Symposium was not

bom out of concern for transgender and transexual health issues.

It happened because of the decades-old rage of Margaret O'Hartigan

against the transexual program at the University of Minnesota. It

happened because her colossal ego caused her to believe that only

she was capable of addressing transgender health issues. But most

of all, it happened because she didn't care enough to set up her

own symposium. The National Gay and Lesbian Health

Association and other health care organizations are eager to learn

more about transexual and transgender health issues. Margaret

O'Hartigan and Christine Tayleur are perfectly capable of setting

up their own forums. But it's so much easier to simply show up

and take over someone else's.

How ironic that the protestors did not include those groups

they claimed the panel did not represent. Their age range and

incomes were similar to that of the panel. The young, the old,

the homeless, and female-to-males were not represented in their

numbers. The protestors did include people of color, but that is

the only conceivable way in which they could be said to represent

a diversity not found on the panel. What the claim that the panel

were not "members of our community" really meant was that the

panel were not in the protestors' in-group. The protestors saw a

cheap and easy opportunity to get their moment of glory by

walking on the backs of one of their brothers and two of their

sisters, and did so.

The only silencing that occurred was done by the protestors.

O'Hartigan shouted Drs. Bockting down. The three original

panelists were unable to give the talks they had originally

planned, due to time limitations placed on them by O'Hartigan.

As a result of her experience in Minneapolis, Martine Rothblatt

has sworn off transexual activism altogether, and Armand is

reportedly feeling depressed and angry because he did not take

action to stop the protest. I'm quite sure many members of the

audience will think twice before attending another presentation

about transsexualism, and I know that the Executive Director of

the National Lesbian and Gay Health Association was not

impressed with the antics of the protestors. I haven't spoken to

Dr. Bockting since that night, but I don't imagine he will be any

to eager to subject himself to such abuse again, either.

But hey, the protestors got their fifteen minutes of fame, and

that's what it's all about anyway, isn't it?

Isn't it?

The following were the demands of the protestors who took over

the Transgender Health Symposium.

SILENCE = DEATH
A death warrant for Minnesota's transsexuals was signed last

month with passage of legislation abolishing state-funded sex-

reassignment services — and Walter Bockting and his University

of Minnesota Transgender Services program were shamefully

silent.

But such silence is nothing new — in the 1970s the University

program sat on the sidelines as two transsexuals sued for the right

to receive adequate health care - just as it remained silent while

transsexuals found in 1978 and 1994 to defend those victories.

A different sort of silence is being perpetrated today — the

silence of censorship.

The "Trangender Health" symposium panel is NOT comprised

of representatives of our community, despite claims that it is.

Transsexuals are not just white, middle-age and middle-class. We
are disabled. We are young. We are old. We are people of color

and people living in poverty.

Where on the panel are transsexuals of color? Where are our

youth? Where are our elders? Where are veterans of our decades

long struggle to advance the rights of our people, who can speak

from hand-won experience? Why are female-to-males outnumbered

two to one?

Where are our representatives of our community on the panel?

They are excluded from the panel purporting to address our

health needs, shut out by Walter Bockting, who avoided speaking

out as our health care funding was demolished, only to usurp the

legitimate voices of the transsexual community today.

The majority of transsexuals are excluded for the very same

reasons they are always ignored: they are not college graduates

and career-oriented professionals. They are rejected for not having

decades of white, male professional privilege to legitimize them.
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They are silenced because they are runaways — or throw-

aways. They are blue and pink collar workers. They are whores,

exposing themselves to AIDS in a desperate gamble to earn

money for surgery before getting sick. They are living on the

streets. They are drinking and drugging themselves in a futile

attempt to alleviate their pain.

We are living in war time. Our health

care repealed, we can not - we must not--

toicrate "business as usual." The same

university program which denied

impoverished transsexuals health care until

forced to relent by court order must not be

allowed to continue its shameful history of

abuse and neglect by deciding who should

be heard from and who should be silenced.

Help us to open the panel so we can

speak for ourselves!

STOP THE SILENCE!

It should be noted that transsexuals in

the audience said over the microphone that

Dr. Bockting had spoken out about the

action of the Minnesota legislature to

eliminate state funding of transsexual

surgery. It should also be noted that he is

a young man, and was a teenager in the late seventies, when
Margaret O'Hartigan was having her run-in with the gender

program at the University ofMinnesota.

Reading through the rhetoric, it is quite clear that the

demands make no sense in aforum in which people were eager to

address health issues, and in which the protestors had been told

they would have an opportunity to speak. —
Dallas Denny

A radically different, politically

incorrect exploration ofwhat it

means to bea woman

12-14April 1996

Dallas Denny is a Licensed Psychological

Examiner and a member of the Harry

Benjamin International Gender Dysphoria

Association, Inc. and of the Society for the

Scientific Study of Sex. She is founder and
executive director of the American
Educational Gender Information Service,

Inc., (AEGIS) a national clearinghouse for

information about gender dysphoria,

publisher of Chrysalis, and founder of

Atlanta Gender Explorations. She has been

previously published in many magazines

and a number ofpeer-reviewed professional

journals. Her books Gender Dysphoria:

A Guide to Research end Identity

Management in Transsexualism were

published in early 1994.

©i-efe of°Women...

Open to all individuals who identify as women. For information contact:

Janis Walworth; P.O. Box 52; Ashby, Massachusetts 01431; (508) 386-7737
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B31 I love Transsexuals

B32 TS lives under TS control Now!
B33 Theory Mutilates Surgery Liberates

B34 Only a Transsexual could love you
B35 Employment Equity for Transsexuals

B36 I have big feet - So what???

B37 Woman-bom Transsexual

B38 I'd rather be dead than genetic

B39 Transsexuals for Animal Liberation

B40 Nobody knows I'm a Transsexual

More Buttons quant

mr
TOT
B43

B44

B45

B46

B47

B48

TOTW
B5TW
TOTW
B55

B56w
tot
TOT
tot
TOT
TOT

Decriminalize Prostitution Now!
Pissed Oft Transsexuals United

Gender Liberation

Polysexual

Poly gendered

Gender Oriented

gendertrash

Keep your theories ott my gender identity

Hign Drag
High Femme
Switch

Clit Teaser

Top Femme
~Baby DyEe~

Small penises: anything more than a mouthful
is wasted

Stone Butch

Bi-Curious not Bi-Contused

Veggie Queer
lSsAgainst Racism

Feminists tor Prostitutes' Rights

Whining Works!

Hormonally Insane

Veggie Ts

total number of buttons

price (buttons are l/$2, 3/$5, 10/S15 or 25/$25)

s/h ($1 on all button orders under $10)

total amount (buttons)

Booklets
HTV/AIDS and the TG Communities in Canada

by Ki Namaste S5.00

total amount (booklets)

Donations tojjenderpress

donation (please specify amount)

total amount (donations)

Total Amount (add all totals together)

Name.

Address.

City.

Province /State-

Postal Code /Zip— -

Send cash/money order/cheque (payable togenderprtss) to:£cnderpress,

Box 500-62, 552 Church Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 2E3
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(transsexual

Parenting

Options
by Candice Hellen Brown

When one is going through early

transition one is dealing with problems of

identity and survival. Being a parent is

usually not high on the priority list. But

when transition is twenty years in the past,

as it is for me, mature adult yearnings take

center stage. My partner and I longed to be

parents and discussed the possibilities before

we began our life together. Being postop,

options for reproduction are

very limited. Many transsexual

people who are years past

transition are now searching for

options.

Farenting options for

transsexuals are largely ignored

by the medical community.

When they are addressed it is

often in negatives, "You will

not be able to have children

once you begin hormones, and of course, never after surgery." No
attempt is made to offer alternatives. Alternatives do exist, but

the medical community often sees transsexuals as unfit to parent.

During the first half of this century gays & lesbians were

routinely sterilized against their will in the name of eugenics.

Article 16 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948)

specifically banned such forced sterilizations. By offering

treatments for "Gender Dysphoria" that in effect cause sterility

without offering alternatives or relief, the HBIGDA Standards of

Care condone genocide, the eugenic removal of transgender

causing genes.

Some of the options discussed here require sympathetic and

cooperative physicians. Finding physicians or fertility clinics on

your own is frustrating enough for single women and lesbian

couples, but for transsexuals the problem is almost

insurmountable. To date, I know of only one physician, Joy D.

Shaffer, M.D., who is working to secure these options. She is

transsexual herself and is unhappy with the unwillingness of

HBIGDA and gay & lesbian medical communities to consider

“We, as transsexual people, are made to feel
that we have no place in traditional family
life. First our parents and siblings may treat

us with disdain, contempt, or disown us.

Then the medical and legal systems work
subtly to remove our options for becoming
parents. We must take control of our lives

and work to secure our right to be parents.”

transsexual reproduction and

parenting seriously.

Pre-Transition

Married &
Unmarried
Relationships

with Children
Many transsexuals have

been in relationships that

proved to be fertile. For

some, the relationships with

partner and children continued

after transition. But sadly,

the majority of these

relationships do not continue;

and divorce courts are too

often willing to terminate all

parental rights of a

transsexual parent. Medical

testimony from Dr. William

Heard (HBIGDA member)

that transsexuals are

inappropriate as parents lost

one TS woman all visitation

rights with her children.

It is possible to begin

transition while remaining

with a same gender partner and

have children before hormonal

and surgical treatments cut off

that option (pun intended). I

know of one preop male-to-

female transsexual living with

her female bisexual lover. Together they are trying to have

children before hormonal treatments begin.

Adoption
There are two routes to adoption as a way for transsexuals to

become parents. The first is to marry someone who already has

children and to adopt them. This presupposes the availability of

such single parents to marry. The option of marriage is only

available for the heterosexual couple. In some states (Alaska,

California, and Oregon) it is possible to co-adopt a same sex

partner's children even though the state will not recognize the

couple's relationship.

The second option is an arranged adoption, either through a

private matching service or through a social service agency.

Make no mistake; transphobia will operate here. The high

demand for healthy babies means that it is almost impossible for

transsexual families to rate high enough to get one. The "Home

Study" will include enough data gathering and reference checking

that the adoption agency will almost certainly discover a
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transsexual background or, worse, the efforts to cover it up. The

best path is the High Road, being openly transsexual and

insisting upon equal treatment. In states and localities that are

comfortable with placing children with singles, gay or lesbian

couples, the transsexual family can expect better treatment. Only

two states openly prohibit gay couple adoptions. New Hampshire

and Florida. For purposes of legal discrimination, all transsexuals

are by definition gay. Still the family that is willing to accept a

"special needs" child is much more likely to have a child placed

with them. A "special needs" child may be an older child whose

parents have lost their parental rights through neglect, abuse, or

inability' to care for a child. These kids need strong parents with

special training to help them overcome sometimes years of poor

socialization and low self-esteem. You can get into a program of

training and have a "home study" performed by contacting various

social service agencies. The state or county government is the

best place to start. This is the route that was successfully taken

by the author and her lesbian lover. Our family now includes a

delightful eight year-old girl (that occasionally needs very strong

parents!)

Alternatives to Surgical Sterilization
Both male-to-female and female-to-male transsexuals do not

need to lose their germ plasm on the operating table. They can

both have gametes stored in liquid nitrogen for future use before

traditional surgical procedures. Considering how especially easy

this is for male-to-females, it is mind-boggling why counseling

about this option is not mandated in the HBIGDA or ICTLEP
Standards of Care. Offering to store samples of sperm can easily

be done. Of course, the physicians would have to administrate

such a program.

For female-to-males, the procedure involves two weeks of

special hormones and a minor surgical "harvesting" of ova. This

is now routinely done in fertility clinics for In Vitro Fertilization

(IVF or "test tube baby").

Genital Reconstructive Surgery 1 (GRS) need not mean
permanent sterility for either female-to-male or male-to-female

transsexuals. Leaving the gonads in place would keep

reproductive options open later. There is an additional advantage

to keeping gonads in both genders, namely that estrogen and

androgen are not the only regulatory hormones that are created by

them. Taking pills does not completely replace missing gonads

inregulating health.

For female-to-males, it is entirely possible to "leave well

enough alone." Bottom surgery to construct a “full size penis”

being so expensive as to put it out of reach of all but a few

anyway; why not leave gonads and uterus available if desired later?

Male hormones will stop menses from occurring and cause certain

penile homologous tissues to grow. With a simple procedure the

male hormone enlarged “penis” can be freed and polymer testicles

inserted into a constructed scrotum. Should children be desired,

two possible routes may be taken. Ova may be harvested and

placed in a partner’s womb or replaced in the uterus of the

U prefer this term to Sex Re-assignment Surgery (SRS).

donating female-to-male transsexual. I will admit that it would

take emotional strength to be a pregnant man, but it is possible.

For male-to-female transsexuals, the gonads need not be

removed during GRS. Instead they may be placed just inside the

body cavity, not being allowed to descend into the newly formed

labia, (and while we are at it; create the clitoris using the glans

covering with nerves intact!!) Should sperm be desired, a holiday

is taken from female hormones long enough for spermatogenesis

to resume. Cold packs may be needed to lower the body

temperature in the genital area to raise the sperm count to

acceptable levels. This sperm can be used to inseminate a female

partner or use to fertilize an ova using IVF (perhaps an ova from a

female-to-male?)

Artificial Induction ofAbdominal
Pregnancy Using In Vitro Fertilization

and Implantation into Surgically

Created Surrogate Womb
Artificial Induction of Abdominal Pregnancy (A1AP) can be a

way for male-to-female transsexuals (and nontranssexual people

without uteruses) to carry their own children to term. Ova from a

donor (perhaps a female-to-male?) is harvested and fertilized using

IVF. This is implanted into the abdominal cavity of the person

who wishes to be pregnant. The ova attaches to almost any

tissue to develop and produce the placenta. Hormones from the

placenta cause the tissue in the attachment site to develop

networks of blood vessels to support the growing fetus. To better

support the developing fetus, a surrogate womb can be created

using muscle from the omentum. The operation to create the

womb would take place some months before implantation.

Perhaps in the future, this operation may become a standard

option for male-to-female transsexuals undergoing GRS. When
the fetus comes to full term, it and the placenta are removed via

Caesarian section. With proper prenatal care a healthy baby can

be expected.

In recent review papers? the possibility of male-to-female

pregnancy was shown to be medically possible with present

knowledge and methods, but the authors argued against it on

“ethics & moral grounds.” The authors set up weak “straw man”

arguments that people seeking medical aid to pregnancy might put

up, such as the right to self-determination, and then say they do

not apply. Two main arguments are used against transsexual

pregnancy. The first is that it is too risky. The evidence is from

premodem results of naturally occurring ectopic and abdominal

pregnancies. This ignores that modem medical interventions are

much more effective and that the developing fetus in an AIAP
would be placed in a carefully (continued on page 61)

^William A. W. Walters, Bailliere's Clinical Obstetrics and

Gynecology , Vol. 5, No. 3, September 1991.

Albury R. “Transsexualism and abdominal pregnancy.” In

’Developments in the health field with bioethical

implications’. The National Bioethic Consultative

Committee Vol. II, C3-C9, April 1990
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osl
Deathwish written by Adam
Blaustein & Yves Fezzani;
illustrated by J.H. Williams III,

Jimmy Palmiotti, J. Brown,
Joseph Daniello & Noelle C.
Giddings; edited by Dwayne
McDuffie; published by
D.C./Milestone Comics, New
York, N.Y., 1994-1995.

reviewed by Diana Green

My brother has just married the woman
whose life he's shared for the last few years. At

the reception 1 wouldn't dance with my
girlfriend. I can't help but wonder how much of

my refusal is born of the Duluth setting, how
much borne of the DJ's lame homophobic joke,

and how much borne of all the odd dynamics

unique to family - ANY family?

Do these dynamics apply to transsexuals? We do, after all,

regularly refer to one another as sisters. Do we, like biological or

family-of-ongin sisters, have implicit forbidden zones? Is that

why I’m so frustrated with the recent D.C./Milestone comic book

miniseries Deathwishl

When my dealer mentioned a new miniseries dealing with a

serial killer stalking transsexual prostitutes, who was in turn

being hunted by a transsexual police detective, I resolved to give

it a chance. But 1 was not optimistic. As with most media past

treatment of us in the medium of graphic narrative (“comic

books" to the great unwashed) has been less than exemplary.

With the exception of Rachel Pollack's character Kate in the

sorely-missed Doom Patrol, we’re always

reduced to either comic or tragic figures,

sometimes both. If you’ve seen the

grotesqueries representing us in Howard
Chaykin’s Black Kiss and Frank Miller’s Daic

Knight, you have a pretty good idea of w hat I

mean. There have been a few nice tries as well,

notably Neil Gaiman’s character Wanda Mann
(lame pun of a name aside) in the Sandman

story “A Game of You.” But for the most part.

I've sadly concluded that I cannot expect

humane characterization from a medium which

seems bent on pimping to pre-adolescent boys’

fantasies of bizarrely-clad musclemen pelting

each other with planets or whatever, despite the

awe and wonder the medium inspires in me
when it rises above the usual superhero drivel.

So it would be accurate to say that I

approached Deathwish with more than a grain

of skepticism, which at first seemed justified.

It’s a lurid tale of a serial killer named “Boots” preying on pre-op

hookers, the hard-bitten-to-the-point-of-clich^ detective Marisa

Rahm hunting him “because it’s her job” and to protect a survivor

of a previous attack, her lover, Dini, and “Deathwish, a vigilante

who specialized in playing executioner to sexual deviants.”

Deathwish serves as Rahm's Hannibal Lecter (one chapter is titled

“Silence of the Rahm.” Each chapter title is a swipe of a

transgender oriented movie, that being the best pun of the lot),

pointing her toward Boots in return for her personal confidences.

On the surface, it’s all pretty sordid, from the cop spewing lime-

green puke against a lavender background on page 27 of issue # 1

to an evening-gown clad Boots shoving a very large gun in his
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mouth on page 25 of issue # 4.

Dead TS hookers, cliched costumes

and poetry swipes, film noir phrases

so tough you snarl when you read

them. On the surface, pretty bad

stuff.

But as our personal narratives

will attest, the surface is not all there

is. Ever. The author, Adam
Blaustien, comes out as a non-op

TS, as does her plot assistant/iover Yves Frezzani, who
acknowledges being a survivor of TS prostitution, in the letters

pages of issue #s 3 & 4 (note to comic book neophytes:

ALWAYS read the letters pages!) This puts a whole nother

smoke on the thing. What seemed at first to be some scared little

fanboy’s deluded concept ofTS life is revealed to be grounded in a

harsh reality of TS life, one of which I’ve been lucky enough to

avoid. You know. Something we just don’t talk about in our

little family, whether it’s the family of over-eager comic book

fanboys terrified of anything sexual that’s not couched in

violence, or the more “genteel” part of our TS family.

The narrative is hardly without its faults. Dini is held

captive by Boots. Marisa, having just removed a bullet from her

own leg, changes her makeup, dresses in full leathers and shaves

her head (mysteriously revealing white roots to her reddish-brown

hair) before going to her rescue? Come on!

But this is not a story about logic and reason. It’s a story

about passions, searches for self, and the price we pay when

others try to “save” us from our own
identities. Through the sandpaper-gritty

dialogue and stereotyped clothing (for

example, page 30 of issue # 2 is a splash

page of Dini lounging around the house,

braless, in a low-cut minidress, seamed

fishnet hose and full makeup — exactly

what I wear to play with the cat), from the

badly-proportioned and sensationalist art

(some of the captions are literally dripping

blood), a truth shows through. The purity

and, yes, it’s corny, the nobility of our

dreams of self shine through. This is all

the more poignant in the final issue, when
-- but that would be telling. Before he saw

the film, I told a friend who Luke
Skywalker’s father was, and he still hasn’t

forgiven me. Never again. Suffice it to

say that this is a narrative of victory in

defeat, one ultimately very human and well

worth reading. Next time, let’s leave out

the leering psycho killers. They only get

in the way of real heroines and villainesses

anyway. So let’s give it another go, eh

Addie, old girl? Only get the comic’s name

right: it’s not Deathwish, it’s Marisa\

Transsexual Parenting
Options
(continued from page 59)

constructed surrogate womb. The
second argument against transsexual

pregnancy is that this would take up

too much of society’s resources.

This is nonsense when compared

with tummy tucks, liposuction, and

needless 'C sections' pertormed daily.

Clearly transphobia is being paraded as bioethics.

There is another author who is familiar to most transsexuals

who is also railing against these new and emerging medical

techniques, and that is Janice Raymond. In recent writings she

has said that the use of IVF and AIAP to help childless women is

"anti-feminist” because men were involved in the research that

provided it. This bit of twisted logic has not gone over with the

mainstream feminist movement that supports a woman's right to

chose pregnancy or not Expect more diatribes as she learns that

AIAP will help transsexuals.

We, as transsexual people, are made to feel that we have no

place in traditional family life. First our parents and siblings may
treat us with disdain, contempt, or disown us. Then the medical

and legal systems work subtly to remove our options for

becoming parents. We must take control of our lives and work to

secure our right to be parents. We must take to task the HBIGDA
Standards of Care for not providing alternatives and relief.

Options to surgical sterility and AIAP must be demanded. We, as

consumers of medical services, have a right

to the type of services that we need. If your

physician or surgeon will not offer these

services, find one that will! We must also

take to task any physician, psychiatrist, or

psychologist who holds and espouses the

position that transsexual or transgcndcred

persons are not good parents. We need to

include language in both the HBIGDA and

ICTLEP Standards of Care that state that

being a parent or of having the option to be

a parent is a medical right

Candice Hellen Brown has written a number

of articles under the name of Glowing

SunBear for various Pagan publications,

including Green Egg , Goddett
Rising , The Almalthean Horn

,

Open Ways aid Reclaiming
Newsletter. She has also recorded one

cassette tape entitled After Light. She

and her lover Kier are presently in the

process of adopting an eight year old girl

from the state of Oregon. She is a resident

ofPortland, Oregon.

“But this is not a story about logic

and reason . It’s a story about
passions, searches for self, and the

price we pay when others try to

“save” us from our own identities. .

. . The purity and, yes, it’s corny,

the nobility of our dreams of self
shine through.”

Candice Hellen Brown
photo by Kier
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR GENEROSITY.NOW GET OUJ.

o
HRCF EXCLUDES TRANSGENDERS
The Employment Non-Discrimination Act, leg-

islation structured by the Human Rights Campaign

Fund to protect the rights of sexual minorities on the

job, excludes transgender people from its language.

HRCF spokesperson Doug Hattawy denies the act's

language was ever inclusive of transgenders, and fur-

ther states that HRCF "supports Federal protection

against discrimination for all Americans, including

transgendred people. We do not believe that changing

the language of EDNA in its current form is the best

way of accomplishing this goal."

source; FOCUS POINT, July 12, 1995
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To: Elizabeth Birch. Executive Director ,HRCF
Ms. Birch,

Thank you so much foryour lovely form letter in

response to my recent pledge. Perhaps the lady who
solicited my pledge was unaware of the facts In the

enclosed article, or ofmy transsexualism, at the time

the request was made. I did ask for HRCFs stand on
TS/TG rights, and was told It was not dear. As a result

of this artide, I'm now aware ofyour stance, and I find

I agree with Mr. Hattaway's attitude. I support your
struggle, but until you dedde we re good enough to

be with you, I do not feel that giving you my money Is

the best way ofaccomplishing this god. I trust my sar-

casm Is not lost on you.
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Diatia Green is a

forty-one year old, six

years postoperative

bisexual woman and a

res idem of
Minneapolis,
Minnesota. During

her commercial art

education, she was an

apprentice to Reed

Waller, creator of

Omaha, the Cat

Dancer. Her
writings, illustrations

and cartoons have

appeared in

Animania ,
Lavender Lifestyles, The Madison

Edge, Feminist Voices, Gaze, Gay Comics aid

Transsexual News Telegraph. She is the creator of

the comic strip Tranny Towers and of the of the comic

book Ink Tantrums
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COMPLETE COST EFFECTIVE GENDER SERVICES FOR THE TS,
TV, GENDER DYSPHORIC, AND GENDER CURIOUS

GENDER CENTER OF THE SOUTHWEST

Dr. Carpenter and Associates
Gender Sensitive Psychiatric Evaluations

Individual Counseling

Peer Group Therapy (Clients & Family)

Complete Medical & Laboratory Services

Hormonal Evaluations for Qualified Individuals

Aesthetic Collagen Injections

Post-op Care, Gender Sensitive

Surgical Referrals & Legal Liaison

AmericanAngel Clinic

Painless Electrolysis

Complete Skin Care

AHA Facial Peels

Scar Revision

Tattoo Removal
Permanent Makeup
Gender Sensitive Make Overs

Members of the HBIGDA and HBIGDA Conference participants in 1993 & 1995. Intensive

combined services available for our out of town clients. We are minutes from DFW Airport.

Conveniently located between Dallas & Fort Worth, Texas, U.S.A.

Call today for further information and scheduling — Many Medical Insurance Plans may be

utilized. Major Credit Cards Accepted. (817) 49S 8707 / (817) 656-5531

Wr NOW AVAILABLE FOR SYNDICATION. .

.

TRANNY TOWERS is an open-

ended comedy-drama comic

strip.Since its creation in Janurary

1995, it's been the only

transsexual funny animal comic

strip in the country, possibly the

world (as far as I've seen, any-

way, and 1 try to keep up with

this stuff)! The characters have

dealt with job discrimination,

harassment, domestic abuse,

and SRS -so far. They cry and

joke, love and hurt each other.

It's about the pain,joy,confusion

and happiness that comes from

not getting what you want-or

from getting it.

You know- life.
CONTACT:

Diana Green
6 11 £ . Z 7 t h Street
Minneapolis, M N

5 5 4 0 7

TRANNY TOWERS has been

running successfully in LAVEN-
DER LIFESTYLES magazine since

its inception,and GAZE maga-

zine proir to that. I'm now mak-

ing the strip available to other

papers (preferrably queer

papers, but I don't discrimi-

nate). Editors and art directors

(or anyone who knows of a

paper that might be interested)

may inquire for rates at the

address below.

(SIDEBAR; If all goes well, INK

TANTRUMS #2 will be out by

4m
*

hantrurr

#/ stilt

xvailabl

thanks for

your patience

and loyalty!)

A
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Attention, Subscribers! Are You Soring?
If you have recently moved or are planning to move to another address in the near future, it

is very important that you notify TransSisters about your change of address as soon as possible.

Since the United State Postal Service does not forward fourth class mail, even ifyou havefiled a
change ofaddressform with the Post Office, your subscription copy will be returned to us, post-

age due, causing us an unnecessary expense if you do not notify us of your change of address.

This also will greatly delay your receiving your subscription copy since we have to re-mail it.

So if you have recently moved or are planning on moving in the near future, please take the time to fill out the change of address

form below and to return it to TransSisters immediately. Thanks in advance for your cooperation!

ft 6Mr ttUrtsst: ft tttwt Mtosst:

Name Name

Apartment or Suite Number.

Address

Cit\

Apartment or Suite Number.

Address

City

State. State.

Zip/PostalCode. Zip/Postal Code.

Effective Date:

Mail to: Davina Anne Gabriel; 4004 Troost Avenue; Kansas City, Missouri 64110

e
TransSisters Advertising Kates
Description Horizontal Vertical Price

Doable page centerfold

Back cover ••»•••••••••••••••••••••••

Inside back cover foil page
Inside back cover half page
Inside back cover quarter page
Full page.
Half page
Quarter page
Eighth page

(16” x 9.5”).

( 7.5” x 10”)..

$70.00

$60.00

*5(7.5” x 5”)

. (7.5” x 25”)

»(7.5” x 4.75”)

™ (7.5” x 2375”)—
..(3.5”x2J75”)~

(7.5” x 10”) $50.00
(3.5" x 10”) $30.00

„ (3.5” x 5”) $20.00

„(7.5”x9ST) $45.00

.. (3.5” x 9.5”) $25.00
(3.5” x 4.75”) $15.00

$10.00

All Ads Must Be Prepaid and Camera Ready

Deadlines:

Winter: November 31; Spring: February 28; Summer: May 31; Autumn: August 31

Please Make All Checks Payable to Davina Anne Gabriel (UJS. funds only)

TransSisters reserves the right to refuse publication of any advertisement which it

considers to be in poor taste, deceptive or contrary' to its goals and purposes.
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TRANSSEXUAL • NEWS • TELEGRAPH
The Magazine of Transsexual Culture

Here's What The Readers Say:

"Excellent as always."

"A professionally published, almost sleek 'zine filled

with intelligent pieces ranging from art to politics, each
flavored with that same Bay Area progressive positivism..."

"Rarely have I encounted such a good magazine..."

Find out why everyone likes the Transsexual News Telegraph.

For a sample issue, send $5 to:

TNT
41 Sutter Street, #1124

San Francisco, CA 94 104-4903

TRANSSEXUAL • NEWS • TELEGRAPH
The Magazine of Transsexual Culture

KC Journal - The Brandon Teena Vigil
x iewpoint: W hy Transsexuals Shouldn’t Go to Michigan

Community and Transsexuals
Plus: Res iew of Apartheid of Sex.

Poetry. Cartoons. Letters, and Opinions
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Misery Loves Company
Christine Beatty

“Christine Beatty writes with the authority of one who has
not only lived hot mastered her material.” — Danielle Willis

Shining Woman Tarot is a sacred divination
^

pack, awakening in the reader a sense of spiritual

power and beauty. It is the result of decades of

work with the Tarot, myth, dreams and the spiritual

realities of the imagination. Its roots are in tradi-

tional Tarot, but it is also a radical departure.

The images, painted by the author herself, are

drawn from many cultures and traditions, ranging
over six continents and tens of thousands of years.

The names and symbolism of die major and minor
Arcana have been amended to reflect this - die four
suits are Trees, Rivers, Birds and Stones, while the
Court cards are now Place, Knower, Gift and
Speaker.

Unique in its linking of the Tarot to tribal and
prehistoric art. Shining Woman Tarot opens up
many new possibilities for the use of the Tarot
today, and provides a valuable tool for personal de-

velopment
Rachel Pollack has worked with the Tarot for over twenty years and has written many books on the

subject, including Seventy-Eight Degrees of Wisdom and The New Tarot. Her work has received wide
praise for its innovative and sensitive approach to the Tarot

"This work is about bringing the sacred into daily life. It calls attention to the awe surrounding us.

Its lack of sexism is appreciated — and the art grows on you. The Shining Woman tarot is a tool worth
having." - Melissa Ellen Penn, Green Egg

Published by The Aquarian Press, an Imprint of Harper Collins Publishers; Hammersmith, London.
Copyright 1992 by Rachel Pollack.

“They say a little knowledge is a dangerous thing. Well, this

book could get you into trouble for the rest ofyour life.

What are you waiting for?” « PatCatifia

“ . .

.

good family values.” — Alex Bennett speaking of the au-

thor in a 1992 KITS radio interview. (I think he was joking.)

available for

$8.50 per copy
(postpaid) from:

Christine Beatty

P.O. Box 423602
San Francisco,

California 94142
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